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Young Wild West Surrounded By Death
OR,

THE SEVEN DYNAMITE STICKS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE INTERRUPTED SUPPim.

The sun was just disappearing behind the distant mountain
range to the west when Young Wild West and the fri ends who
trave led with him on his trips through the wildest parts of the
vast stretch of land that was called the "Wild West" at the
time of which we are writing, in quest of excitement and adyenture, brought their horses to a halt at the mouth of a wide
gully.
The scene was in the western part of the Centennial State,
as it was called, for Colorado had just been admitted into the
Union-a hundred years after the signing of the Declaration
of Independence.
At that time there was much Jaw and order needed in almost
any part of the West, but in this particular part there was
absolutely none.
It could not be found, even in the biggest of the mining
camps, though in some cases a pretext of something fike it
was made.
Young Wild West, though but a boy in years, was what might
be call ed a real man in every other way, and his thrilling escapes and daring deeds, as well as his wonderful shooting with
either a rifle or revo!Yer, had made a name for him that many
au older Westerner might have been proud of.
But so much bas been written of the dashing young deadshot that it is not necessary to mention in detail here his
abilities, accomplishments, etc.
Suffice it to say that he had come to a halt at the close of a
warm day in the fall of the year, and was now ready to go
into camp for the night with his friends.
The friends were his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the
well-known scout, and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy, who was
about the same age as Wild, as our hero was called for short;
Arietta Murdock and Eloise Gardner, two young girls; Anna,
the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and two Chinamen named Hop
Wah and Wing Wah.
•
While the latter two were employed as cook and handy man,
the y were really considered the friends of Young Wild West
and the others, for they had proven their worth in many ways,
especially Hop Wah, who was a very clever magician, even
though he looked to be nothing more than a "Fool Chinee."
Arietta Murdock was the golden-haired sweetheart of Young
Wild West, and Eloise Gardner was Jim Dart's sweetheart.
That finishes up the introduction, so we will go on with our
story.
··1 reckon this isn't such a bad place to stop for the night,
Charlie," Young Wild West remarked, nodding to the sco ut,
as he slipped Crom the bac!c of his sorrel stallion, Spitfire.
"It is sartinly as good as we could expect to find , V!il<l, ,.
was the reply. .. There's runnin ' water here, an' plenty of good

grass for ther horses. Then there's lots of wood t o make a
fire, an· ther rocks is thick enough for us to keep out of sight
if anything happens afore mornln'."
"Right you are. We couldn't have struck a much better
place, I am sure. But I did think a little while ago, when we
were riding along the dusty trail, that we were not going to
be lucky eno ugh to strike water before dark."
"Well, we have struck it all right, Wild," Arietta spoke up,
as she looked smilingly at her boy Jover, "Now, suppose we
hurry a little and have something to eat. I am not ashamed
to say that I am very hungry."
"We all are, Et," and the young deadshot nodded, assuringly. "If you want to push matters along a little, you can
help with the horses. They must be cared for first of all,
you know.··
·
•·r know, Wild."
Then the girl Jost. no time in removing the saddle fr om the
bacl;: of her cream-white broncho.
Anna and Eloise hastened to do the same to their horses,
and by the time our hero and his two partners were ready to
tie them with long lariats, so they might have plenty of chance
lo get what they wanted to eat, and drink from the brook when
they cared to, all the horses were ready.
The two Chinamen had removed the packs from the backs
of the two steeds that carried the camping outfit and supplies,
so they were taken care of along with the rest.
"VV'hattee now, Misler Wild?" Wing, the cook, asked, as he
ran up to the young deadshot. "You wantee puttee uppee um
tents, or you wantee suppee first?"
''Supper first, Wing," was the reply. "Let Hop go ahead
and kindle a fire, and you get ready for the cooking that must
be done. When Hop is through we will let him help us put up
the tents. Now then, just remember that we are all pretty
hungry."
"Me undelstandee, Misler Wild," and the heathen hastened
to carry out the instructions given him.
Usually Hop and Wing attended to erecting the tents that
were used as a sleeping quarters by the members of the party.
But it being rather late, and darkness coming on, Wild and
his partners were more than willing to do it, so things would
be ready for them to sit down and take it easy after supper.
It was not very long before the coffee-kettle was beginning
to steam and the fragrant odor floated on the breeze.
The venison steaks were spitted and held over the coals,
and then came a frying-pan with sliced bacon in it.
Wing was a fine cook, and that was abont all he amounted
to, since be did not bother his head about anything else, unless it was to help fight their enemies sometimes.
The sun had gone down by this time, but there was a golden
glow in the west that made the scene look peaceful enough.
The rugged cliits and wild mountain scenery and the still-
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ness that prevailed suggested that Young Wihl West and his
friends were absolutely alone in that section of the country.
But if they thought anything li ke that they were suddenly
caused to change their minds, for when they were nearly
read~ to sit down to ihe temptliig meal the Chinese cook had
provided, 1he clatter of hoofs rang out close at hand.
Our fr:ends had been following a trail all the afternoon that
showed e»idcnces of being used quite often.
Tbey had camped but a few yards from it, and it was along
the trail that some one was now approaching at a gallop .
.. Somebody com in', Wild," the scout observed, as he nodded
to the you.ng deadshot, who had taken a few steps toward the
trail and wa:; now star.ding close beside a big rock.
.. I reckon so, Charlie," was the cool reply. "There are
morn tllan one of them, too. By the sounds, I should think
there are at lef;st half a dozen horses coming."
"Well, there isn't anything strange about it, I snppose, ., Jim
Dart spoke up, as he came over and joined the two. .. Quite
li kely the trail iearls to a mining camp somewhere, and it may
not be very far from us."
A cloud of dust then s~10wed up a couple of hundred feet
clist::!it, and cut of it appeared seYeral horsemen.
There were seven of them, as our friends counted quicltly,
• 9.nd they ~Jac!rnned tileir speed when they saw the camp.
'I'here v;as nothing auout them that suggested that they
1\'ere auything more than ordinary men to be found at the
mining camp or ranches.
But it was noticeable that they seemed to be delighted at
find ing the carap.
·
'
.. Hello, the:·e•,. one of them called out, as he brought his
horse to a walk and turned directly toward our waiting
frlends.
.. Hello!·· the young deadshot answered in the cool and easy
way that had helpe<l mal~e him famous. '.'You seem somewhat
f,f rprise1l at seeing us here, stranger."
"'Y\iell, yes. 1 reckon I am a little surprised. What did you
stop here for 'rlien there's a mlnin' camn only ten miles further on?"
.. We ciidn't kn6w that, or probably we wouldn't have
stepped.··
.. Oh, I see. Strangers in these here parts, then?"
"Yes, right here. But we have traveled the Rockies over
pretty welt, for all that. What cort of a mining cam 15 is it?
Is there any size to it1"
.. 1 1ot very big.
Maybe there·s fifty or sixty living there.
But it's a putty l!Yely place, jest the same . .,
"'I see. Weil, we'll stay ·]le;·e until moTning, anyhow, and
then we·n ride oym· to the ca.mp and see what it looks like.
There might be something to be found there in the way of
excitement.··
.. Excitement, eh? .. and the spealrnr turned to his followers
and ln.ughed ... Kid,'' he adcled, .. you don't mean to say that
you're anxious to 11nd e·:citement, do )OU?''
'"'Yes, l 'm always looking for it."
"Ever find it?"
•·011, yes ..,
"What do you call excitement, kid?" one of the others spoke
up.
"Oh, there a re lots or t hings that will make excitement,"
the boy retorted, coo lly. ··sometimes it happens that a man
who thinks he"s bad undertakes to insult me, or some of my
companions. Then there is generally a little excitement."
"Oh, 1 see. You git rnacl an' do some shootin', I s'pose."
Then an seven of the men lal1ghed as if they thought it a
great joke.
·· sometimes I shoot and sometimes I don't have to,,. Wild
su.1il i11gly obsened.
While he was talking to lhem he had been sizing them up
pretty well, and his conclusion was that they were a set of
rascals, and that they had halted there for the purpose of making trouble, probably to rob them of what money and Yaluables
they had with them.
Even !(the boy hac! known ibis to be correct he would have
smiled just the same, for Young Wild West was not in the
habit of pern:itticg himself to be robbed, nor was he afraid
of such a thing being dcne, eYeu though there were seven
armeci men ri ght before him.
"Just got sup1Jer ready, I see, .. the fellow who had spoken
fi rst said, as he swung a leg over his horse and dismounted.
"Of course you're goin' to ask us to jlne you an' have somethin ' to eat."
.. No, I hardly think 1 will. You :;:;i.y It's only ten miles to
th~ mining camp. You we.·e heading for it, I presume, and
expected to get your supper there. You had better go right

on and c~r;-y out your original intention. We lrnven't enough
cookeLl for so ma!ty, as you ought to know."
.. That's all right, kid," and the speaker removed a quid of
tobacco from his mouth and threw it upon the ground. "It
may put you out a little, but I reckon you have got enough
cooked there for us fellers. While we're eatln' what you have
got you kin be fixin' up somethin' more for yourselves. You
may as well be friendly with us, 'cause we're all hungry, an'
ten miles is a good b!t to ride."
Then just as i1' he meant to take full possession of the camp
the villain, for such we should properly call him, stepped over
to where "'Wing was waiting to serve what he had cooked, and
attempted to take a big tin plate that was piled up with
broiled 1·enis6n steaks from him.
.. Hold on, there!·• Young Wild West called out in his cool
and e:tsy way. .. You just let that grub alone, stranger. I
reckon you're going a little too far."
.. What's that? .. anrl the man turned, showing that he was
beginning to get very angry.
.. You heard what I said, so I won't repeat it."
.. You don't want me to touch lhat grub, eh?"
'"You touch It anc;t I'll touch you."
The rest now hurriedly dismounted, and ca~e over, s!J.owing
that they were ready and willing to back their leader m anytiling he saicl or did.
.
.
.
Neither Cheyenne Charlie nor Jim Dart said a word, but
they were standing in readiness.
Arietta had stepped back close to the smaller of the two
tents, where Anna and Eloise had retreated the moment they
found the horsemen meant to eat their supper there.
Young Wild West's sweetheart was not the least bit annoyed, if looJ{S counted for anything .
She coolly pic.:ked up her rifle, which was lying against a
rock, and began looking it over DS if she wanted to k::iow if it
was loaded or 1'.ot.
.
.
The leader o~ the ga1;g might have ta~en all this in 1f he
had not had l11s attent10n attracted straight to Young Wild
west.
He hesitated for .nearly half a minute, and then again
reac~ed for the vem.son steaks..
.
Wmg got out of his way hurnedly, at the same time callmg
out:
.. Stoppee lat! Pletty soonee you roakee fallee on um g~oned.
Lat Ye!lr rn~chee bad, s~ be. Young Wild ;vest no Ii.le .
As ~he. Chm am an mentioned the name of 'Young Wild West
the .v1llam ga.~e a violent start and took a ~ackward step.
His compamons also showed surprise, and m~tantly all eyes
were turned upon the boy, who stood. there, his arms folded,
loolong at them In such a fearless way ...
.. Whafs the matter?" Wild asked, smilmgly. "You all seem
astonished at something. I haven't done anything to you,
have I?"
.
.
··Are you Yonng ·wild West?" the leader asked, bristlmg up
n.nd acting as if he meant to show aggressiveness without de-
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lay.

.. Yes, that's just who I am. What of it?"
"Well, I'm glad to know It, then. It's one of the best things
that eve!' happened that we stopped here."
'"You think it is, eh? Well, I don't. In my opinion it's
one of the worst things you ever did . Now then, if you don't
get away from here inside of two minutes I'll fill you full
of holes.·•
Well satisfied that the men were lawless scoundrels, Young
Wild West no longer delayed.
As quick as a flash Ile pulled a revolver and leveled it at the
leader of the gang.
This was the cue for Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart to pull
their guns, and they had hardly done so when Arietta harl
thrown a rifle to her shoulder, and the seven villains were
literally at their mercy.
Wing Wah smiled placidly and put the tin plate containing
the venison close to the fire, so it mlght not get cold.
Hop Wah now stepped forward, and, bowing in mock politeness io the astounded men, exclaimed: ·
"Hip hi! Meli can men allee samee velly muchee fools, so be.
Mal;ee bigec mistakee when ley gittee too flesh. Bettee bully
uppee or Young Wild West shootee velly muchee quickee."
rt is doubtful if they heard· much of what the Chinaman
said.
The leader had not taken his eyes from the face of Young
Wild West, even though the muzzle of the gun was within
three feet of his breast.
He gave ,;or:10thing like a gasp, and then without turning
his head, called out:
··Boys, I reckon we've got to go."
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the others can't be very far away. Probably they ro:le on at
a gallop for quite a little distance to make it a11pear that they
were leaving for good. Then they have let their horses walk
back a short distance and have dismounted. One of them
thought he would be able to see us by ciimbing up there. He'll
try it again, but he'll get to some other point. You go ahead
and get you r supper. I'll wait here a while and see what
happens."
Jim knew very well that everything would be all right with
the young deadshot doing guard duty, so he quickly made his
way down to the camp and was soon enjoying the evening
meal.
Charlle could not resist the temptation to climb up beside
Wild, and just !ls he got there a man showed up quite a little
off to the right.
Both saw him at the same time, and they quickly drew back
so as to not run the risk of being seen.
· It was the same man, no doubt, and this time he hat.l reached
a point from which he might be able to see the camp.
It was quite evident that he did, for in less than a minute
the watching two saw him drop upon one knee and turn his
rifle that way.
At the same instant Wild's rifle went to his Shoulder.
Just as the villain was about to take aim at something the
•
young deadshot pulled the trigger.
·
Crang!
As the report rang cut the man leaped to his feet and
grabbed at the top of his head at the same time.
Then he staggered about for a second as if he had been hit,
and then ran quickly behind a rock that was close at hand.
"I just put a bu)let through the crown of his hat, that's all,"
our hero said, in his cool and easy way.
CHAPTER II.
"Yes, I know, Wild," Chadie answered, with a shrug of the
shoulders. .. If I had took tha shot it would have went
THE VILLAINS DO NOT GO VERY FAR.
'
.
through his head, maybe. But I knew you well enough. You
Jim Dart remained faithfully at his post for fully ten. min- don't belieYe in qhootin' a feller unless there ain't no other
shot
utes without sooing anything of the seven rascally horsemen way out of it. But that galoot sartinly deserved to beready
dead. He meant to kill some one when he was gittin'
who had left in such a hurried manner.
Then just as he was beginning to think that they had really to fire."
"I haven't the least doubt but that he did, Charlie. But it's
gone for good, he caught sight of a man creeping along a
all right. He'll be mighty ciu·eful how he tries it the next
rocky ridge less than a hundred yards away.
goThat it was one of the villains he had not the least doubt, time. Now then, you ren:ain here for a little while. I'm
I'll be
though he could not see his face well enough to be able to . ing to look for those fellows. I think if I hurry a little
able to find them in less than five minutes."
recognize him.
"Go ahead, Wild. I'll stay right here. If I ketch any one ·
"Ah!" muttered the boy, as he drew back so as to be out
about
of sight of the villain. "I thought so. I knew you fellows tryin' to shoot this way, I'll wing him. I won't bother
would not go very far. So you're trying to do a little spying, tryin' to put a bullet through his hat. I'll fix one of his arms
so he won't be able to use it for a couple of months or so."
are you? Well, I reckon it won't do you a lot of good."
Young Wild West paid no attention to what the scout said,
Lying close to the rock Jim watched the man as he moved
but hurriedly went down to the level ground below.
further along the ridge.
Then dodging along behind the rocks that were so plentiHe saw that he had a rifle in his hand, and this told him that
he might be seeking a high spot from which he could fire a fully scattered about, he rapidly made his way in the direction
of the spot where the villain had last been seen.
shot at those in the camp.
It was a rather high point situated on the opposite side of
But the boy knew very well this would be impossible, since
the trail, and when he reached the trail Wild dropped upon all
the camp was so well shielded by the high cliff.
Presently the villain arose to his feet and looked straight fours and crept cautiously along, looking in both directions.
When he saw the villains he was looking for standing by
toward the spot where the boy was crouching.
to the left, he
But he could not see Jim, and the latter knew it perfectly their horses but a short distance along the trail
was almost tempted to fire a shot into their midst.
well.
But he did not do it, and simply crept a little the other way
Acting as though he was somewhat disappointed, the man
tree.
turned and went back and disappeared behind the rocks again. and ·then took his position behind a fallen
He had barely got settled when the man he had fired the
'!'hen Dart came half way down from the high spot he had
shot at c,ame running down a hi11 and joined those waiting
ascended to and called out:
"Hello, Wild! Those fellows didn't go very far, One of them for him.
'£he fellow was gesticulating wildly and talking at the same
has just been trying to spy on us."
"Is that so?" and the young deadshot turned and ·showed time, but his voice was so low that the boy could not understand his words.
some surprise.
The rest seemed to be somewhat excited, too, but made no
"Yes, I just saw him and had a good chance to watch his
movements. He climbed to the top o! the ridge a E>liort dis- attempt to leave the spot.
"Those fellows are very an-xious to get at us, It seems," the
tance from here, and acted very much as if he was looking for
at
a chance to fire a shot this way. But he couldn't see me, and, young deadshot muttered. "We.JI, if they're not satisfied
Here
of course, he couldn't seo the camp, for he would have to go having one shot fired at them, I'll give them another.
about three times higher in order to do that. He went back goes."
He picked out the tallest of the seven, who was standing a
again, and what he will do next I don't know."
"Just keep a watch for a minute or twd. I'll be ready for little aside, his hand upon the bridle-rein of a horse.
Then taking carefu1 aim at the broad-brimmed slouch hat
him by that time. I am nearly through eating. I am glad
he wore, he pulled the trigger,
you went up there n'o w."
Crang!
''I'm glad myself, even though I am pretty hungry. But I
As the report rang out the hat fiew from the man's head
reckon I have been well paid for doing it."
just as if it had been suddenly swept aside by a swinging
Young Wild West hurriedly :finished his supper.
Then picking up his rifle, he ascended to where Jim was branch.
Consternation seized them all then, and mounting their
waiting, and was quickly shown the place where the spying
horses they rode away as if in mortal fear of their lives.
villain hacl been seen.
''That's the second shot," Young Wild West ex:claimed, a.s he
"Pretty close by, eh, Jim?" our hero said, smiling and nodding his head. "Well, if one of them showed up over there arose to his feet and gave a nod of satisfaction. "I won't;

"Get a move on you," called out our hero, a dangerous glitter
showing in his eyes. "I am not in the humor to stand any
fooling now, and I don't want any further delay. I am hungry,
and I want my supper. Now then, you have got just about
a minute more."
"All right, Young Wild West," and the man, still ignoring
the revolver, hurried to his horse and mounted.
The rest were quick to follow his example, and then they
"all rode away without saying a word.·
Cheyenne Charlie ran after them, and when he reached the
trail he stood there and watched until they had disappeared.
·· 1 thought maybe they might step after they got a little
distance away, Wild," he said, as he came back, a broad grin
on his tanned and weather-beaten face. "But they'll keep
right on. I r eckon your name was enough to give 'em somewhat of a surprise. It seems that almost every one we meet
has heard tell of you."
''That's all right, Charlie. I suppose we all ought to be
pretty well known by this time. We've been riding about this
part of the country long enough. But let these fellows go
now. Let's get at the supper."
"Not without keeping a watch, for they may return," Jim
• Dart spoke up. "Go ahead and eat. I'll climb up to the top
of that big rock up there and keep an eye in the direction they
went."
"Just as you say, Jim," and the young deadshot lost no further time, but sat down and proceeded to help himself to the
good things the cook had prepared.
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promise that the third will not be fired with the intent to kill. be sure and keep your eyes and ears open. Don't shoot me by
You fellows are rank scountlre!s, and you certainiy mean to mistake if you happen to see me coming back."
"Give the old signal, Wild, when you're comin'," the scout
get us it you can. You will be back right after it gets dark,
I ha' c no doubt, and that means that there will be less of you advised.
before you ha ve a chance to get a way agai n."
'l'he signal was an imitation of the hoot of an owl twice in
Satisfied that they would not come back right away, the succession, and Wild promptly assured him that he would
give it.
bey turned 2.nd coolly walked back to the camp.
"What did you hit that tim e?" Cheyenne Charlie called out,
'l'hen leaving his rifle at the camp, the boy set out, for he
was willing to depend entirely upon his brace of revolvers and
as l:c ran down from the big rock to meet him.
"I shot at another fellow's hat, and I kno cked it from his his hunting-knHe, since he never used the rifle when close to a
head this time, Charlie," was the re ply.
camp.
"Oil, I thought maybe you winged one of 'em . .,
Knowing that the seven villains would hardly approach the
"Ko; I didn't do that. I just thought I would give them a camp from any other direction than from the trail with their
second warning. I may give them another, and that will make horses, the hoy turned that way, and stepping along lightly,
three. But I won't promise you that I will."
went on until he came to the spot where they had been at a
"You're foolish if you do. The next time they show up you halt when he fired the second shot.
ough ter PO!J 'em OYer jest as fast as you kin pull the trigger.
If be could locate their horses, even though the men were not
That's what I'm goin' to do. "
with them, he would know that they were somewhere about.
"All right, Charlie. But the next time they show up around
He went on down a short descent, and then peering Into a
he!·e it will be dark, you can depend on that. They won't take hollow to the right, he caught a glimpse of the horses tied
the least bit of a risk of showing themselves while it remains close to a steep bank.
dayl ight."
The boy stood stock still and looked Sl\arply, and tj:len he
"Well, it will be dark mighty soon now. It's gittin' that discovered a man sitting close to the horses.
vrny now," and the scout lcoked around at the gathering dusk.
Look around as he might, no others could be seen.
"YC8, I know. Dut they'll wait a while, you c:i.n bet."
It was but natural that he should make up his mind to make
Jim and the girls were listening to ·what the boy said, and a prisoner of the villain, and he proceeded to do it without
as h e turned to them, Ari~tta said:
any loss of time.
.. It seems strange that we never can be left alone, especially
While he was not afraid that the rest of the gang would get
rhen we ha"Jpen lo pitch ou· camp within a few miles of a the best of those at the camp during his absence, he wanted
town or mining camp . \\'ha t can be lbe object of the villains, to hurry up matters and be there to assist them in case a sudWild'? Do you suppose it is because they have heard of you den attack was made.
trnd have a grud~e against you for something you have done?"
Stepping swiftly along and keep ing close to the bank, he
"I suppose tiu!t is one reason, Et," th e young deadshot an- managed to get within ten feet of the unsuspecting scoundrel
cwered, in his cool and e~1sy way. "But I rather think they who had evidently been left there to watch the horses.
incaut to rob us when they first rode up here. Probably they
Wild paused, and if his face could have been seen at that
don't like the ·w ay they we re treated, and- tbat makes them moment, a smile would surely have showed upon it.
have a desire to clea:1 us up. No doubt they think they have
Revolver in hand, he took another step forward, and as he
p!enly or reasons tor keeping at it until they get us. But they happened to step upon a loose stone his foot slipped and
wo11't get us, littie girl. Don't you lbink anything like that. caused a sound that lnsta.ntly attracl d the attention of the
lr they proceed in trying it tliey'll have to take their medicine, man.
that 's all."
The villain started to his feet, turning the rifle he held in
.. Oh, I'm not afraid of them getting the best of us,., and the his hand toward the boy.
girl actu:illy laughed. "We've been in so many situations
But he had uo chance to use the weatJOn, for as quick as a
similar to this th at it seems to me we are bound to come flash Wild seized the rifle by the barrel and wrenched It from
out ahc:i.cl. Anyhow, this is a snug spot we ha ve camped in, his grasp.
and it' th ere were twice as many of them it would be impossible
.. Make the leas t sound and you'll be a dead man!" the young
l 01· them to creep up h ere even in the dark without us seeing deadshot exC"l:l imed, in a low but firm voice.
them iu t ime to give thc;m a warm reception."
.. TJ 1at's li ght, little girl. But just to make ourselves more
secu re we'!! fix up something in the way of a breastworks.
Thern are a couple or fallen trees close at hand, and the rocks
CHAP'l'ER Ill.
lYiL g arou11tl he:·o can be ro!lell up, I think, and thus make us
pcriectly safe iu ea~e a sudden attack is made. Come on,
THE VlLLAlNS 01\'E IT UP.
boy s. Let's got to wc:·k. Come, you two heathens, lend a
hand."
Taken completely by surprise and badly frightened, the
.. w e·u hcl:J, too, 'vVild," the scout's wife called out.
Two minu te~ later all hands were busy dragging the fallen man Young Wild West had confronted so suddenly did nothing
more than to give a gasp, and then throw up his hands.
trees to the spot. 1
.. Oh, you're wise enough to keep quiet, I see," the young
One of them was quite large, and they were forced to carry
the smaller el1 d m·ound in order to get it in anything like deadshot said, coolly, as he gave a nod of approval. "Now
then, just tell me what you fellows mean to do."
the position th ey wanted it.
·•I ain't do in' no thin'," was the reply, "I stayed here, an' I
But in less than fifteen minutes they had formed a good
don't know wh£t the rest is up ~o. I s'pose they want to git
barricade.
Boulders which could be rolled along were placed where square with yer for treatin' 'em the way you did. I know
they wo~•ld do t~e most good, and then they all ceased their who you are. You're Young Wild West. I kin see thflt even
exe:'lion s and looked upon the result of their work with satis- ir it is dark."
fa ction.
"Yes, I'm Young Wild West all right. So you suppose they
By this time it was quite darlc
want to get square with me, do you? Well, do you think they
The stars had already come out and were shining brightly in are going to do it?"
t he dark b'.ue va ult overhead.
"I don't know. Don't count me in. I wanted to stay here
" Misler Wild, you wantee puttee outtee um fire?" Wing an' Bill Hagg let me stay. Blll Is the leader, you know."
as ked, tur ing to the young deadshot as he went back to
"Oh, the leader's name is Bill Hagg, eh? What ls your
.~oisb his work of cleaning up the remains of the supper.
name?"
·-;..;..:;, i~t it burn. "\ 1e need a little light, so it will answer
"Roxy."
the purpose of a lantern," was the r eply.
''All right, Roxy, you come with me. We'll soon see . how
"Allee liglJt," and the Chinaman promptly threw a few pieces Bill Hagg and the rest will get square with me."
of wood upon the fire and then resumed his duties.
"Let me stay here, Young Wild West," the man said, pleadCheyen·1e Charlie turned and lighted his pipe, and then ingly.
taking a seat 11pon a rock close to the banicade, placed him.. You come with me, I say," and the boy pressed the muzzle
self in a watching attitude.
of his revolver agalnst the villain's head.
Wild 1 emained standing near the fire for a few minutes, and
But before he started to lead him away he took his weapons
then he turned to his companions and said:
from him.
"I don't llke this very much. The chances are that they
'l'hen holding him by the arm with his left hand, Wild
may take a noaon t o come back at any tiine. I think I'd bet- wall{ed him along, his revolver in the right hand and the
tel' go and try and locate them. Everybody remnin here and muzzle turned toward him.
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Straight up the trail the young deadshot made his way, fellow as Bill Hagg, much less of having met him before.
Why should he want to get rid of me?"
forcing the man to walk along at an e.ven step with him.
"'I can't say as to that," and Roicy shrugged his shoulders.
When they got to the spot where they must turn to go to
"Well, I think I can answer the question for you. Bill Hagg
the camp the young deadsbot came to a halt and listened.
has probably heard that I have taken part in breaking up
He could hear the voices of his companions.
They were talking in low tones, and the fire was burning outlaw gangs and the like. He being an outlaw himself, feels
it bis duty to put me off the earth as quickly as possible, so I
·
brightl;y, though he could ,not see thern.
But this was due to the fact that they were sittlng behind won't be able to do . anything further in that line. That is
the obstructions they had placed there to make the camp safe. about it, isn't it?"
"I don't know as Bill Hagg is an outlaw. I never heard tell
Knowing that the rest of the outlaw gang must be somewhere very close by, "Wild was anxious to get to his friends of him doin' anything that was very wrong."
"Roxy, you're lying and I know it. You fellows were out
as quickly as possible.
He promptly gave the signal to let them know where he upon the trail for the purpose -0f robbing somebody when you
was, and when he heard it answered immediately started for- got a good chance. Now, isn't that a fact? Just tell the truth
.vard again, this time hurrying the man with him so that he for once in your life. "
"I ain't no thief, an' I never was, Young Wild West."
almost had to run.
Wild saw that it was useless to try and make the fell ow
Cheyenne Charlie stepped from behind a rock when Wild
was but a few feet away, and when he saw that he had a admit anything that would make it the worse for him, so ho
decided to give it up.
prisoner he gave vent to an exclamation of satisfaction.
"All right, Roxy. It may be tbat I am mistaken and that
'"Fetch him rigb t here, Wild," he said, as he ran fol·ward
and seized Roxy by the arm. ·•I don't know where you got you are a very honest man. But you'll stay right here tohim, but you have brought him here, an' that settles it. night, just the same."
At that very moment a ritl.e shot sounded and a bullet flatWhere's the rest of 'em?"
" Sneb.!dng around and waiting for a chance to attack us, tened against a roclc a short distance from where our hero
Charlie," the young deadshot answered, in a low tone of voice. was standing.
While he was talking to the prisoner he had unconsciously
'"Don't talk quite so loud. Maybe they are not able to see all
that is going on here. I hope they didn't see me fetch in my showed his head above the roughly-constructed breastworks.
The sbot came from but a short {l.istance away, too, and this
prisoner, for tbat ·might make thel.ll change their minds."
Roxy was quickly hustled around behind a fallen tree, and told plainly that the villains must have crept up through the
darkness and were now dangerously close to them.
then Charlie forced him to sit down.
"'l'ake care of this fellow, Et," the young deadshot said,
"Jim, you keep a sharp watch," the young deadshot said, as
he nodded to Dart. "I want to question this fellow a little. when he had dropped clown c!Gse to the ground. "I reckon the
I thought it better to bring him h ere and do it, although I fun is going to staTt now. Roxy may reach the mining camp
started in to ask him a few things right after r caught him." alive, but it is doubtful if all of his companions will. "
The scout fired a shot just then, and a yell of pa-!n sounded.
"Was he alone, Wild?" Arietta asked.
'fhis seemed to be the signal for the sneaking villains to act,
"Yes, alone with the horses of the rest of the gang. They're
prowling around somewhere close by. We'll hear from them for three or four revolver shots sounded almost immediately.
Then hurried footsteps could be heard as the unseen men
presently, r suppose."
Roxy, as he called himself, was in anything but an easy were running away.
None of their bullets did a particle of damage, and as they
.
frame of mind just then.
When he heard Arietta speak he looked at her eagerly, for coulJ not see them on account of the rocks scattered about,
, our friends did not answer the shots .
probably he thought she might put a word in for him.
"Well, Roxy," Wild said, after he had waited about five min. "Young Wild West," he said,.suddenly, as he looked pleadingly at the young deadshot, "I ain't done nothin' to you any utes and satisfied himself that the villains bad really beaten a
more than that I come here afore dark with the rest of the retreat, "what do you think of your friends, anyhow? It don't
gang. H you'll let me go I'll promise yer I'll git my horse an' look as if they're going to have an easy time getting rid of
me, does it?"
ride straight to Hooller's Flat."
"Bill Hagg was a fool to thinlc of doin' . anything like it,
"You'll promise me that, you say?" the boy retorted, a smile
anyhow," was the reply. "I didn't want to do it, au' I told
showing on his handsome face.
him so. That's why I stayed with the horses. They called
"Yes, an' I'll sticl;: to the promise, too."
"I don't believe you, Roxy. So Hooker's Flat is the name me a coward, an' all that, but I'm glad I stayed, even if you
did come an' make me a prisoner."
of the mining camp, is it"?"
"I believe you're telling the truth when you say that, Roxy.
'"Yes, an' it's only about ten miles from lfore, too."
"Well, T reckon when you go to Hooker's Flat we'll .go with You said a little while ago that if I would let you go you would
you, which will be some time to-morrow morning. Now, don't get your horse as quickly as you could and then ride straight
to the mining camp?"
think "for an instant that we are going to let iou go. "
"Yes, I said it an' I meant it."
"'What are you gain' to do with me after you git me there?"
"Will you do that now if I let you go?"
"Hand you over to some one who will no doubt want to take
"I'll try mighty hard to· do it. But if I happen to run agin
charge of you. Probably they might be looking for you and
B!ll Hagg an' the rest of 'em, maybe they'll keep me back.
your friends over at the mining camp."
"Nobody ain't lookin' for us 'cause we never done anythin' But I won't lift a hand agin you an' any of the rest. I'll swear ·
to make 'em look for us. Yo:1 can't say anything more agin to that."
"All right, Roxy. You · can go. Here is your gun an d 1rnife,
me than that I come here with Bill Hao-"" an' the rest an'
too, so you can't say that there is anything mean about me,
'
"'"'
wanted to eat supper with you."
.
"Probably not. But the fact that two of your gang tried to after all."
The man was so surprised that for the space of a m<iment
get shots at us will fix it up for you, too, I think."
··All right; there ain't no use of me sayin' anything more. he was unable to speak.
"Do you mean that, Young Wild West?" he asked, when he
But I ain't done nothin', an' if you're goin' to keep me till to.
morrow mornin', an' then make me go over to the Flat with had found the use of his tongue.
"I certainly do. Take what belongs to you and ligh_t out.
you, I'm satisfied."
If you should happen to meet Bill Hagg just tell him that I'll
"You belong at the Flat, I suppose?"
see him later on. He needn't bother about coming around
"Yes that's right."
here lo-night expecting to clean us up. That can't be done.
"Wo{·k a claim there?"
You see how we are fixed here, and· you ought to kn ow that
"No I ain't --ot no claim ..,
pretty well without my saying it."
"Ha~ any of the rest of your gang got claims?"
"They wGJuldn't have a bit of chance of dcin' it, Young Wild
"Yes, a couple of 'em has."
west," the villain declared, as he arose to his feet and ac"What were you all doing out this way to-clay?"
" Lookin' for a chance to shoot somethiu' in the way of cepted the revolver and knife. "You're the coolest feller I
ever met, an' you're only a boy, too. I reckon you could lick
game."
··Yon wantetl to shoot two-legged game, too, didn't you?" the whole lot of us alone, if you was to try."
"He would come putty near doin' it, you sneakin' coyote "
"I didn't. Bill Hagg has always seemed to hate your name,
an' when he fcuud out it was you I s"pose he thought he Cheyenne Charlie spoke up. "Hut the worst of it is that You~g
Wild West don' t li ke to shoot sich galoots as you unless there
wanted to git rid of you."
·· Tl1at seems strange, too, since I ncrnr heard tell of such a ain't no other way to git out of it. I winged one of your bunch.
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but I r eckon he got away all right. If you see him jest tell a notion to clean us up. They rode up to our camp and wanted
him that 1'11 be ready to finish the job the first time I see him." to take our supper from us, and then after they found out
"I don ' t want to see any of 'em if I kin h elp it," Roxy de- who we were they got very angry and threatened to make
clared, and he acted very much as if he r.1eant it. "If I kin short WO!'k of us."
"Bill Hagg done t hat?" and the driver looked at the man
git I.Jack there an' git my horse, I'm goin' to light out straight
who sat on the seat with him in surprise.
for the Flat."
"Yes, I am telling you the truth. If you never knew it be"Jr you do that it'll only make trouble for you. The rest of
'em will go there later on, an' they'll ca ll you a coward for fore, I'll tell you right now that Bill Hagg and the fellows
with him are a Jot of rascals, and that they would t1o anything
runnin' av;ay from 'em."
.. I've thought of that, too. But I don't care. Bill Hagg ain't even to committing mufder if they got a good chance."
"I ain't doubtin' that much. But say, young feller, who are
gr.in.' to boss me any more."
.. Wild," said the scout, as he sa Roxy starting to leave the yer, anyhow?"
"Young Wild West is my name."
camp, "if I was you I wouldn't let him go. But I ain't you, so
I "I told ycr so!" exclaimed the man on the seat with the
there ain't no use in sayin' anything about it."
"vVould it benefit us any to keep him here all night, Char- driver. "Of course, sich fellers as Hagg an' the others wouldn't
lilrn Young Wild West. He's got the name of makiu' trouble
lie?" the young deadshot asked.
"Well, it would keep him from puttin' i1p a, fight agin us." for them that don't carry themselves jest straight."
"So you admit, then, that Hagg and the rest of the gang
"Tl1at is tn:e enough. But suppo.:e he sticks to what he tas
don't carry themselves exactly straight?"
said. "
"TP,at's right," the man retorted. "But there ain't many
"He won't do it, Wild."
.. Probably not. But even if he joins in with the rest and in Hooker's Ji'lat what does carry themselves exactly straight.
It's a sort of free-an'-easy camp . There ain't many Jivin'
they try again to shoot us, h e'll only make one more."
.. I won't n ever lift a hancl agin any of yer, no matter what Lhere, an' what there Is believes Jn the old sayin' that It's
Bill Hagg or any of the rest of 'em says !" exclaimed Roxy, every on e for himself."
.. Thank you for the !nfo!'lnatlou. We'll go over there an cl
ea1 nestly. .. Maybe I ain't told yer the whole trnth since I've
been talldn' to yer, Young \Vild West, but what I'm sayin' now take a tool< around. If we happen to like the Flat we may
stay there a day or two."
i'1 the trutll."
.. An' reform the camp, same as you did to another place I
.. All right, Roxy. Go on. I hope you'll be a better man and
Ilea rd tell of?" the driver added.
quit the c·ompany you have been traveling with."
"Maybe," our hero answered, with a smile.
"All right, Young Wild West. I'll see yer over a.t the Flat
There were no passengers inside the stage-coa(;h, though
to-morrow rnornin' if you come there. G cod-night, everythere seemed to be quite a little in the way of express.
body."
Tile driver and his companion were reluctant to go on, and
Then the villain stepped over one of the trees that had been
dr:~gged up to shield the camp, and quicUy made o~ in the\ aftel' asking a few questions and receiving answers that suited
them, the four horses were started and away the outfit went.
dn1·1mes,,;.
Then Young Wild West and his friends rode quickly on, and
"Do you think they 'll be back again very soon, Wild?"
Arietta asked, after they had waited in silence for a few min-1 in a few minutes came in sight of the little mining camp that
Jay upon a leyeJ patch of sand close to the mouth of a wide
1
utes.
"No, to tell the truth I don't, Et," was the repl~r . "But gulch.
we'll certainly sec more of them before another day has
passed."
CHAPTER IV.
"They might come back agin to-night, Wild," the ~.co ut
1 spoke up .
Ol. R l'!l1E:'>IDS ARRI\'E AT HOOKER';; FLAT.
.. Yes, they might, Charlie. But I hardly think they will.
Anyhow, we'll be ready if they do."
Even though it suggested a whole lot in'the way of civilizaYoung Wild West was right in what he thought, for nothing
tion, it was not much of a place that Young Wild West and his
more was heard of the villains during the night.
A strict watch was kept, of course, for it was r eally neces- friends were looking at as they came to a halt upou the high
ground that overlooked the mining camp less than a quarter of
sary.
a mile away.
But after all nothing was gained b.v it.
"Well, Et," the young dead shot said, turning to his sweetShortly after daylight all hands were up a.nd stirring.
Wing soon kindled a fire to cook the breakfast, while Hop heart, "I can't say that Hooker's Flat amounts to a great deal,
went to look after the horses, Young Wild West and his part- judging by the size of it. I can only count about nine houses
ners standing around where they could keep a sharp watch from here, and I hardly think that any of them could properly be called a house."
meanwhile.
"Only shanties, Wild, and loosely built ones at that," the
But \f Bill Hagg and his gang were anywhere around they
did not show themselves, nor did they give any evidence of it. girl answered, as she turned to him after taking a look at the
Brea\dast was cooked and eaten, and then they all made scene.
"But there are a few tents scattered about, and it may be
ready to set out for the mining camp, which was supposed to
that there are one or two good-paying claims here, and that it
be not more than ten miles distant.
Always on the alert for danger, Young Wild. West and his bas not become !mown yet that it is a gold bearing region."
.. It must all be placer minin', Wild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke
partners kept a sharp watch as they rode along the trail.
But they met no one until they had covered about eight up, as he shook his liead. "There ain't anything that looks
like the openin' of a mine. I s'pose them what's workin'
miles.
Then they heard the rumbling of wheels and soon a stage- around here hangs out mostly on the slopes on either side
coach drawn by four horses was seen coming toward them. of the creelc over there."
The scout pointed to a shallow stream of water that might
They drew up at the side of the trail and waited for the
outfit to come up, and when it had done s o Young 'Wild West have been thirty feet across it at the widest part. .
A few men could be seen scattered along on either side of
called out to the driver,. who c1uickly pnt on the brakes and
the creek, and they appeared to be working r;iuite diligently.
brought his horse to a halt.
"You have got that right, Charlie," the young deadshot
··Excuse me for stopping you, my friend," the boy said, in
his cool and easy way, ''but how far Is it to Hooker's Flat?" answered. "But the fact that there is placer mining h ere
"Just about a couple of miles," the driver answered, as he would make it seem strange if a lode could not be struck by
Joolted the boy over critically and then turned and gazed at digging down among the rockll and dirt.. However, it may
be that they l\aven't come to that yet, since the shanties loolc
b is companions.
to be very new. "
"Do you know a fellow they call Bill Hagg?"
"Oh, it ain't likely any of 'em is a year old yet. By another
"I rec Iron I do."
year tllere won't be none here, 'cause this may be one of them
And another fellow called Roxy?"
mushroom places tbat springs up in a day or two an' dies
::lartin ...
down jest about as quick. But I reckon it's worth stoppin' at
What sort of fellows are they?"
" Well, I can't say anything very good of 'em, an' I don't for a day, anyhow."
"Ir it isn't worth stopping at for that length 0£ time it will
know as I kin say anything that's very bad about 'cm. But
th ey ain't given to doin' much work. But what's the matter?" be strange, Charlie. You must remember what the fellow
" Oh, we met the two fellows I have just named before dark called Roxy told us last night. It isn't the place itself that
last night. There were five ethers with them, and they took furnishes excitement; it's th e people in it. From Mhat he
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said, I would judge that the miners here are nearly all of one 1• 'em sleep in the store. I had four guests in the only room I
, had to hire, so I couldn't make room for 'em there. Well,
type."

I

1'11e driver of the stage-coach said as much as that, Wild," they slept in the store all right, an' the next rnornin' when
my man went to open the store he found that they was gone,
Arietta spoke up.
"Yes, I know he did. Probably a lawless lot have gathered I an' about forty dollars an' some cents that was in the money
here, and, just as he said, it is a case of every one for himself . . drawer was missin', too. There was also nine cans of tomaWell, I rather like that. Sometimes it d'oes such fellows good toes, two pair of pants, a pair of suspenders an' thirteen pairs
to be taught the difference between right and wrong. I don't I of socks missin'. After that happeni n' it ain't likely I'd let
mean by that that they don't already !mow the difference. any one sleep in the store."
"I should say not, Mr. Rogers," Wild observed, laughingly .
But sometimes they seem to forget it."
.. ·we may as well ride right in, I suppose," Jim Dart sug- "One experi ence of that sort should be qui~e enough. But
never mind. I didn't really mean it when I asked you if you
gestecl, as he tode up close to the leaders.
could accommodate us. I didn't really ask you if Jou could, if
"Tbat's right, .Jim. Come on ..,
So saying, Young Wild West turned to his sweetheart and I remember rightly."
gave a nod, and then he started Spitfire, his sorrel stallion, ! "No, you didn't, that's a fact. You jest spoke as if you was
' ma.kin' fun of my place. But yo u ain't the first one as has
at a canter.
Arietta was right after him, and in less than ten seconds made fun of it, nor it ain't likely you'll be the last one. But.
she was riding at his side on her cream-white broncho, Snow- I don 't mind tellin' you, kid, that if I remember rightly there
ain't no one livin' now as ever did make fun of it."
flalrn.
"ls that so, Mr. Rogers? " and the young deadshot appeared
· After them came Cheyenne Charlie and his wife, and not a
·I to become sucldenly interested. ·•Do people die quickly who
great dirtance behind them rode Jim Dart and Eloise.
'I'he two Chinamen brought up the rear, riding a couple of make fun of ycur place of business?''
··see b.ere, ](icl," and the inan began to grow angry, "if you're
piebald bronc:hos and leading the loaded pack-horses.
In this manner the party rode into Hooker's Flat a very tryin' to have some fun with me yo u bad better stop right
away. I'm a bad man, I am. My name is Jeff Rogers, an' I
few minutes later.
to
They had been observed by the men working on either side 1 was born in the southern part of 'l'ennessee. I come outl 've
of the creek, and nearly every one of them paused and gazed I the Wild West when I was only nineteen years old, an'
at them cmiously, though they were a little too far away to · been kno<:kin' around here ever since. If I'd cut a notch on
the stoci;: of my old rifle every time I popped over a sassy
hail i'hem.
One of them did manage to wave his hat, and he acted as if stranger it would be so full by this time that there wouldn' t
be room to cut any more. Now then, you jest keep your sassy
he was Il)ore than pleased to see the strangers.
The salute was returned by -Young Wild West, and then I tongue between your teeth or I'll up an' show yer that I'm
he rode up before the biggest shanty in the group and brought anything but a fool."
Hold on, Mr. Rogers," the boy said, coaxingly. "I am very
his horse to a halt.
This shanty had a rudely painted sign that reached nearly sorry that I have offended you. But I will say that your manacross the entire front, designating it as a hotel and store that Iner brought it on. Now then, just take it easy. We don't
want to stop at your hotel, even if you would give us permiswas kept by Jeff Rogers.
It was easy to guess that it was Rogers himself who came sion to sleep ill the store. We'll put up our tents somewhere
close by, and stay here until to-morrow morning. As I told
out to greet the strangers.
He was a ~·ather short man with a very bald head and a you before, we simply came here by accident. We didn't know
tl1ere was such a place as Hoolrnr's Flat until a fellow named
complexion of a sickly yellow.
His eyes were small and bead-like, and heavy brows half en- Bill Hagg told us. I suppose you know Bill Hagg all right."
··Never mind whether I do or not."
circled them, rnnning well down upon the bridge of his nose.
"Oh, all right, then."
Anyhow, the man was anything but prepossessing in his
Our friends were much amused at the way Jeff Rogers acted.
appearance, and the way he stared -at tbei;n caused our friends
·The girls could not help smiling at him, and, noticing this,
to think that he was more than curious to know who they
Rogers turned sharply to them and said:
were.
''Go ahead an' giggle, gals. lt does me good to see it. It
.. Hello, boss!" Young Wild West called out, in his cool and
easy way, as he dismounted and started toward the man. "I ain't very often that we see sich putty faces as you have got,
especially you with the yaller hair. You're a regular dandy,
reckon this place must be Hooker's Flat."
"That's what they call it, kid," came the reply, and then an' if I ever git the chance I'm goin' to steal a kiss."
This caused them all to laugh loudly, and the proprietor of
the man shifted his gaze to Arietta, and did not remove rt from
the hotel and storn actually showed that he was astounded.
her until she dismounted .
It seemed as if he really thought he was the boss of the
He turned quickly again to our hero and added:
situation, and to have any one laugh at him was indeed sur"Whet brought yer to Hooker's Flat, kid?"
" We had nothing to come here for at all, so that means prising.
Cheyenne Charlie was the only one in the party who became
that nothing brought us here, unless our horses did it," the
at all nettled, and when he saw the man turn very red in the
boy answered, a smile showing on his handsome face.
"You're talldn' in a kinder impudent way, ain't yer, kid?" face, while his beady eyes snapped viciously, he dropped from
''I didn't mean it for impudence, boss. Are you the proprie- the back of his horse, and, walking up to him, pulled a gun
and said:
tor of this shebang?"
"Git inside there an' wait on your. customers. Come on,
.. Shebang, eh? I want you to know that this is a first-class
hotel an' store combined. I'm the proprietor of it all right, Hop. I reckon we're goin' to have a little tanglefoot."
Rogers started back excitedly, and called out:
an' my name is Jeff Rogers. You kin see it up there on the
"Hold on, stranger. I wasn't lookin' for nothin' like that.
sign if you ain't blind an' kiri read."
fin d
"I am not blind, Mr. Rogers, and I can read very well. But Put that gun away. If you want to buy anything you'll'
just because your name is on the sign wouldn't exactly imply me ready to serve yer. Come on in."
"Git in there! " the scout exclaimed, and before Wild could
that you were Jeff Rogers. However, since you say you are, I
am rather glarl to meet you. I don't suppose you could fina prevent him he caught the man by the collar of his shirt ahnd
gave him a boost with his knee that sent Rqgers inside is
accommodations for our party, could you?"
.. I might, if some of you was willin' to sleep on the roof. place of business a little qu icker than he was in the habit ot
You kin see putty well what the size of the house is. Half of going.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop Wah exclaimed, as he dismounted
it is took up by the store, and the other half is the hotel.
The store has got three rooms in it, an' the hotel has got four. and ran to the door. "Me allee samee velly smartee Chinee.
Two of the rooms I live in, one of 'em is the bar-room, an' the Um Melican man velly muchee blgee foolee. Misler Charna
other is for guests. It ain't likely you would all want to stay allee light."
"Charlie, don't go in there," Anna called out, sharply.
in one room, so that's why I said I could fix it up for yer if
"Keep still, gal," was the reply. "You know that I ain't In
some of you would sleep on the roof."
··How about sleepin' in the store part?" Cheyenne Charlie the habit of takin' much in the way of liquor. I happen to
feel right now that I need a little bit to sorter steady my
asked, a twinkle in bis eyes.
"Not much," ancl Jeff Rogers acted as if the remark nettled nerves. This here sneakin' coyote," pointing to Rogers, who
him somewhat. "We had a couple of fellers we thought was a was standing meekly in the doorway now, "sorter upset me by
pair of tenderfeet here about three weeks ago . They coaxed the way he's been actin'. Come on, Hop."
But it was hardly necessary to tell the Chinaman tha t.
so hard to sleep inside of the house, sayin' that they hadn't
been used to layin' out all night in the open air, that I let• Already he was at the doorway, and, pushing the proprieto1
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Charlie, who happened to be the nearest to him, was pushed
aside, he walked boldly in and took his station before the
back suddenly, and then there was a sharp hissing sound and
rickety little bar that was located in a corner of the room.
It was but natural that Young Wild West should feel like the contents o! the bottle began bubbling out.
following, for he really thought the whole thing very amusing.
Jim Dart dismounted and went in also, leaving the girls
and the cook still upon the baclrn of their horses.
CHAPTER V.
'fhere was no one in the place with the exception of the
proprietor and our friends now.
THE ItEFORl\fATION OF ROXY.
RoEltlrs slowly went behind the bar, and then forcing a smile,
said:
When he left the camp of our friends Roxy had no difficulty
"What will you have, gents?"
.. A little tanglefoot! ·· Charlie exclaimed, "an' if it ain't good in finding his companions.
It was but natural that he sho uld go straig'· t to the place
i hail from old
s~ufi' I'll shoot the bottle in a dozen pieces.
Cheyenne, an' sometimes I git real wicked. Look out I !ion't where the horses had been left, and when he was close to the
git that way now, ·~a use if I do I'll clean out this hotel an' I spot he saw moving forms.
The man really meant to keep his promise to Young Wild
,
store inside of five minutes."
"Easy, Charlie," cautioned our hero, who did not like the West, but he knew it was not at all likely that his horse would
be left there should Bill Hagg and the rest decide to go on to
way tho scout was putting on.
"I can't help it, Wild," was the reply. "I sized this galoot the mining camp.
This caused him to hurry to them.
up the minute I set eyes on him, an' I !mow I ain't made no
He called out to let them !mow who he was, and showing
rnistalrn in thinkin' that he's one of the most contemptible
land crabs that ever walked on two legs. I'm jest itchin' to some surprise, the viJlains waited for him to come up .
pick him up an' stand him on his head, blan1ed if I ain't." . Dark as it was, Roxy could see that one of the men was
···well, · if you think of doing anything like that you had wounded.
The fact was that one of the others had just fixed a rude
better wait till we have more of an audience. Probably when
noon comes there will be a good-sized crowd here. Then if sling for it, and as he knew just how it had happened, Roxy
.
you are satisfied that you have good cause to stand Mr. Rogers made no comment.
"Where was yer all the time?" Bill Hagg demanded, grufC\.'l his head, why, go ahead and do it."
fly, as he steriped up close to the newcomer and looked ' him
.. All right, I won't forgit that, Wild."
" Say'" spoke up Rogers, who was now really becoming sharply in the face.
"ln Young Wild West's camp," was the reply.
frightened, .. what kind of folks are you, anyhow?"
"What! How did you git there?"
"Not the kind you think us to be, that's sure," Wild an"Young Wild West caught me an' took me there ...
swcrecl, in his cool and easy way. "But never mind about
''What are you tryin' to give us, Roxy?" the leader asked,
thn.t. You're all right as long as you behave yourself. Have
with a sneer .
you got anything in the way of ginger-pop?"
.. All right. If yo u don't believe what I say you kin let it go
.. I've only got two kinds of liquors in my establishment,
I'm sony to say," was the meek reply. "One of 'em is whisky, at that. But I was settin' right here with the horses when
nu' the other is water, which is in a pail right here, took fresh the first thing I Jrnowed somebody stepped up an' put a gun
under my nose. lt was Young Wild W est, an' he havin' the
from the creek an hour ago."
.. All right, if you'll guarantee that the water is fresh and drop on me like that, I couldn't do nothin', so w~1en he took
m y gun an' things from me I jest had to go with him to the
fit to drink, I'll have a glass of water."
camp. 1 don't know wnere you fellers could have been to let
"Do you mean that, kid? ''
him git me there without you see in' us."
" I certainly do. I never say anything I don't mean."
"Never mind where we was. But I ain't believin' your story,
"Mine is tanglefoot," again spoke up the scout.
"Me takee lillee dlop of tanglefoot, too, so be," Hop chip·ped Roxy."
"All right, you needn't if you don't want to."
·
in.
"Why, he's got his gun n-ow," one of the others spoke .up, as
"A little of the water, please,'' Jim added.
.. I'm goin' to give yer jest what you call for, gents," and he felt about Roxy's body.
"Yes, I've got my gun now. Young Wild West give it back
Rogers shook his head. •·But," he added, after a pause, "I
will say that this is the first time I was ever asked to sell a to me an' told me to light out. He told me to tell you, Bill,
glass of water to any one. Everybody what patronizes my that you kin keep right on tryin" to git him if you want to,
ostabltshment is quite willin' to take whisky. Some of 'em but he's goin' to git you afore another day is over. That's all
wants it straight an' some of 'em wants it mixed with a little I've got to say. If I ain't believed it ain't my fault."
Roxy certainly acted as if he did not care a whole lot
water an· sugar."
Then he found a black bottle, and, placing it upon the bar, whether he was believed or not.
He walked over and found his horse, and then without any
was not long in picking out a couple of glasses.
,tl.fter he had done this he carefully rinsed two more glasses loss of time mounted.
·'Where are you goin'?" asked Bill Hagg, angrily.
which were a little larger and filled them with water, placing
"Straight for the Flat," was lhe reply. "Ain't you goin'
them where Wild and Jim could easily reach them.
there, too?"
The scout tossed a silver dollar upon the bar and said:
"Oh, there ain't no hurry. I r eckon I'll take my time, an'
"There yer are, bqss! You kin keep the change."
.. I reckon there ain't no change to keep, but it's all right, so will the rest."
"You kin. talrn all the time you want, but I'm goin' now. I
anyhow. I ain't chargin' nothin' for the water. Whisky is
know what Young Wild West told me. If we're hangin' aro.md
fifty cents a drink in my establishment."
"ls that so? If I'd knowed that I would have chucked down here ten minutes from now we'll all be popped over an' won't
know how it's done."
an extra dollar. But it's too late now. Here she goes."
.. We had better leave right away, I think," spoke up the
The scout had poured out a small quantity from the bottle,
wounded man, wh.o was called Dipper. "I've had enough of it
and after tasting it he swallowed the balance.
Hop took the glass nearly full, and when he had drank it for one night, anyhow."
·'Well, if you're thin kin' that way, too, I s'pose we may as
he shook his head sorrowfully and exclaimed:
"Gleat tommy-cats! Um Melican man allee samee givee me well go," and without saying anything more Bill Hagg mounted
carpet tacks to dlink, so, be. Stickee in my thloat; malrne velly his horse.
The rest were very glad at his decisidn, and they all rode off
muchee burnee."
":::>on't lie about it, heathen," the scout retorted, as he wiped I along the trail that would lead them into Hooker's Flat.
Roxy took care to get ahead of them, and when he found
his mouth with a red bandana handkerchief. "That stuff
ain't the worst I've tasted. Anyhow, it's a blamed sight better they were not trying to catch up to him h e urged his steed
than you would think you would git from sich a galoot as is a.t a faster gait and soon left them beyond hearing.
j He arrived at the mining·camp nearly fifteen minutes ahead
sellin' it."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Maybe me makee lillee mis- , of the rest, and he promptly went to the tent he occupied with
taltee, so be, .. and Hop promptly stepped over to the bar and a fellow called Brent, who was a hard worker even though he
might have been called anything but an upright, honest man.
picked up the bottle.
His pard was not there when Roxy arrived, but that made
He seemed to be examining it curiously, but the fact was
little or no difference to him.
t ha.t he was doing something that no one noticed.
He unsaddled his horse and soon had it tied where it could
Suddenly he put the bottle back upon the bar and cried:
'eat the grass that grew along the bank of the creek.
" Lookee outtee!"
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Roxy said no more, but finisl1ed up his cooking, and then the
Then not wishing to mingle with the gang again that night,
two sat down.
he proceeded to fix up something for his supper.
Neither spoke a word during the entire meal, and when Roxy
He got enough to satisfy his appetite, and then after taking
sip of coffee he arose, and, with a
a smoke he' fixed up his blanlrnts inside the tent and Jay down had finally taken the lastpipe.
sigh, proceeded to fill his
and was soon sound asleep.
He lighted it with a burning brand from the fire, and then
Brent came to the tent somewhere about midnight, but when
he found his parcl sleeping he did not arouse him, and so it turned to move away from the spot. spoke up. "I reckon you
"Hold on a minute, Roxy!" Brent
was a. little after daybreal' when Roxy awoke.
tent that belongs to you.
He sat up a.nd rubbed his eyes, and then seeing his pard have got a couple of blankets in the
you own."
sleeping near him, it rapidly came to him as to what had There may be somethin' else there that
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I'm goin' to work an'
·•Yes," was the reply. "I s'pose yer heard about the hot it won't be in two or three days.to But
everything I made,
spentJ.
goiu'
ain't
I
an'
livin',
a
make
trail."
the
time we had back along
when Young Wild
night
last
good
me
done
it
think
I
either.
it
about
tellin'
was
Hagg
Bill
it.
about
"Yes, I heard all
."
camp
his
to
me
took
an'
me
caught
West
an'
afraid
got
sorter
you
said
He
over in Jeff Rogers' place.
.Brent did not laugh at this remark, nor did he act as if he
left the rest of 'em."
doubted what the man said.
"I didn't git afraid of none of them, anyhow," Roxy deBut as Roxy turned again he ran after him and seized him
clared, his eyes flashing. "Bill Hagg may think he's the boss by the shoulder.
of the camp, but he ain't goin' to boss me much longer, an'
"Hold on!" he exclaimed. "I reckon we're goin' to be pards
you kin bet on that."
jest the same. as we always was. You stay right here. If yo u
"Well, it's all right to Jet him think he's the boss, ain't it?" want to go to work there's plenty of it to do right on my claim,
"Oh, yes, I s'pose it is. But that don't say that I've got to an' ·you oughter ,be able to make twenty or thirty dollars a
do what he wants me to. It's a shame that we ever undertook day."
to interfere with Young Wild West an' his crowd."
"Do you mean that, pard?"
"Who is this Young Wild \Vest, anyhow?" and Brent came
"Yes, J mean it."
interested.
much
looking
haunches,
his
upon
sat
and
"All right, then. I'll stay with you if you'll agree to one
thing."
"You have heard of Wm afore, haven't you?"
"What do you want me to agree to?" and Brent looked at
"No, I can't say that lever did."
"Well, Bill an' some of the rest of the boys had heard of him in surprise.
"I want you to agree not to go agin Young Wild West if h.e
him all right, an' when Bill found out it was Young Wild
to reform the camp."
tries
mule.
a
by
kicked
been
had
he
though
as
acted
sorter
he
West
"That's a funny thing to ask me, ain't it?"
It seems _that some .time or ~ther Bill had . a. friend of his
"You kin call it funny if you want to. but r mean it. I've
lugged off by a shenff all th1oug~ Young Wild West, .an that
this mornin' than I ever thought
maltes hlJ? have a grudge a~ii;t him. He seems to thmk ~haL thought more in five minutes
in a month afore. To my idea this here camp needs reYoung Wild West .was headm for the Flat to reform thu~gs formin'.,,
here. He was tellm' us that he had heard he had done s1ch
"It seems that you have got the fever in tryin' to reform
'
things to other places."
"Reform things here, eh?" and Brent laughed lightly. "I already," and Brent laughed.
''I'll admit that. But I want you to git it, too."
reckon it would take more than a boy an' two or three others
Brent thought a moment, scratching his head as if he was
to do that. Reform! Ha, ha, ha!"
"Don't thinlt small of Young Wild West 'cause he's only a trying hard to solve a difficult problem.
"Roxy,'' he said, suddenly, as he looked at the man before
boy," advised Roxy, as he arose to his feet and shook his
go to work an' work hard
finger .to emphasize his remarl<. "If he's come here to reform him, "if you really mean that you'll roe
to."
the Flat he'll come putty near do in' it afore he gits through. an' stick to me, I'll do as you want
"Good! Put your hand there," and Roxy was soon gripping
You jest oughter see him once an' take notice of how cool he is,
an' then maybe you would change your mind about him. Brent's hand.
It was the first time there had ever been a real understandThere's another boy with him an' a roan, an' there's a young
ing between the two men, and they sat there in silence, claspwoman an' two gals an' a couple of Chinamen."
" Yes, I heard all about them. The boys was te!lin' it over at ing hands for the space of a full minute. eyes, but Roxy did
Brent looked his para squarely in the
Jeff's last night. But you don't think they'll come here an'
not let them quiver.
try to reform the place, do yer?"
The expression of his face was the picture of earnestness
"I don't know about 'em tryin' to reform it. But they'll come
here all rigllt, an' you kin bet that if any one interferes with itself, and the other gave in to him completely,
Presently their hands parted, and then Brent turned and
'em he'll git the worst of it in a hurry. You know what hapthe slope at the
pened to Dipper, don't yer? He got a bullet through the thick motioned toward his claim, which lay upon
part of his arm, but the bone wasn't touched, so he'll be all other side of the creek.
"There she is, Roxy!" he said, smiling approvingly. "I
right in a month, most likely. I seen the shot fired what hit
staked that claim out myself, an' I happen to know that there's
him. I was right in the camp of Young Wild West."
for life, if I
"Hold on now, Roxy," and Brent shook his hand to show enough gold dust there to make roe comfortable
it. Now then, you have always
that he did not believe him. "Don't tell us anything like that. kin manage to git it out an' saveever
since I !mowed yer, but I
Bill Hagg said you tried to make him an' the rest believe that been too lazy to do any work
good one to talk to,
story, but they all knowed better. You got afraid to stay with liked yer jest the same, 'cause you wasina the
Flat. Now then,
the horses an' sneaked away when you heard t:he shootin'." a better one than any ma:n I could find so I'll tell you right
said,
"All right, pard, I allowed that you might believe me, but you're goin' to stick to what you with
yer if you do as much
since you don't, I won't sar no more. But you kin put it down now that I'll divide fair an' square
from me that if Young Wild West comes here an' starts to work as J do. How does that strike yer?" do for me, Brent,"
"That's altogether too much for you to
reform the Flat, I ain't goin' to go agin him."
Roxy, shaking his head and looking very serious.
declared
You
'Roxy.
here,
see
But
afraid.
You're
not.
"Of course
along with yer for a fourth of what's took out."
work
"I'll
payin'
wash
an'
out
diggin'
toward
thing
a
in'
do
ain't been
If that suits you better we'll let it go that way.
right.
"All
have
you
kin'
coo
the
for
jest
yer
keepin'
been
I've
dirt, an'
you oughter make out a whole lot better than
then
even
But
behave
an'
independent
so
gittin'
you'i·e
Since
done for me.
the rest of 'em is doin'. Now then, whenever
of
many
good
a
partnerour
dissolve
better
had
we
reckon
I
come sich a liar,
you're ready we'll git right to work."
ship right now."
"I'm ready now, jest as soon as I clean up things."
"Jest as you say, Brent. I'm sorry to hear you talkin' that
"I'll help you do that," and then for the first time since
way, though I know I don't earn what I git from yer. I s'pose
they had been associated together Brent assisted in putting
,
I lrin eat my bre::i.Uast?"
"Yes, you're welcome to that," and Brent at once softened things in shape about the camp.
When they had completed the task the two men picked up
a little.
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the Implements that were necessary to use in the placer min- that ever walked or rode horseback. I'll bet }'er that a afore
tree
one o'clock to-day that heathen will be strung up to
ing and crossed .the creek to the claim.
The y started right in at work, and it was not long before outside, an' the rest of you will either be ridin' away to save
Roxy was pernpiring a great deal more than he had done in your lives, or shot full of holes."
·•Mr. Rogers, this must be an awful place," Wild ' declared,
a very long time.
But he stuck at it diligently, and it was not until his atten- looking at him soberly, "But do yon know that I am glad to
tion was called by the shouts of some miners a short distance hear ycu talk that way? Nothing suits us bettet' than to strike
a minin.g calI\p where the men. are so bad as you say those Jivawar that he ceased working and took a look around.
It happened tbat our friends were just riding into the mining ing here are. But don't you think for an instant that the
heathen will be hanging· to a tree or that we'll be shot full of
ca.mp, and when Roxy saw them his face lighted up.
"There you are, pard!" he exclaimed, running over and · holes or riding away for our lives. I don't know how many
slapping Brent on tbe shoulder. "There's Young Wild West. there are in the Plat, but there certainly isn't enough to do
Jest take a look at him. He ain't nothin' but a boy, an' with such things as that. Now you take my advice and keep cool;
that long hair he's got hangin' down over his snoulders he If you attempt to incite any of the men to attack us, I reckon
·
would look somewhat like a gal if he was wearin' a dress. you will be the first one to droi;i. Do you see this?"
The boy quickly drew one of his r evolvers.
But don't think there's anything of a gal abeut him, pard.,
"Yes, I see it all right," Rogers retorted, not the least bit
He's all there, an' he's got enough sand in him to li::!k twenty
abashed. , "I've got a couple of them things, too, an' I reckon
ordinary men. They're all a fine-looking lot, ain't they?"
"I should sorter say they was!" Brent exclaimed, admi~ation the barrels is jest about as long as that one."
"You may have a dozen of them as far as I'm concerned.
showing on his face. ''But this ain't no place for putty gals
like them. They'll be sorry they come here, Roxy, see if they But do you know how to use them?"
'·You'll find out afore many hours, maybe."
ain't."
"I reckon I'u better find out right now. Get out your guns.
"You couldn't make me believe that, pard. I'm jest hopin'
that Youn g Wild West does take a notion to reform the Flat. I'll stand at one end of the room and you at the other, and
It will be the best thing what ever happened. While there we'll do a littlle shooting."
"Huh!" the proprietor exclaimed. "Jest 'cause there ain't
ain't sich awful bacl men here, there ain't one as I know of
but what wouldn't take somethin' that didn't belong to him if no one around here an' you have got 'it all your own way you
he got a cl1ance. I'd count myself in on that, too, if I hadn't would like to shoot me dead, wouldn't yer?"
"No, I wouldn't like to shoot you dead, and I hope I'll not
turnod over a new leaf. Now I wouldn't take nothin' that
be compelled to do it. But I am just going to show >'ou that
didn't belong to me, an' I know you wouldn't."
"You have got that right, Roxy. You have reformed, an' so I can shoot pretty straight. '!'urn aro~d a little."
Rogers paid no heed to the renmrk,~ Wild stepped a little
have I. But it will be a mighty long time afore the rest of
over to the right and then as quick · a fiash he fl red a shot.
'em does, Young Wild West or no Young Wild West."
A button · flew from the blue flann~l shirt that Rogers was
'' \Ve'll see about t11at," Rox y answered, nodding his head to·
wearing.
·
show b.ow much he doubted the words.
"Stand right still," the young deadshot commanded. "If
am
you move the fraction of an inch you may get hurt.
going to unbutton your shirt front for you."
Crack!
CHAPTER VI.
Another button flew off.
Crack, crack, crack!
Ot"H l":~E'.'\llS DF.CTDE TO JlE;\fAIN A WHILE AT THE FLAT .
Three more went in quick succession, and then there was
When the contents of the black bottle began boiling over, not one left upon the J'.ront of the blue fl,annel shirt.
"I reckon I didn't hurt you any, did I, Mr. Rogers?" the
making a hissing sound like that of escaping steam, Jeff
Roge rs, the proprietor of the hotel and store, was not a little young deadshot asked, in his cool and easy way, as he stepped
over and leaned his elbow upon the bar, his revolver turned
alarm ed.
"What in thunder is the matter?" he shouted, as he ran back straight toward the man.
Rogers was astounded as well as badly frightened.
to a corner behind the bar. '·Looks as though my whisky is
·
He felt of his breast, then pulled the shirt open and looked
bewitch ed. "
"Velly stlange,'· Hop Wah answered, shaking his head and to see if his skin had been injured.
But there was not a mark to show that a bullet had passed
feigning ·astonishment. ·'Lat tanglefoot no goodee to dlink,
so close to his flesh.
so be."
Yet the buttons had been clipped from his shirt very neatly,
Of course, he had simply put a chemical powder in the bottle,
and in two instances a portion of the shirt had been torn
and it had caused tile liquor to boil.
But the proµrieto'r of the place was not accustomed to having away.
"Can you do that kind of shooting, Mr. Rogers?" the boy
such tricks played upon bis, and he did not move from the
corner until tlie clever Chinee turned the bottle upside down went o'n, as the man stood there, pale and s\lent.
"Why-er·-no," came the reply, as he swallowed a big lump
and let the remainder of the contents run upon the floor.
•· Maybe you gottee some more tanglefoot ?" he asked, smil- that had come up in his throat. "Put that gun away, will
yer, Young Wild West?"
tngly.
"Yes, just as soon as I put some fresh cartridges in the
"Yes, I've got a putty good stock on hand," was the reply.
"But I don't feel like gittin' any out jest now. I'd give five chambers.. But see here, I am going to tell you something.
Do you know that I don't belie,·e you're half as bad a man as
dollars to l~now what made that bottle act that way."
"Don't waste your money, Mr. Rogers," Young Wild West you've been making out to be?"
spoke up. "I'll tell you what caused it, and then probabl y you
"Who said I was a bad man?"
wm ·reel a little easier. 'i'he Chinaman put something in the "You said so, I believe. But even if you didn't, the way you
bottle that caused. the whisJcy t:i ferment. You know what have been talking would make it appear that way. You alrn
yeast will do, I suppose . .,
said that the gang living at the Flat are tough customers, or
something like that. 'l'hat may be true, but ·if they are no
"Oh, he put somethin' like yeast in it, did he?"
tougher than );oa are, I reclrnn there won't be much trouble.
"Yes, I suppose you can call it that."
Now then, we are going to pitch our camp close by, and when"Then it was only done for a joke?"
ever you get ready to come and make trouble for us you'll find
"Certainly for nothing else."
"All right, then. I s'poEe there was about five dollars' worth us right on ha!ld. Good-morning, Mr. Rogers."
The boy had emptied the shells from his revolver while he
of liquor in the bottle. Who's gain' to pay for that?"
"You can pay for that, since you're making the demand. was saying the last, and filling the chamber as he went out, be
You just offered five dollars if you could learn what caused paid no further attention to the proprietor.
But Charlie and Jim kept a watch on him, for they did not
the liquor to foam llP and run out of t)'J.e bottle. That will
lrnow but that he might take a notion to fire a shot.
about make it square, I reclrnn."
"Come on, Hop," iVild called out, when he got outside.
"'I;Ia, ha, ha!" laughed Cheyenne Charlie.
Rogers had recovered from his surprise, and he now grew "Don't hang around there now, because we want you to get tho
camp in sha\Je."
very angry.
.. Allee light, Misler Wild," and then Hop made a low bow to
"I reckon you folks come here to make troub!e," he said, as
he took the empty bcttle and threw it behind the bar. "You Rogers arid added: "!vie see you pletty soonee, so be. Mo
jest wait till the gang gits around an' you'll git all the trouble veil y smil!'tee Chi nee."
The proprietor muttered. sometriing that was unintelligible,
you want. There's about 1..he toughest crowd here in the Flat
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Jim here with the girls and we'll walk
and then when he found our friends were leaving he slowly j "All right, we'Irleave
we had better take our rlfies
made his way to the door and looked at them until they came : on down the creek. I reckon
don't know what might happen."
to a halt on the bank of the shallow creek less than a hundred along, because wepicked
up their rifles, which had been left
The two soon
yards from bis place of business.
against a tree near the tents, and then strolled lei"Well, heathens," Young Wild West said, as he nodded to standing
the creek.
the two Chinamen when he had selected the spot they in- : surely along the bank ofway to the spot where the two men
half
tended to camp upon, "I reckon we'll stay here until to-morrow i Before they were found
that they had ceased what they had
they
morning, anyhow, so you may as well go right ahead and put _were working in
and· were apparently waiting for thei:n:
up the tents. It isn't much of a place around here, but it hap- ' been engaged
his partner, as the reader might
pens that there's plenty of grass for the horses, and the water 11 They were Roxy and Brent,
is so handy that a couple of steps and one could fall in it. suppose.
Wild West!" Roxy called out, pleasThis will do all right, though we haven't anything in the way 1!- .. Good rnornin', Young
steps forward toward them when they
of a protection in case the bad gang that is supposed to in- 1. antly, as he took a few
the spot. "I hope everything is
habit the Flat should take a notion to make an attack on us. , were within a few yards of
However, I think it will be all right, so here is where we'll all right."
"Everythin g ls all right so far," was the reply. "So you're
Ettay."
/
working, I see."
Hop and Wing promptly began unloading the pack-horses .
"Yes, I made up my mind this mornin' that I was goin' to
The young deadshot and his two partners took care of their
an' my pard here, w.ho has always been a putty hard
work,
I
the
later
minutes
ten
and
girls',
the
as
well
as
horses
own
has given me the cha.nee, an' I am goin' to try an'
worker,
i
a
of
length
full
the
having
them
of
each
tied,
all
were
horses
money an' save the most of it, too. I want to tell
some
make
lariat.
West."
They were so used to putting up the tents and taking them you somethin', Young Wildthough he was afraid he might be
as
around
looked
Roxy
rea
in
and
finely,
down
It
had
Chinamen
two
the
down that
overheard, and noticing this Wild thought it might be somemarkably short space of time they had finished the task.
thing of importance .
i
could
Wing
though
do,
to
Hop
for
nothing
now
was
There
"What's the name of your friend, Roxy?" he a!,lked, before
busy himself by gathering the necessary wood to keep a fire
man could go ahead.
the
cook.
to
going when he wanted
"Oh, I forgot to introduce you. His lJ,a me fs Brent, an'
"Misler ·wild," Hop said, for he saw that the young deadWhen r · tell yer that me an'
shot was keeping an eye on him, "me likee takee lillee walk, he's a putty good sort of feller. it from me that it's the truth.
take
kin
you
reformed
has
him
so be."
rest of the men around here any
"You want to go back and see Mr. Rogers, I suppose," came We ain't goin' to be like the
an' square an' try an' save
honest
be
to
goln'
·we're
more.
the reply.
in our old age. That's
"Lat ligl;lt, Misler Wild. He no hurtee me. Me velly goodee up enough to make us live comfortably
a little while ago."
about
talkin'
jest
was
we
what
Chi nee."
·•I am glad to hear that. But what did you want to say
"I hardly think he would hurt you, unless. you gave him good
me?"
to
a
go
to
you
want
I
there
back
go
you
cause. But see here, if
"I wanted to tell you that I lied to yer last night in some
little light with your favorite beverage."
things r said."
"You meanee tanglefoot, Misler Wild?"
"I know you did without you telling me now."
"Yes, that's what I mean."
Roxy winced at this, but went on to say:
"Allee light. Me no dlinkee velly muchee."
"Well, what r lied about was that we didn't go to your camp
One of Hop's fail!ngs was that he had a great fondness for
the purpose of robbin' you after we got what we wanted .
for
.
.
.
whisky.
jest as much Interested as any
Many times Young Wild West had tried to break him of the to eat. At that time r was
of the rest, an' it wasn't till you made me ·a prisoner that I
habit, but he had given It up as a failure.
way."
Another falling was that Hop was an inveterate gambl~r, felt sorry for havin' acted that
you say that."
hear
to
glad
I'm
right.
all
"That's
m
was
he
when
than
s'.ltisfied
better
never
was
anrl that be
the truth. When I said
was
you
told
I
else
everything
"But
clev~r
of
more
or
couple
a
agamst
pitted
poker
a game of draw
man, I meant it, an' I
of
kind
different
a
be
to
goin'
was
I
his
of
out
h1m
cheating
upon
bent
card sharps who were
yet."
it
tnean
money.
"r sorter reckon that Roxy has took a big change," Brent
But he had so many good points about him that they more
"What he said to me this
than offset his failings, and hence it was he had become a spoke up looking real serious.
mornin' ~ade me do a heap of thinkln', an' the result is that
regular fixture to Young Wild West's party.
This here claim is mine, an'
Always ready to 11lay a practical joke, and ever on the alert I'm In the game with him.
there's quite a lot of good pay-dirt on it, as I happen to know.
to make fun, Hop was indeed a great character.
git out what there is an' he's goin'
He was entirely unlike Wing in this _respect, for the latter I'm lettin' Roxy help me
of it for his services. I did offer him half,
bad long since- given up the idea that he was anything but a to have a fourth take
it."
common, every-day heathen, and was content to go ahead but he wouldn't
"That is really kind of you," our hero answered, with an
and do his work and doze off quietly when there was nothing
approving nod. "So you have really reformed, then?"
.
to keep him busy.
"You kin bet your life I have."
"Wild," the scout spoke up, when he,. saw Hop startmg to go
.. Then It's really a fact that about all the men working and
bound
is
,
heathe~
that
store,
and
hotel
shanty
the
to
back
·Jn around here are lawless and are apt to do almost
han
one
no
t
am
There
there.
over
goes
he
!f
trouble
in
git
to
fh· g ?"
there now but the boss of the place, but most lllrely somebody
the an.!Th~t¥s· the way it's ben ever since rve been here, Young
will come around afore very long. I ain't seen ~othin' of you
Wild West.,,
m.easly coyotes w,hat was after ~s so hot last mg~t, but
"And you and Roxy felt the same way about it until this
camp.
here
th!~
m
somewhere
re
km bet that they
i ? ,,
·' Most likely they are, Charlie. We ll keep an eye in that
my mind last night," corrected Roxy.
c~!~ged
m?.~n
the
into
go
them
of
any
see
,,to
~appen
we
if
and
directloD;,
right and your pard changed his this mornthat's
"Yes
over.
place we 11 take a wall,
'
,, '
'' Good enough! That suits me to a T. I hope they show
up putty soon 'cause it will be sorter tiresome hangin' around Ing.
"Correct!" exclaimed Brent, acting as if he was proud
here with nothin' to do. Why, we would have to go two or
Wild W t,,
y
it.
three miles afore we would git a chance to shoot at anything I of "I've
es ,
got somethin' more to tell you, oung
· the w y of game "
a;iyone
if
that
agreed
has
par~
my
an'
"Me
,
up.
spoke
Roxy
rested
eyes
his
m Then ~harlie took a look around, and finally
yer we 11 go on your side an help
upon two men who were washing out dirt a couple of hundred tries to Il).ake tr?u~le for
you out all we km.
yards down the creek.
"Thanks; I appreciate your offer very much, and If we
"Say, Wild!" he said, catching the young deadshot by the
let you know. But from what I have
arm a:o.d pointing to them, "if that ain't the feller you took need you I 11 be glad to here
at Hooker's Flat,} hardly think
living
a prisoner last night an' then let him go ag'in, my name ain't seen of the menhelp
to take care of ourselves. .
we'll need any
Cheyenne Charlie."
Roxy nodded as If he thought he was about right, and th~n
"By jingo!·• the boy exclaimed, as he took a good look, "it
what a wonderful boy Young WLd
is sure enough. Thafs Roxy, and you can bet on It. Suppose he was.profus e In telling
West was, wh1le Brent Ustened eagerly.
we take a walk down there and talk to hlrh."
Wild and Charlie remained there for about ten minutes after
"Jest what r was thinkin' would be a good thing to do."
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"That would be a good idea, blamed If It wouldn't."
that, and just as they were thinking of returning to the camp
"You're right it would," Dan hastened to add.
they were startled by a loud report.
"Nothin' could. be better," declared Dipper, as he looked at
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "I knowed it! The
heathen has tried to blow up Rogers' shanty. Let's git over his wounded arm and winced.
"Well, I may as well tell you fellers my plan right away. I
there, Wild."
The young deadshot gave a nod, and then both started on don't want no more than Jenks an' Jim Stout to know about
it. Have you seen anything of 'em this mornln'?"
a run straight for the hotel and store.
"I reckon they must be asleep yet. S'pose I go an' look?"
Dan suggested.
"Go ahead an' fetch 'em In here, an' then I'll tell you about
it all at once. We're countin' Roxy out of it," 'cause he said
CHAPTER VII.
enough last night to make us understand that he had gone
back on us."
BILL HAGG'S PLAN.
Dan hastily left the shanty, and in about five minutes he
Bill Hagg and the five men who had come to the mmmg came in, followed by the two men he had gone in search of.
They were both rubbing their eyes, showing that they had
camp a littre after Roxy arrived there went straight to the
been awakened.
barroom that was kept by Rogers.
But they brightened up a little when they found that Hagg
They remained there until late in the night, spending their
appeared to be in such a good humor.
time as such a crowd would be apt to do.
"Set down, boys, if you kin find anything to set on," the
It happened that they all bunked within a short distance of
villain saiQ., as he gave vent to a laugh and made a motion
each other, and all slept pretty late the following morning.
Dipper, the man who had been wounded by Cheyenne Char· about the interior of the small shanty.
But there was really nothing much to sit upon, though the
-lie, came over to Blll Hagg's shanty shortly after Young Wild
men did not seem to mind what he said In the least.
West and his friends reached the Flat.
They were all eager to hear what his plan was.
But he had not seen them come in, and so knew nothing
"It are a fine mornin' to git ready to do a piece of business
abou ~ it.
His wounded arm was paining him, and he wanted Bill to like this," remarked Hagg, as if he was tantalizing them by
keeping them waiting.
dress It for him.
"What difference does it make what kind of a mornin' it
At first Hagg was In a bad humor after being awakened,
but as he thought of what had happened the night before he is?" Dan asked, impatiently.
gave a nod and exclaimed:
"That's so, too. You fellers is mighty interested, ain't yer?"
"By thunder! It makes me mad to see you with that arm
"Of course we are! " Dipper exclaimed.
in a sling like that, Dipper. One of Young Wild West's crowd
"You want to know what kind of a plan I've got to put
fired the shot that done it. We sartlnly have got to git Young Wild West an' his pards out of the world."
square with them people. It won't do to Jet 'em git -away
"You said you was goin' to have 'em blowed to pieces by
from here alive."
dynamite." ventured Dan.
"That's jest the way I feel about it," was the reply. "You
"Yes, I said that, buj; you don't know how I intend to do it."
have got some putty good salve here, an' I wish you would fix
"Go ahead an' tell us, won't yer, Bill?" Jenks said, coaxme up a little bit. That's why I come around to see yer."
ingly.
"Sartin I will, an' it won't take Jong to do it, either. Jest
"Well, I s'pose I may as well. Yer all know the old shanty
wait a minute."
what's nearly tumbled down half a mile up in the canyon?"
Then for the next ten minutes Bill was busy dressing the
They all declared that they knew it perfectly well.
wound, which he did in a pretty decent sort of way, con"Well," the villain resumed, s'pose Young Wild West an'
sidering his gener.al roughness.
his pards was in that shanty an' a lot of dynamite went off
"That will be all right in three or four weeks, Dipper," he under It? What would happen to 'em?"
declared. "By that time Young Wild West an' . his pards will
"They would be blowed sky-high," declared Dipper.
have been out of the world quite some time. You kin bet on
"Well, that's jest what I intend to have done to 'em."
to
way
a
of
up
yer
fixin'
i>'as
I
while
that. I've boon th!nk!n'
"But how are you goin' to git 'em into the shanty?" asked
if
here
come
they'll
that
thing
settle 'em. It's a putty sure
the villain called Stout.
they ain't got here already."
"Oh, that won't be sich a hard thing to do. Jest wait till I
"Ob, yes, they'll be here all right."
tell you what my plan is."
ever
what's
everybody
an'
place,
"Well, this is a putty bad
"We've been waitin' a good while now. Go ahead with it,"
struck it knows It putty well. But that don't say that we suggested Dan.
fashion.
of
kind
any
kin shoot anyone down we don't like in
" I s'pose I may as well, so jest listen an' mark well what I'm
In my way of thinkin', we oughter fix up some sort of a trap sayin'. We've got to do somethin' to git Young Wild West an'
want
don't
we
for Young Wild West an' his pards. Of course
his pards after us. But that comes in after we've made arthe gals they've got with 'em to git hurt. But It will be fun rangements. S'pose I tell you what the arrangements is goin'
it
to string up the two heathens. I told yer last night that
to be first?"
was best not to say anything over at Jeff's about what we
They nodded and listened eagerly.
intended to do, an' I'm glad no one did "Say anything. There's
"The first thing to do then ls to git the dynamite ready so
six of us what kin be dependi:d on. Roxy has gone back on us,
off in less than a second. Now, then, some of yer
but that don't make no difference. If he gits too fresh I'll It kin beIf set
of you don't, that• there's seven sticks of dynamite
have a row with him an' drop him afore he knows It. That knows, wasallleft over from what a galoot had here when he
which
will settle him."
to sink a shaft over at the other side of the creek. I got
"If he goes back on us he oughter be settled," declared tried
hold of the dynamite myself, an' thinkin' the old tumble·down
Dipper.
would be a good place to hide It in, I put it there. You
Bill Hagg turned to busy himself about getting something shantyabout
it, don't you, Dipper?"
to eat for breakfast, and just then two of their companions know
"Yes, I was with yer when it was put there," came the
of the night before came hurriedly into the shanty.
"Hello, boys! " one of them called out, his face !llum!ned retort.
·well, It's there yet, I ain't got no doubt. Now, then, there's
with satisfaction. "What do you think? Young Wild West is a fuse
to each one of them seven sticks. What we want to do
right here in the Flat an' he's camped not more than a couple
is to git a long quick·burnin' fuse an' fasten it to 'em, so there
of hundred yards from here at this minute."
no mistake about it when the spark reaches the end
''Well, they're here all right, an' they're takin' things mighty won't be
long fuse; I reckon it won't be much trouble to git all
easy from the way it looks. I jest seen Young Wild West an' of the
the tall feller, which is one of his pards, walkin' down along the fuse we want."
"There's a coil of it hangin' in the back room of J eff Rogers'
the crook. I don't know where they was goin', but they seemed
place right now," Stout hastened to exclaim.
to be actin' as if the whole blamed place belonged to 'em ."
"All right, I'll leave it to you to git the fuse, then. You
"All right, let 'em act that way for a while. I'm doin' some
tall thinkin', an' if I don't lay a trap that will put an end to needn't say anything to Rogers about it, 'cause there ain't no
Young Wild West an' his pards in a mighty hurry I'll never use in lett!n' him know jest what we're goin' to do, though, of
course, it wouldn't make no difference if he did know about it."
try to git satisfaction on anyone ag'in as long as I live."
.. I'll git it all right. I'm go in' over there putty soon. I
"What are you thinkin' of doin'?" the other man asked,
feel a ticklin' in my throat, an' I want to git some of that
eagerly.
rattlesnake oil he's got there to relieve it."
"I'm thinkin' of blowin' 'em to bits with dynamite."
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But when they saw the young deadshot and his partner coming they promptly ceased, and all eyes were turned upon the
two.
Just then Hop came strolling around from behind the house.
a tiny Japanese parasol rai se d over his head rnd still puffing
away at the cigar that had lighted the cracker and gave the
villains such a surprise.
"Velly nicee day, so be," he said, nodding to no one in pH·
ticular and everybody in general.
"What have you been doing, Hop?" Wild de~and e d, !poking
at him sharply.
'"Thlee bad Melican men allee samee wantee shootee me,
Misler Wild. Me makee bigee fireclacker go bang! Me no
wantee die."
"That's it, eh? Who are the villains who wanted to shoot
you?"
Hop quickly pointed out Stout, Dan and Jenks, and then
lowering the parasol he proceeded with his old-time trick of
apparently swallowing it, handle and all.
This was quite enough to hold the attention of the villains,
even though they were both angered and dismayed.
So far the young deadshot had shown no inclination to pull
a gun, and neither had Cheyenne Charlie.
.. Take It easy, Charlie," Wild said, in a low tone of voice,
without taking his eyes from the group before him. "Let me
do the talking. I reckon I can handle them all right, even If
there are six of them."
Charlie gave a nod, and then Wild stepped right up to
wi.~hin three feet of Stout and looking at him sternly, said:
What were you going to shoot the Chinaman for?"
"We wasn't goin' to shoot him. We was only tryin' to scare
him," was the ready reply.
"You were only trying to frighten him, eh?"
"Yes, that's it, Young Wild West."
"Well, from all accounts you didn't succeed very well. He
frightened you instead."
Stout shrugged his shoulders and looked uneasily at his
companions.
"Since no harm was done we'll let it go as It Is," our hero
went on, In bis cool and easy way, and then he turned and
stepped over to Hagg.
'"Elli," said he, a peculiar sm!le showing on his face, "you
didn't get me the other night, did you? Still after me, I suppose."
"Aw, shut up!" exclaimed the villain, making out that he
was ' dlsgusted, and he turned and walked into the barroom.
Feeling quite sure that he would take a shot at him if be
was not watched, Wild decided to follow him.
But by the time he started to do so the rest were already
on the way in.
The smoke had cleared by this time, and when Young W!Jd
West entered he saw Jeff Rogers, the boss of the shanty, standing behind the bar, his face very pale and a frightened gleam
in his eyes.
Charlle came inside, too, and taking his place near Wild,
looked around at the villains with an air of satisfaction.
"Back again, Mr. Rogers," the young deadshot said, coolly,
as he nodded to the proprietor. "You had a little excitement
here, I reckon."
"Somethin' happened, but I don't jest know what it was. I
thought maybe it was dynamite," was the reply.
"You don't know just what happened, eh?"
'"No, I couldn't tell yer if I was to die for it. All I know
is that three of the b()ys here was startiit' In to have some
fun with the Chinaman an' then it seemed as if the whole
place blowed up."
"Haven't you got an idea that the Chinaman caused the
explosion?"
"I s'pose he must have, 'cause the other fellers didn't do it,
that's sartin. They came near breaking their necks In gittin'
out. I didn't have no chance to git out, so I jest got down
CHAPTER VIII.
behind the bar an' waited for the smoke to clear up. I was
WILD GIVES AN EXHIBITION OF HIS SHOOTING.
expectin' every second that the roof would fall in on top
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlle were not long in of me."
"All right. You needn't be afraid of anything like that
reaching the shanty hotel.
But they were not the only ones who had been attracted occurring. It was simply a big firecracker that the heathen set
there by the loud report, which was much more pronounced off. I have an idea if he had not done It he might have been
than the sound the discharge of a rifle or shotgun would make. killed or hurt, for these fellows are just the sort to do almost
While our two friends well knew that Hop Wah must have anything.
Rogers gave vent to a low whistle of surprise and looked at
set off one of the big firecrackers he always carried with him,
Bill Hagg.
the others who heard it could not understand It at all.
No doubt he thought Hagg would pull a gun and shoot the
As Wild and Charlie ran to the spot they found Bill Hagg
boy right away.
and his gang gathered there.
But nothing of the sort happened.
The three who had been surprised by Hop's sudden action
Bill Hagg was as meek as a lamb.
were talking excitedly to the rest.

The speaker turned to the door and looked toward the socalled hotel when he had finished speaking.
Then it was that he gave a violent start.
'"Look there, boys!" he exclaimed. "There's one of them
<"hlnamen we seen In Young Wild West's camp last night.
He's standln' in the door there smokln' a cigar jest as if he
owned the place. I wonder what Jeff Rogers is thlnkin' of to
allow anything like that?"
Tiley all took a look, and a scowl showed upon the ugly
face of Bill Hagg as he saw the Chinaman acting In such a
free-and-easy way.
"We'll all go over there In a few minutes," he said. "Take
it easy. We've got all day to do this thing in. Stout, you git
that fuse an' then we won't be long In fl.xin' things for the big
explosion that's goin' to send Young Wild West an' his pards
up among the clouds."
"But you didn't tell us how you was goln' to git 'em In the
shanty, Bill," Dipper spoke up.
'"Oh, didn't I? Well, that will be easy enough. All we've
got to do is to linger around a little an' fire a shot at 'em an'
then run for the shanty. All of us needn't be there, 'cause one
or two would be enough. When we run in the shanty we'll jest
shut the door an' jump out of the window there is in the
back. Then we kin run to the place where the end of the fuse
is an' light It. Up they'll come an' of course they'll bust their
way right in the shanty tryin' to git us. Then off goes the
dynamite an' up they go."
Tb.e villain received considerable applause when he said this,
for there was not a man there who did not think It was one
of the greatest plans they had ever heard of.
They kept on talking about it for fully five minutes, and
then Stout was so impatient to go over to the saloon that he
could no longer be held back.
Dan and Jenks decided to go with him, while the others
accepted the invitation to eat breakfast with Hagg.
The three villains walked toward the shanty hotel and store
with a swagger.
The Chinaman was not in the doorway now, but they felt
pretty certain that he must be inside.
They were right in thinking this, for Hop was at that moment throwing dice with Rogers, who seemed to have become
quite friendly with the heathen.
Both looked up as Stout and his companions entered.
"Mornin', boys!" Rogers called out, smilingly. "Slept a little late, didn't yer? You have missed a whole lot. Young
Wild West an' his pards was ~ in here less than half an hour
ago. Here's one of the heathens what's with 'em."
"Velly nicee day, so be," Hop remarked, blandly, as if he
took it for granted that he had been poutely introduced to
the ruffians.
Stout turned and whispered something to his two friends,
and then all three suddenly pulled their guns.
'"Heathen!" Stout exclaimed, shaking his finger warningly
at the Chinaman, "you may as well say your prayers, if you
know any to say, 'cause we're goln' to clean you up right
away."
"Whattee mattee?" the clever Chinee exclaimed, acting as
though he was badly frightened.
Then his hand slipped under his blouse and as quick as a
fl.ash he touched the lighted end of the cigar to something he
took from under it and threw it upon the :ti.oar directly before
the three villains.
There was a sharp hiss, and then-Bang!
A cloud of smoke filled the place instantly, and yelling with
dismay, the three ruffians fell over one another in an effort to
get outside, whlle the proprietor dropped to the floor behind
the bar, no doubt thinking that his last moment on earth had
arrived.
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' headway with his cigar, and lt was not more than a couple
It was the same way with the rest of the gang.
While they harl been bent i;pon putting an end to Young of minutes before he had an ash on it that was an inch long.
"Charlie, what is that fellow's name-I mean the one you
Wild ·west and his partners and acted as if they were ready
to do it at any time, the appearance of the young deadshot. wounded last night?"
"I don't know, Wild. But I reckon he'll be willin' to tell his
and Cheyenne Charlie had caused a sort of fear to come over
them all, and the more cool Wild acted the more the fear name."
"Dipper is my name," came the response: as the man paled
grew upon them.
"Let's have a cigar, Mr. Rogers. I reckou these fellows slightly.
"All right, Dipper. Just step. a littl~to the right and keep
would Eke to smoke. I don't believe in bull-dozing anybody,
but I will say that they have got to smoke rigl:tt away. I that cigar in your mouth. Stand perfectly still. I am going
to knock i.he ashes from it."
want every man of them to take a cigar and light it."
Dipper gave a violent start.
"Do you w::n:t a cigar, Bill?" Rogers asked, looking at. the
"Do as I say!" commanded the boy, his eyes fiashing.
leader of tho gang.
"Bill, have I got to do it?'' Dipper asked, pleadingly, as
"No, if I tatc anything it will be a little bug-juice," was
he looked at the leader .
the gruff reply.
"Don't you see that the kid has got everything his own
.. All ri ght. I thought it was mighty funny if you would
take a smoke so early in the mornin'. Here's what you want," way?" was the curt re.. tort. "Of course you have got to do it.
Do anything he tells yer. That's the best way. But jest reand a bottle was put upon the bar.
.. Hold on a minute, Mr. Rogers, I reckon you're going a little member that this sort of thing ain't gain' to last very long.
too fast," Wild spoke up. "Didn't you just hear me say that j Our turn will come putty soon."
"Shut up, Bill. If you say another word I'll take a quarter
they were tJl going 'to smo);i:e?"
of an inch frqm the end of yonr nose."
"s:pose they don't want to qn~oke?" came the qu~ry.
Wild was right in his element now, and bent upon giving
"That makes no difference. They are going to do it whether
they wa11t to or not. As I just said, I am i:10t much on bull- . the villains a good scare, he started right in,
'As Dipper stepped back, the cigar sticking straight from his
dozing, but these fellows need a little touching up, for as you
might know, they have made up their minds that they are i lips, he ralsed the revolver he was holding in his left hand
going to put an end to me, just because my name is Young , quickly and, running his eyes along the barrel, pulled the
'
'Wild West and I have made somewhat of a reputation of i trigger.
breaking up gangs cf Ol,ltlaws and thieves. Now, then, just I Crack!
As the report rang out the ash flew from the end of the
pass the c!zars around. I reckon every man will be quite
willing to take a cigar and light it. If he isn't willing to do cigar, the bullet passing ou through the partition.
"Is there anyone in tl;lat room back there, Mr. Rogers?"
it he'll hav" to do it, anyhow.''
As he said this the boy quickly pulled both his revolvers. J Wild asked, as he turned to the proprietor just as if the shot
He did not aW~mpt to cover any of them, but taking a I he had just made amounted to nothing.
"No," was the reply.
step n w:i.y from the bar, stood in readin.ess.
C!Jcy~nne Charlie gave a nod of s::ttisfaction and then , "Oh, ah right, then. If there happened to be anyone there
they mlgnt run a chance of getting shot."
s]i~'luted:
'.fhen the boy turned suddenly to the leader of the camp and
:;whoopee, wl:oopee ! ~ r eckon the fun is goin' to begi~."
Easy, (;ha.r ile," caut10ned the young deadshot, without said:
taking his eyes from tho men before him. "I am doing this, I "Bill, I reckon you don't enjoy that cigar. You can stop
i smoking it."
remember.•·
.. Hip hi, hoolay! ,. came from behind them, and then Hop! At the same instant up went the revolver in his ri!;'ht hand
l'arue waltzing into the room, going round and round so fast , and t.he trigger was pressed.
! Crack!
·
that his queue almost stood out straight.
The cigar went fiying .from Bill Hagg's mouth ..
. The scout c?uld no;. he!~ laughing, but '.Vild paid no atten·
"Whoopee, whcopee!' yelled Cheyenne Charlw, who could
·
t1on to the Chmaman s antics.
Rogers was so worked up that he hardly know what he not help giving vent to his feelings. "Let me take a hand in
.
I the game, Wild."
was doing.
But when Hop finally stepped and stepped up near the bar j "Just wait, Charlie, and I'll give you a chance. Two of
he put out a box of cigars with a hand that trembled slightly. 1 those fellows are just about the same height. I'll fix them so
.. Help yourselves, gentlemen," the young deadshot said. ; you can shoot the cigars from both their mouths at one shot.
I Do you think you can do it?"
. "After you have all been supplied I'll take one myself."
Th12n on~ !JY one the six vipains.efl;ch took a cigar from the!• "You kin bet your .life I ~in. Y.ou jest git 'em in line an'
I'll show yer how qmck I km do 1t."
box, and bitmg off the end p,aced 1t m their mouths.
Charlie took a. ci?ar ~nd then Hop, after which Wild selected,. Dan and Jenks wore promptly pick.ed out b;,: Wild.
They were so nearly. of the same height that it would be an
one and\ placed 1t m his mouth.
"Now, then,'' h e said, nodding to the proprietor, "you smoke, easy matter to get th~1r mou~hs In range.
But both were holdmg then· cigars in their hands now.
too. , Mr. Rogers. I have an idea that you're just in the humor
This made no difference, however, and when ·Wild told them
to do it."
·•All right, Young Wild West," was the quick reply. "If you to put them in their mouths they did so.
say smoke, why smoke it is. You seem to be boBBin' this here I "Let them stick right out straight, and hold on tight with
business. I never seen anything like it. It sorter surprises your teeth," he advised. "If you move an inch or so you
I might get hurt. But if you stand perfectly still Cheyenne
·
me to think that Bill Hagg is afraid of yer."
"Oh, he isn't afraid of me, Mr. Rogers. He's only putting on, ' Charlie will make a good job of it. I happen to know that
~ he can shoot all right."
I reckon," and the boy laughed lightly.
"That's all right," the leader of the ruffians answered, half I As they were sta,nding not more than six or eight feet from
angrily. "You have got it all your own way now. Maybe , him, it wa.s a very easy shot the scout had to make.
I But it would have been just the same if they were twenty
it wm come my Way putty soon." .
"Got it all my own way, eh? Why, there arc six of you to feet away, for he was an excellent shot, though he could not
two of us, and I am only a boy, at that. If you don't like the~ hold his own with Young Wild West.
way things are going, why don't you start up a fight? Don't : Charlie took a careful ::i.im and fired, and the result was
• that the two cigars flew from the mouths of the men instantly.
you know how to shoot?"
"There, Charlie, I hope you're satisfied," our hero said, smil"I know how to shoot all r!ght, but I know that I wouldn't
1
, ing at the scout. "Now. then, we'll let these fellows go, so
stand any show if I was to try it now. But jest wait."
"No threats, Bill. I don't like to he&r them. Go ahead and they can have a chance t o put up some kind of a job to wipe
i us 01;1t. I know that's what they're itching for, and I'm going
·
light your cigar."
Hop then proceeded to help them out by striking matches to give them the chano::e to go right ahead. But they can
for them, and soon everyone in the place was pufilng away, hear mo say right here that if they try anything like that and
happen to make a failure of it they' ll never have a chance.
Wild included.
The boy still had his revolvers ready, and as he watched to try it again."
Dipper brightened up instantly and promptly started for
the men puffing away against their wills it occurred to him
that it would be right and proper to make an example of them the door.
and at the same time show them what he could do in the line 1 Aa th e others were :i,bout to foTlow him Wild shook hie
r evolver war•ningly a.nd added :
of quick and accurate shooting.
"Now, then, you have ·heard ·what I just said. Go ahead
Dipper, the wounded villain, 6eemed to be making tho most
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and do as you lioke about it. I've hearu that every man in tlus
CHAPTER IX.
camp is about the same as far as having any r egard for law
and order. It's a case of everyone for himself, so the driver
THE REFORllIATl0)1 OF ROOTrnu·s FLAl' PROCEEDS.
of the stage-coach told me this mo.ruing when we met him.
Whil'e every man ':!Orking in the vicinity of the little mining
But don't i:hink that this condition will last very long. By
and by others will come here, and then things W!ll begin to camp had heard t he report of· the firecracker, none of them
change. I take it that the six of you right here are about the had left their claims to go and find out what It meant.
'The most of them seemed to t\link that it had been callsed
worst to be found at the Flat, so I have simply been making
an example of you and giving you a fair warning. I didn't for fun. more than ariything else.
The shooting Young Wild West did in the shanty hotel was
come here for the purpose of malting trouble for anyone. You
started it, so I am going to see the finish of. rt. And, Bill heard, too, but such things were common when Bill Hagg and
Hagg," shaking the gun warningly at him, "I'll tell you his gang were around, so that did not bother them much .
When noon came, however, aT)d ·e very man of them, witb. the
straight that 1f you make any further attempt to interfere
with me or my friends you will get a lead pill that will be the exception of Roxy and Brent, gathered at Rogers' place and
learned what had happe:-ted during the forenoon, there was
·
death of you. I reckon that's about all.''
The boy then coolly dropped his revolvers into the holsters much surprise manifested.
They all wanted to know more about it, and Rogers, who
at his sides, and stepped back to permit the villains to pass
was a pretty good talker, let himself go to the limit, and
out.
'rhey were not long in leaving the place, and when the last explained everyth ing in detail, not forgetting to give Young
one had gone out J eff Rogers brought his fist upon the bar with Wild West the highest kind of praise.
"Now I'll tell yorr, boys," he added, when he was concluda bang and exclaimed:
"Thunderation! I never would have believed sich a thing Ing the story for the second time, ·'there ain't no rubbin' it out,
possible. Younii; Wild West, I feel as though I oughter apolo· but that kid kin do more than ten ordinary men kin. He's so
gize to yer. I didn't talk in the right way to yer this mornin', blamed cool that he takes the starch right out of a galoot. If
you don't believe it jest ask Bill Hagg. He's standin' over
an' I'm mighty sorry for it now."
"All right, Mr. Rogers. If you feel as if you want to make there an' he's been listenin' to everything I've been sayin'. I
an apology I'm satisfied. You needn't make it. We'll consider ain't heard him contradict anything I said, either."
"You have been talkin' like a fool, Jeff," Hagg answered,
it just the same as if you had. But I'd like to ask you one
sneeringly. .. I ain't contradicted nothin' you said, of course.
question."
"Go ahead au' ask it, an' I'll tell the truth if I kin answer it." What's the use of me do in' it? The most of what you said has
"Have you heard any of those fellows say that they mean been true. But don't think that I'm a coward 'cause I didn't
do nothin' wllen it was all goin' on. A man ain't a coward jest
to clean us up?"
''No, I didn't hear 'em say anything worse than what they 'cause by keepin' his mouth shut he's allowed to live. S'pose
I had tried to git a shot at. Young Wild West? I migl:!t have
said right here jest now."
"But you ·know that they probably will try to get square done it, too, an' dropped him, but afore I could have a chance
for my life that tall galoot would have dropped me. I kn owed
with us?"
"Yes, I think they will. Bill Hagg has always been con- that, an' that's why I took it all jest as if I was a schoolboy
sldered a mighty bad man, and he never let up an enemy till au' Young Wild West was the teacher."
·•I reckon he's somewhat of a teacher, all right,'' the prohe got the best of him."
" Don't you think Bill Hagg would make a fair subject for prietor retorted, not the least bit abashed at the man's manner.
·'He sorter learned Roxy an' Brent to change their waye.
a hanging bee?"
''I don't know but what he might. But, of course, it ain't M:?.ybe they've made up their minds to quit drinkin' bugfor me to say anything. I'm in business here, an' I have to juice, too, 'cause they ain't showed up here this noon."
''Roxy had better not show up," Bill Hagg exclaimed, his
be friends with everybody."
"Yes, I understand that. But all right. We'll let it go as eyes fiashing. "He's a traitor. He went back on us an' he'll
have to take his medicine for it afore very long."
it is."
"That ain't no way to talk, Bill," and the proprietor shook
"You ain't thinkin' of startin' a lynchin' around here, are
his head. "If Roxy made up his mind to go to work an' to be
yer?" Rogers asked, his face turning slightly pale.
"Oh, no. We never believe in anything like that. The honest an' straight hereafter, no one oughter try an' stop him
proper thing to do with a fellow like Hagg is to deliver him from doln' it."'
to the sheriff or some other official who is competent of taking . "That's what I say," one of the miner':;; spoke up. "But who
would ever have thought that Roxy would change his mi'nd
care of him."
like that? I seen him workin' mighty hard w~th Brent all the
"You was speakin' about a hangin' bee, though."
"yes, but I had in mind wb,en I said it that it might be mornin', an' I didn't know what to make of it."
"Well, it's a fact that he's reformed all right, 'cause Young
that the majority of the men living here would turn against
11\Tild West told me so."
Mm and want to hang him."
"Huh!" exclaimed Hagg in disgust, and then he turned to
"Oh, nothin' like that wouldn't ever happen."
"Can't tell. I know of two men who have changed their his cronies, who were gathered close to him, and added:
"Boys, the first thing . we know there'll be a whole lot more
minds."
reformin' here. Then they'll be for drivin' us away from the ·
"Is that so? Who are they?"
Flat."
"Two fellows called Roxy and Brent."
Some of the men in the crowd laughed at this remark, while
"Git out!" and Rogers showed great surprise.
"I think you'll change your mind, too, before very long," others seemed to take it seriously.
"Maybe it wouldn't be a bad idea if the camp was reformed,"
the young deadshot went on, in his cool and easy way.
an under-sized fellow wearing a faded yellow shirt remarked,
"What do you mean by changin' my mind?"
''Why, by decid.ing to be honest and straight in the future." as he nodded his head vigorousjy and looked around sh.arply.
"I reckon I've always been .putty much that way, anyhow." "This here camp oughter grow, anyhow. But if it keeps on
like it's been go in' there ain't likely many new ones will come
"But not altogether, have you?"
here an' locate. Every time a stranger comes here he either
"MayJ:>e not."
''I won't say anything mqre just now, Mr. Rogers. How gits robbed or shot or half scared out of his wits, so he wants
much do I owe you for the cigars we had? I forgot to pay to git away in a hurry. Things ain't goin' jest right to make
a place build up any, that's true."
for them."
"That's a funny thing for you to say, Hank," one of tha
"You don't have to pay me anything if you don't want to,"
miners exclaimed, as he looked curiously at the little man.
"But I do want to pay."
"All right, then. The regular price for the cigars is a "I've always took notice that you have done about as much as
any of the rest of us in the way of killin', robbin' an' sich
quarter apiece. But you kin have 'em for a little less."
like."
·•I don't want them for a cent less."
"I never killed no one, so you can't say that. Ma,ybe I've
Wild paid the required amount, and then nodding to Chardone a little of the other thing. But that don't say I couldn't
lie and Hop, walked outside.
They all kept a sharp watch and when they saw the six reform if I wanted to."
"Ob, anybody kin reform if they want to, but I don't believe
villains grouped together in front of a shanty a couple of
hnnured feet away they knew quite well that they were even you want to."
"Never mind what '1 want to do. That's m~ own business.
then plotting to get revenge.
But they all walked leisurely baqk to the camp and were Don't think 'cause I'm a l!tt1e smaller than you that I'm 1
afraid to say what I want to, either."
soon telling Jim and the girls of what had happened.
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"Of course yer ain't afraid. You could pick me up an'
chuck me out of the place if you wanted to, but you don't want
to do that, either."
The little man had a fiery temper, and he leaped forward
quickly and struck the speaker a blow in the face, causing him
to reel back.
"I can't throw you out of the place if I want to, eh?" he
shouted, and then he ducked, and grabbing the fellow's ankles,
brought him heavily to the ftoor.
Without waiting an instant he started to drag him out, and
he succeeded in doing so, too, no one interfering.
A burst of laughter went up as Hank came in, a look of
triumph on his face.
"I'm little, but I'm mighty," he shouted. "If there's anyone
else what wants to tackle me jest let him speak up."
The man he had taken by surprise came in breathing vengeance, but the others would not let him get close enough to
the little fellow to lay hands on him, and in a few minutes he
was quiet.
But the seed had been sown, just the same, and there were
others besides Hank who were thinking seriously of mending
their ways, so that Hooker's Flat might be run on a better
scale, and thus increase the population.
When the crowd had thinned out a little Brent, Roxy's
partner, entered the place.
Bill Hagg and the five who were sticking to him so faithfully looked at him angrily as he approached the bar.
"Say, Brent," Dipper said, as he stepped forward sneeringly,
"I've heard say that you an' Roxy has reformed."
"All right," was the fearless retort. "You• kin call it reformin' if you like. We both made up our minds this mornin'
that we're goin' to try an' do the right thing jest as near as
we kin. I've took Roxy in with me to work my claim, an' if
he sticks out the way he's been doin' this mornin' he'll make a
man of himself. It wm make more of. a man of me, too, 'cause
1I've done a whole lot of thinkin' since Roxy an' me had a talk
'this mornin' afore breakfast."
J
"What's the cause of all this here thing, anyhow?" Dipper
asked, still looking at the miner in a sneering way.
l "Maybe Young Wild West is the cause of it," was the quick
response. "But what of it? Can't a man do as he wants ter
in these here diggin's, so long as he don't interfere with no
one else?"
It was quite evident that Brent was not afraid of the villains, for he looked at them scathingly as he turned from
Dipper.
"Got anything to say to me?" B!ll Hagg asked, picking it
up instantly and stepping toward him.
"Nothin' in particular as I know of, Bill. What's the matter
with you, anyhow?"
"Do you see anything the matter with me?"
"You're lookin' kinder sour like."
"Maybe you would like to sweeten me up a little."
Brent looked around the room, and saw instantly that as
many as half a dozen of the men who still lingered there were
ready to stand by him.
He ·c ould tell this by the expressions of their faces.
There were others who were laughing and trying to encourage the leader of the villainous gang on.
But Brent did not seem to care for them in the least.
"Blll," he said, looking the man squarely in the face, "you're
tryin' to pick a row with me jest 'cause I'm here alone. You
think I ain't got no friends, an' that you an' your gang kin
clean me up in no time. That's what yer think, so there's no
use of denyin' it. I didn't come here to make any trouble at
all. I want somethin' that Jeff Rogers has got to sell, an'
that's what brought me here. Now then, you jest let me be,
an' I'll go ahead an' buy what I want an' go straight back to
my camp."
''Why didn't you fetch that sneak of a Roxy with you?"
"I didn't know he wanted to come. He told me that he was
goin' to do some mendin' durin' the noon hour, so I left him
ther e after we had had our dinner, an' I come right over
here. "I'm goin' back right away, too."
"Yer ain't goin' back till either me or you has been licked."
"Is that so, Bill? All right, then. I reckon you're the one
that's goin' to git licked, then."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when he landed
a hard punch upon the villain's chin that sent him staggering
back against his followers.
Dan and Jenks ran forward to strike the J:I?.iner, and then
there was a general mix-up, for as many as half a dozen of
the miners who were in sympathy with Brent got into the
struggle.
1

For the next five minutes fi sts wer e fiying through the air
and th er e was more than one nose bleeding.
Brent, whose blood was up now, waited for a chance to get at
Bill Hagg, and when it at last came h e ran for him, for cing
him to back into a corner.
Then ther e was a sharp exchange of blows, and Hagg went
down in a heap.
"I'm not flghtin' with nobody else, " Brent called out, rather
excitedly. "Boys, jest give us fa ir play . If that sneakin'
· rascal tries to pull a gun I'm ,goin' to wing him."
But B'nl Hagg did not attempt to pull a gun.
He rais ed his head and saw that his crowd had got decidedly
the worst of it, for more had turned over to th e side of
Brent.
Those who had been laughing, and no doubt wanting to see
Brent thrashed at the start, now hung back, and wer e quite
willing to take sides.
" Git up, Bill, ·an' I'll knock you down ag'in! ,,- t h e miner
exclaimed, his eyes flashing. "You was a fool to th ink t h a t
you could lick one side of me, let alone t h e whole of m e.
Don't think that I'm afraid of you or any one of your friends.
I'm ready to take 'em all on, one at a time. I learned how to
handle my fists when I was growin' up, an' I ain't never for·
got it. Jest git up an' let me knock yer down ag'in. I'll feel
better satisfied if you do."
But Hagg was not going to get up.
TJ1e fact was that he had been hit three or four times upon
the face, and he was bound to have a pair of black eyes aRd
a few lumps for a few days to come.
"All right., if you have got enough I'll let it go, then," and
so saying; Brent backed <JVer to the bar.
·
Then he purchased some tobacco and turning to the miners
who had taken sides with him, said:
"Boys, I thank yer a whole lot. It sorter seems to me as if
we're goin' to have things runnin' different her e at Hooker's
Flat putty soon. I'm awful glad that Young Wild West come
here, an' I ain't afraid to say so. I feel that I'm a whole lot
better man than I was yisterday."
Some of them broke into a cheer, and Brent went on out.
Not until he had gone did Bill Hagg leave the corner h e
had been knocked into.
Then beckoning to his cronies, who were standing back
pretty well cowed, he said: ·
"Come on, boys. I reckon we've got a job to 'tend to this
afternoon. One of yer buy a gallon of bug-juice, an' we'll all
go over to my shanty an' play cards for a whil e."
It did not take long to raise the necessary funds to buy the
liquor, and a few minutes later they all filed out and h eaded
straight fop Hooker's shanty.
The majority of those who had lingered at the barroom
looked at them, some in disgust and others sneeringly, as they
went away.
Certainly the seeds that Young Wild West had planted were
sprouting and it looked as if the fruit would soon rip en.
Once inside the shanty Bill Hagg flew in a r age.
He went on to such an extent that those with him began
to think that he was piling it upon them.
Dipper, even though h e was handicapped by only having
the use of one arm, suddenly remonstrated with him.
"Look here, Bill," he said, thrusting his face close to that
of the villain, "you have said jest about enough. You have
been swearin' an' t earin' a round here jest as if us fellers is the
cause of what's happened. Now, then, you have got to st op it.
I ain't goin' to stand no more of it."
"What's the matter with yon, Dipper?" asked the villain,
cooling down instantly.
"There's a whole lot the matter with me. You have been
sayin' things jest as if none of us wasn't no good. The rest
has kept their mouths shut, but I've opened mine. Now, you
jest take it back . I r eckon I'm jest as good as you even if
I've only got one hand now. I kin shoot jest as good a s you
kin, too."
"Say, you ain't meanin' that, are yer?" and Hagg moderated still fllttP.er in his manner. .
"Was you meanin' what you was sayin' jest now? "
"I wasn't meanin' nothin' ag'in you nor any of the r est of
the boys."
"What was you talkin' that way for? "
"I was meanin' Young Wild West an' his pards an' every
other galoot what's ag'ln us."
"But you said somethin' like us bein' a lot of fellers afraid
to do anything."
"Did I? Well, I didn't know it when I said it, then. Take
It easy, Dipper. I always thought you was one of the best
friends I ev:er had."
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"I am. Now, since you have got back to your senses let's
fix this business un about blowin' Young Wild West an' his
pards up to the clouds."
"That's jest what I wanted you to come here for. We'll go
an' do it right away."
"Thunder!" exclaimed the fellow called Stout, as he gave a
start. "I forgot about gittin' that coil of fuse over at Rogers'
store."
"Go an' git it now, then, 'cause there ain't no use in puttin'
this thing off any longer."
"All right, I'll git it. But maybe I'd better wait till the· men
have gone back to their work."
"Yes, that would be better," Hank spoke up. "Don't let him
go now, Bill, 'cause somebody might see him take it an' by the
way things look they would be wantin' to lynch us if they did.
The blamed camp is gittin' reformed, you know. Everybody is
turn in' over a new leaf."
"Not everybody," Hagg retorted. "There ain't no man
l!vin' what could reform me, much less a boy. But it will be
better to wait till the men has gone back to their work."
The whisky was now brought forth, and after they had all
had a drinlr they became mollified.
After waiting until they were sure that all those who intended to do any more work that day had gone to their claims,
Stout left the shanty and went straight to the hotel.
There was no one inside but the man who was hired by
Rogers to relieve him every afternoon, so he could go and
take some sleep and be ready for the business of the night.
Stout walked in and,after making a purchase at the bar,
went out by the rear room.
The fuse he had spoken of was hanging to a nail, as were
several other bits of odds and ends.
He quickly appropriated the fuse and stuffed it under his
shirt and then came out into the barroom again, lighted his
pipe and started to return to the shanty.
.. Here she is!" he exclaimed, as he produced the fuse. "Now
then, let's git up to that old shanty an' set the trap."
They were all quite willing to do this, so a few minutes
later they left the shanty, and proceeding by a roundabout
way, so that they might not be observed by anyone at the
camp of our friends, they went on up through the gulch and
soon came to a dilapidated-looking shanty that was built
among the rocks.
Just who had erected the structure there no one seemed to
know, but it was a pretty sure thing that it had not been fit
for habitation in a year or so.
Bill Hagg led the way inside, and he was not long In finding the seven sticks of dynamite that he had placed there
some time previous.
"Now,' then," he said, as he pointed to the dangerous explosive, "we'll fix it so that Young Wild West will be surrounded by death afore he knows it. You all know jest as
well as I do tbat If one stick of dynamite explodes the rest
will all go off from the shock. We'll lay 'em around so when
he comes in with his pards no matter which way he turns
there will be a stick of dynamite waitin' for him. We'll fasten
the fuse to one of 'em in the corner over here, an' run It out
behind the big black rock which is about twenty-five feet
away. Then one of us must be on-the watch, an' when me an'
somebody else runs into the shanty with them after us he'll
have to light the fuse jest so the explosion will take place the
minute they git inside. Now come ahead an' we'll fix it."
"Don't you think it would be a good idea to ha.ve somebody
waitin' so they kin shut the door an' fasten it so they can't
git out?" suggested Stout.
"Yes, that could be done, too, ·but we won't have time to
fasten the window after we jump out. But we'll fix it all
right. Young Wild West an' his pards is goln' to be blowed
slry-high an' no mistake."
Then the villain proceeded to make all the arrangements
while the rest looked on.
'
He affixed the fuse to one of the dynamite sticks and passed
it through an opening at a corner of the shanty.
One of them went outside and uncoiled it and fotAn it would
reach nicely to the big black rock that had been spoken of.
Then everything was in readiness, and exulting o-ver what
they thought was bound to happen, the villains prepared for
the final act.
·
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had heard how he had reformed, so Wild was more tha11 willing to take her over.
They got there just as Brent came back after hh1 exciting
tussle in the barroom.
The man was quite a little mussed up, ri.nd there was· a
scratch on his face which caused Wild to ask him what he had
been doing.
Brent related the whole thing, while Roxy listened and
nodded approvingly.
"It's too ba·d some of us were not there at the time," the
young deadshot said, shaking his head. "But maybe it's jmit
as well, for Charlie might have lost control of himself ari:d
shot some of them. I'm mighty glad tQ hear that the .Flat is
being reformed, though, and if you say I am res11ons1ble for
it, it pleases me a whole lot."
"There's no one else but you what could be responsible for
'it, Young Wild West," Roxy spolrn up, earnestly.
"You have certainly shown that there's a lot of good in you
yet," Arietta said to him, smilingly. "You don't !mow how
it pleases me to know it."
"Thank yer for sayin' that, miss," and Roxy bowed, the
tears coming in his eyes. "I've been a no-good rascal long
enough. But it's all over with now. I'm goin' to be as straight
the rest of my life."
Wild and Arietta remained there· for something lilte half
an hour, and then strolled · back toward the camp, walking
close to the bank of the creek.
They had just about reached the camp when a rifie shot
sounded off to the left and· a bµllet flattened a3ainst a rock
close to them.
·
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, who had been
reclining upon a blanket, dozing upon a full stomach. "'Whc.t's
that, Wild?"
"Someone taking a shot at us, I reckon," was the cool reply.
"I suppose Bill Hagg has started up his game again."
Crang!
Another report sounded, and a bullet whistled over the!:'
heads.
This time they saw the smoke, and then a man was seen
running swiftly up the gulch.
.. That's one of the gang!" Wild exclaimed, as he gave a nod
of satisfaction. "Come on, boys, let's get after them. V·.' 0
may as well finish up this job right now."
"Shall I go with you: Wild?" Jim asked, starting forward.
"No, you had better stay here with the girls. We can't tell
what the villains may be up to. Suppose they've just fired
those two shots to draw us away from the camp, so they can
come here and clean up things? You stay right here, Jim."
"Just as you say," and Jim promptly cautioned the girls to
keep back close to the tents, where there was a rock that
would partly shield them from any more bullets.
But no more shots were fired, and Wild and Charlie has·
tened from the spot and were soon running up the gulch.
They knew they were exposing themselves, but this did not
stop them.
The young deadshot was now roused to a pitch that meant
no good for the villains in case he came in contact with
them.
He had recognized one of them as the person who had
fired the second shot, and that was quite sufficient to make
him believe that they all were engaged in the piece of villainy.
When they had covered a distance of a couple of hundred
yards another shot soundep., and the bullet went over their
heads.
"I reckon there ain't no danger of us gittin' hit, Wild."
Cheyenne Charl!e called out, showing not the least sign of
fear. "Them fellers couldn't hit a barn door if it was only ten
yards from 'em."
"Don't be too sure of that, Charlie," was the reply. "A
chance shot will kill a fellow JUst as well as one sent straight
to the mark.
They now began acting a little more cautious, and dodged
along behind the rocks.
For the n'ext five minutes they neither saw nor heard anything of the villains, and then another shot rang out.
This time they did not even hear the bullet as it whizzed
through the air, which told plainly that it did not come very
close to them.
CHAPTER X.
But they knew the direction it had come from, so they
YOUNG WILD "\'VEST SURROUNDED BY DEATH.
proceeded on, creeping and walking as the necessity occurred.
Young Wild West and Arietta took a walk over to Brent's
It was not very long before they came in eight of the
claim after they had eaten their dinner.
dilapidated shanty.
Arietta was anxious to say somethin~ to Roxy, since she
Cra.ngl
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Another shot was fired, and this time the bullet narrowly when we were inside that shanty, I know, but we are alive
yet, and the dynamite has been exploded. That puts an enmissed the scout.
Then the two men suddenly bounded from behind a rock tirely different light upon the subject."
"All rigbt; if you say so I'm satisfied," and the scout, as
and rushed straight into the shanty.
.. Come on, Wild," the scout shouted, excitedly. "There's usual, gave in to the young deadsllot's judgment.
They watched Hagg until he had started back for tl:)e mining
only two of 'em. One of them fellers is the one we seen first,
camp, and then rising to their feet they began moving cauan' the other is Bill Hagg."
" I know them," was the r eply. "But easy. We must get tiously in the direction he had come from.
They had not gone very far when they heard a groan.
there without giving them a chance to shoot us down. I
Wild nodded to his partner and exclaimed:
reckon it won't be a hard thing to do, for the rocks are so
"Somebody got hurt by the explosion, I reckon. We'll see
plentiful here that we ought to get along nicely. You just
about it, Charlie."
'
follow me."
Then they moved along a few feet further, and peering from
Then bringing all his sk!ll in woodcraft to the fore, the
behind a rock saw several forms stretched upon the ground,
young deadshot began creeping toward the shanty.
Charlie was right after him, and neither made a sound that some of thep:1 doubled up and hideous-looking.
Wild quickly counted them, and when he found there were
could be heard ten feet.
·
five he gave a nod and arose to his feet.
Slowly but surely they neared the goal.
"I reckon the dynamite blew the rock to pieces, Charlie,"
Both thought the two men were inside the shanty, and they
were expecting to be shot at the moment they exposed them- he said. u It killed all but one of the gang, so it seems."
"There's one sne;!.kin' coyote breath In' yet, Wild," the scout
selves to view.
retorted, as he ran forward and bent over a form that was
But nothing of the sort occurred.
Bill Hagg's plan had not worked exactly as he expected it twitchiI~g convulsively.
It was Dipper, the man with the wounded arm.
to, for only one of Yo.ung Wild West's partners came with him,
He rolled his eyes when' he saw the faces of the two, and
and they had not rushed to the shanty in pursuit of him and
then giving a gasp, breathed his last.
the villain who was with him.
The big black rock must have split asunder from the force
The whole six of the scoundrels were hiding behind the big
of the terrible shock, and lta fi;agments had wiped out all
black rock and watching for Wild and the sco ut to appear.
But they did not see them, and after waiting some little but one of the villainous gang. 1
As soon as they had made sure that all five were beyond
time B111 Hagg crept around and took a look.
Meanwhile the young deadsJ:iot and the scout had reached recall, the young deadshot nodded to his partner and said:
"Now, then, I reckon we'll go back. We'll take care ot
the shanty and were inside at that very moment.
Hagg, not seeing them, thought they were still hiding be- Bill Hagg all right."
As they turned to go they heard a shout, and saw Jim ana
hind the rocks.
Arietta coming with a big crowd of the miners.
He became very angry and disgusted as well.
The terrible explosion had ca11sed every man in the vicinity
"They're too wise for us, boys," he exclaimed. "But I'm
go!n' to light the fuse, anyhow. Maybe they're close enough to to leave his woi:k.
It took Wild a few minutes to quiet them and get a chance
git the benefit of it."
Then he deliberately struck a match and applied it to the to explain himself, but when he had finally done so both he
and Charlie were picked up bodily and carried upon the shoulend of the fus e, which was a quick-burning one.
Rapidly the snaky spark moved on its way toward the ders of the hurrah!ng miners.
But they soon became more calm, and t)len the crowd h eaded
shanty.
Wild and Charile saw an open window, and they knew that back for the Flat.
It seemed that the r eformation was now complete, for there
the two villains must have made their escape through it.
They looked about the room, and it was not lo.ng before was not a man who did not have a good word for Young Wild
West and those who had been opposed to Roxy and Brent for
they saw the sticks of dynamite iying almost in a circle.
Instantly it :flashed upon our hero's mind that a trap had · the ;tand they had taken went to them and shook them by
the hand.
been set for them.
But Wild wanted to find Bill Hagg, and when he learned
"What'~ this, Charlie?" he exclaimed, in a whisper.
"Dynamite! There's a lot of it, too," was the reply. "I where his shanty was he led the wa.y to it.
As he puahed open the door he saw the villain lying upon
reclrnn we had better git out of here."
They did not pause long enough to see the stick that was the floor dead.
How it was J;ie had managed to come so far wounded as
attached to the fuse, but promptly ran back to the door and
badly as he was none of them knew, but he had received his
leaped outside.
As he ran swiftly away from the spot Young Wild West just deserts and instead of any sympathy being shown for
looked over his shoulder and saw the burning fuse, the spark him the miners burst into a rousing cheer, some or them
eve~ going so. far as to attempt to tear down the shanty.
creeping rapidly toward the corner of the shanty.
But Young Wild West easily asserted himself, and half an
He was not more than two feet from it at the time, and he
hour later there was a big r ejoicing at Hooker's Flat.
knew they had not an instant to spare.
Later on In the afternoon the bodies of the victims of their
Grabbing the scout by the arm, he half pulled him toward
a big rock, which was not more than fifty feet from the own conspiracy were gathered together and burled in one
grave.
shanty.
But there was little or no sympathy shown for them.
"Down, Charlie!" exclaimed Young Wild West.
Hop Wah, ifs usual, ' took a prominent part in the celebraThe tw~ hll;d barely d_ropped behind the big rock when there
was a g1:md1I1;g, crash.mg roar and the air was filled with tion, as it might be called.
"Boys," said Young Wi ld West, as he turned to go back to
smoke and fiymg debns.
It seemed almost a miracle, for even though the monster the camp, "I am very glad that we came here, though it's a
rock shook for an instant, the two were not injured a particle. shame to think that six men had to perish ln such a way.
A boulder that must have weighed a quarter of a ton landed However, I would much rather have it that way than to have
within a few feet of them, making a big dent in the earth apd been blown to pieces by the dynamite myself. At one time I
undoubtedly was surrounded by death, but I escaped it, just
causing the dirt and small stones to fly about.
Afte r the awful report came the calm that invariably fol- the same, even though I wasn't as far away from the shanty
as were the six v!llalns who caused it to blow up."
lows such a thing.
"An' I was right with yer, wasn't I, W!ld?" the scout exBut the · two did not raise their heads, for they knew the
claimed, as he slapped the boy upon the back.
villalns must be lurking somewhere close by.
"You certainly were, Charlie. We can both consider ourBoth kept a sharp watch, and when five minutes had elapsed
they suddenly saw a man walking 'slowly across the gulch selves luoky mortals."
"Hooray for Young Wild West!" the scout exclaimed,
'
limping as he went.
Everyone there took up the cry, and it echoed through the
It was Bill Hagg.
'l'he scout quickly raised his revolver, but W11d caught him gulch.
eek's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
N ·t
by the wrist and caused him to lower it.
"Don't shoot him, Charlie. I want to take the sneaking ST.:~IN~ A CLAIM· OR ARIEJ'l"I'A. ON GUARD."
'
•
cor,ote alive."
'After him settin' sich a trap as that for us?" Charlie an- - - - - - - - - - - , . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I
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CURRENT NE\VS
Daniel .M:elsa, the Russian violinist, made his first
appearance in Paris April 1st at the Salle Gaveau, and,
with an orchestral accompaniment under the direction of
Arthur Nikisch, gave admirab1e renderings of some
Brams and 1\fendelssohn concertos. 1\L Melsa has splendid technique, emotional temperament and distinction.
He was enthusiastically applauded by an extremely fashionable and musical audience largely composed of Americans.

Disregarding the advice of physicians and a cold wind
that threw shivers into a crowd of curious spectator s,
Thomas Sullivan, keeper of a summer resort at Williams
Bay, Wis., celebrated his 112th birthday anniversary,
March 22d, by donning a bathing suit ancl taking a plunge
into the waters of the bay. "That's my one hundredth
annual duck,'' shouted the old man as he emerged from
the water and started on a trot to the house. Since he was
twelve years old the old fisherman has made it a point to
observe his. birth date by a swim in the bay, regardless of
weather conditions. In seasonable weather he takes h is
morning plunge immediately· after rising. "I.f I didn' t clo
that I would have been dead long ago," he said. " It's the
only thing that keeps the blood moving in my veins. "

The State of Washington will ~pend $8,000,000 during
t he next yeai· on road construction; and in this connection
it is interesting to note that an exhibition stretch of roadway is being built at Olympia, Wash., by Yarious paving
companies, each of which is la:ying a sample of roadway
16 feet wide and 100 feet long accorcling to its ow:p. plans
Charles D. Daly, of Massachusetts, famous football star
and specifications, which are filed with the State High- at Harvard and West Point, who resigned from the anny
way Department. This stretch o·f roadway forms a part after one year's service, was appointed April 1st first lieuof the main l1ighway north :incl south through the state. tenant in the United States' Field Artillery from civil life
+
by the President, · and orders were issued by the War De·
runner,
hon
Joseph A. Cahalan, the Boston l\Iarat
partment directing him to report at Fort Myer not later
known to surgeons of Boston ancl N cw York as the grit- than April 28th for temporary duty, not exceeding five
tiest patient on earth bec:iuse he und rwent at ]east thir- days, aJJcl then t o join the Fifth Artillery at Fort Sill,
teen operations in his e.ITort to 1yin health and a bride, has Okla. A bill was passed at the last session of Congress
overcome all obstacles. :Miss J\fargaret Elizabeth Fitz- reinstating Mr. Daly, but there was vigorous opposition
gerald, of Asbrnont, a member of the Boston Opera Com- on the part of Senator Bristow and others, who insisted
pany, will wccl him the middle of April. The young that h:e should be required to take an examination. Senacouple have known ench other since scbool clays. Caha- tor Lodge succeeded in having the bill passed, but when
lan was prominent in Marathon Tuns conducted by the' President Tcift sent the appointment to the Senate it was
Boston Athletic AEsociatiou. .In 1907, as the result of held up by the Military Committee as a result of Senator
overexertion, he displaced intestinal organs.
Bristow's opposition. Major Gen,cral Wood, chief of staff,
anc1 other officers recommended to President Wilson that
The Sfm Francisco Call is to haYe a new home . John i\fr. Daly receive a recess appointment. It is believed t hat
D. Spreck1es has pnrchased property at the corner of Senator Bristow can be persuaded to withdraw his oppoFourth ancl :M:::irkct streets in that city, where he will erect r,ition .
a sky~scraper twenty-five stories high. It iR heTe that the
paper will take u-p its quarters: The structure i to be
The newly built country home of Robert S. Brewster,
known as the Call Building, and it is claimec1 will consti- yachtsman, at 1\fount Kisco, N . Y., valued with its con- ,
hite tho finest newspaper plant in the world. It will also tents at $300,000, was burned to the ground recently.
be the tallest liuiltling in San Francisco. Heid Brothers arc T he house, one of the show places in Westchester County,
the architects. Tl1e pmchase price of the property is hall never been occupied. The Brewsters, who live at No.
$J,000,000. Acldecl to the cost of the building the total J00 East ScYcntieth street, intended opening the mansion
investment will amount to $2,600",000.
for the summer and had made all their arrangements for
a house-warming. One of the artistic furnishings of the
At a popular science exhibition in London r~cently, one house was a marble staircase which M:r. Brewster irrl·
of the marvels shown was soap bubbles in...-ested with extra- ported from Rome last spring. He paid $10,000 for it .
ordiuary properties. Bubbles are blown within other It was demolished. The hollSe was of three stories and
bubbles. Bubbles are sent rolling along suspended "·ire built of° stone. It was about a mile ancl a half from-1\foun t
rails. Bubbles are blown with a gas that cames a loud Kisco on the Croton Lake road. 'J'l1ere were five furnaces
explosion >vhcn they burst. FinaJ.ly, bubbles are made in the building, ancl these were. lightecl yesterday niornwith a specially tough antl elastic soap, 1vhich are batted ing. It is bel ieved one of them became overheated, setting
back ancl forth in a real game of ping-pong. A trained fire to the place. The flames bad spread alarmingly be·
eye can rneasme the most tenuous films by watching the fore the servants discoYered the danger. An alarm called
colors. Those who have made the tests know for example, the two fire companies from Ilfouut Kisco, but owing t o
that apple green means that the film is twenty millionths the distance they had to come the house was doomed wh en
of an inch tbick. V a:rying colors rnesn varying thick-! the firemen got there. Neighbors had preceded the fire_re.en and saved some of the fu rniture.
nesses.
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DICK DONNELLY:S FORTUNE
- OR -

THE BOY RANCHMAN#OF T EXAS
By DICK ELLIS ON
,( A SERI.AL STORY )
men, whoever they may be. They might kill us in our
CHAPTER XII. ( Continued )
lay it to the Indians. Now, would you rather
Dick still had some of the antelope meat with him, and sleep, and
the first part of the night or the last?"
awake
remam
this they broiled. upon the coals. The white horse which
the :first," said Benny.
take
I'll
"Oh,
Benny had brought with him from the wagon train was
will lie clown and get all the sleep I can
I
well.
"Very
camp
the
tied out to graze, and the boys sat down before
will need it before to-morrow is over."
I
morning.
before
:fire. The evening shadows began to fall about the great
down and I will keep watch."
lie
you
right;
"A.11
plain, which grew darker and darker every moment.
roots of a tree and watched his
the
at
clown
sat
Benny
" Benny," said Dick, as he watched the antelope steaks
upon the green grass not far
grazing
was
which
horse,
broil on the :fire, "there is more in this mystery than you
him.
:from
•
and I are aware of."
Benny yawned sleepily, and said :
"I don't understand any of it," Benny answered.
"Ogh ! This is awful! I am so alecpy I can hardly keep
" I don't believ.e my uncle is dead."
my eyes open. I don't believe that any one is coming about
"You don't? Why, didn't they say he was dead, and us."
didn't' they have his will filed in the court?"
He made a gallant effort to keep awake, but a tired boy
"Yes, all that was done, but still I am of the opinion who has been in the saddle or on foot all day will fall
that he is alive."
asleep, despite all that he can do to keep awake, and the
" Why do you think so?"
result was that before Benny knew it his head was nod" I. ~elieve that the terms' of the will that are so plJzzling, ding.
•
requmng me to find some children in two years, whose
He not only nodded, hut he snored. He was sound
very names I clo not know, i.'l only a dodge to throw me off asleep. Suddenly from across the dark prairie silent forms
the -real scent."
came gliding forward. A coyote that had been prowling
"Do you think the will was forged?"
about the camp became frightened and slunk away. The
"Well, it may not be forged; but.it may be he was forced
horse snorted and tugged at his tether, but was unable to
t o make it. Now, this Mr. Simeon SneHing hinted that break it.
there was a codicil to be :filed after a while."
The boys slept.
"Wbat is a codicil?"
Half a dozen men paused 1rhcn about a hundred paces
"Oh, it is a sort of an addition, a new part of a will from the place where the sleepers lay, and half a dozen
' more painted feather-bedecked individuals came upon the
which m'ay change all that was first said in the will."
"Oh, yes, it's where the fellow maldng the will may scene. Dick and Benny, wholly unconscious of their vischange his mind."
itors, were in the land of dreams.
"Yes, that is it," said Dick. "Now, this codicil is what
'rwo of the painted demons crept up close enough to see
they are trying to induce him to make. If I die before the boys, and, ascerJ;aining that they were asleep, they
the two years are up, or before I have found these children went back and said:
I am to search for, then the whole estate will go to some
"They sleep soundly."
one else, I don't know who, and it is my opinion that this
"Then we can do it before they awake. Come, surround
is the whole secret. "
and leap on them ancl bind them hard and fast," said one
The night was clear and calm. .Far out on the plain who seemed to be a leader.
they could hear the howl of a coyote and the cry of a
Horrible yells awoke Dick and Benny; they tried to rise,
badger.
but were :firmly held. They were prisoners.
It was a lonely night and a lonely place.
"Benny, one of. us had better stay awake to-night," sai
CHAPTER XIII.
Dick.
IlETURNING TO THE RANOH.
"Well, I don't think it is hardly ~orth while," said
Dick was awakei:ied so suddenly from his sound sleep as
Benny, yawning.
"It is. We don't know how close some wandering band to completely bewilder him, and at first he could hardly
of I ndians may be, or how near to ~ are some of these realize where he was, or that he was a prisoner, He had
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Dick was not the boy to give up in despair, nor "·as
been dreaming of the old home at Morg~nville, and of Bes. sie Grayson. They were wandering through the forest, Benny. With all his propensity to mischief, Benny was a
and she was telling him how· sorry she was that Benny had brave lad, and he determined that he would o11twit those
been so unkind and ungTate.ful to him. He had forgotten fellows some way.
It turned out that it was not necessary for citl1er of them
his wild life on the plains and his ranch and all that, but
exert himself to secure his liberty.
to
then
ancl
yells,
appalli11'g
suddenly on his ear came those
inn um era ble delays to the start toward the caY<:rn
to
The
effort
iuacl
his
in
bonds
his
with
struggle
.
to
he awoke
. break them. This he found it impossible to do, and after where the boys were to suffer some terrible death and
he had completely exhausted himself he lay quiet and burial, kept the outlaws at the camp until daylight, and
just as they were about to depart a troop of United States
listened.
came in sight, and, seeing men painted and dressed
cavalry
There was a perfect babble of tongues going on about
with two prisoners., charged them without a
Indians
like
him, and be soon c:U scovered that they were trying to speak
or giving them time to thin1' 1rhnt
hesitation,
moment's
a language of which they understood very little.
do.
to
going
were
they
" These fellows are not Indians," Dick said to himself.
'fhc pretended Indians fled as rapiclh as their fleet
"They are white men trying to masquerade as Indians, and
horses could carry them. They had no time to think of
are making a blunder out of it.''
their prisoners, consequently they were left behind.
Benny was lying on the ground not very far from Dick,
The troops fired a few shots at long range, but every
groaning as if in great agony. One hicleously-paintecl de- pretended Indian made his escape. If any were wounclccl,
mon went to his side and said : .
they were not too severely hurt to escape.
"You keep still, or I will tomahawk you.''
"Hello!" said the lieutenant in command, galloping up
"Oh, you can talk, can you?" asked Benny.
where the prisoners lay bound and helpless. "Who are
"Yes, fool; shut up . J obody wants to hurt you!"
you, a.n d what are you doing here?"
"Then untie me," growled Benny. "These cords ate
"I belong to a ranch-the William Lemmons ranch,"
hurtin g me like everything.''
said Dick. "We were in a stampede and got separated
"Be still.''
from the rest an~ they captured us."
".What did you tie me for?"
"But they ain't Indians," declared Benny. "I know
"Will you keep still?"
they ain't Indians."
"Guess I will have to, as I can't move hand nor foot
"Not Indians?" cried the officer. "Why, I certainly saw
while I am tied.''
their paint and feathers, and if they are not Indians, what
are t hey?"
"Keep your fool tongue stip, or I will cut it out!"
"White men dressed and painted as Indians. "
"It will be free then."
The lieutenant smiled, and said:
head
the
above
hatchet
a
raised
'fhc painted scoundrel
guess that is mainly in J'.OUI" imagination. I tell you
~'I
of
exclamation
an
to
utterance
gave
cl·
an
boy,
hound
of the
rage. He was about to ~ink it into his brain, when some those fellows are Indians."
Then, turning to Dick, he asked:
.
one seized his &rm and said :
"Where do you want to go?"
·
to
have
we
until
Wait
now.
necessary
not
that's
"No,
Dick. reflected a moment, ancl determined to go back
enough."
time
be
will
it
then
and
do it,
to the ranch. He had sworn that he would .-elease the un"I think we ought to do it at once."
Dick overheard tlrnse remarks, and could not but think fortun::tl:e prisoner in the stone house, and he believed that
it very odd that these pretended rcdmen spoke such excel- there were many mysteries about the ranch which had not
lent English. They did not even use the vernacular of the yet been explained, · and that he would solve them.
"I want to go to the Lemmons ranch," he said. "There
Western cowboy; and he began to think that it might be
possible that the cowboy talk he had heard might all be i.s where I belong."
"The Lemmons ranch," said the officer. "I was never
put on, and that the ranchmen were all well educated
Can you direct me?"
there.
villains.
"Don't expect we can, boss. We've been pretty badly
"I tell you that we had better put them both out of the
way and be done with it," said one of the disguised men. turned around," said Benny. "They have mauled us about
over these prairies since we've been lost, and we don't hard. "We would be caught at it."
lruow where we are."
ly
"l'Iow can we, away out here on the plain?"
you better go with us to Fort Sill?"
"Hadn't
they
"I say we must take no risks. By some means
to the ranch," said Dick:
go
must.
"I
_cavern,
the
to
back
th~m
would be found here. ~t us take
can give us any idea where it is, we will
you
if
"Well,
keep
will
earth
the
m
hole
deep
That
others.
as we have
to' it so there will be no doubt about
enough
near
you
take
our secrets."
there.''
way
your
:finding
your
He
wide.
very
eyes
his
opened
he
this
heard
Dick
When
"Well, sir, as nearly as I can guess at it," said Dick,
"now realized that the men who had captured him were the
wilcl men of the cave, as they called themselves. He had "the ranch is about two clays' journey to the northwest. I
already formed hi opinion of them . 'l'hey were road may be wrong, but it seems to me that is the direction and
' agents, counterfeiters and murderers, that was quite evi- the distance."
( ,To be Continued )
dent . .
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
VALUABLE COLLECTION OF STAINED GLASS.
Recently shipped from London there is now on display
at an art gallery in New York the famous Grosvenor
Thomas collection of sta.ined gla ss, unquestionably the
finest private collection in the world. The most interesting item of the collection is a series of eleven panels o:f
Flemish :fifteenth century origin and of great hi toric im' portance, since they have been identified as the portraits
and heraldic achievements of the Emperor Maximilian
and members of his family. 'rhe entire collection consists
of about 300 panels.
IDAHO AS AN INDUSTRL\L STATE.
.\ list has just been prepared showing the large number
of articles made in Idaho; and although this State has not
been rated as an industrial State, it shows the aggregate
rnlue of manufactured product last year amounted to
nearly $25,000,000. Eleven thousand employees o:f ,Idaho
factories received la.st year $7,000,000 in salaries, while the
sum of $32,000,000 is permanently invested in mam1factturing enterprises. This takes lllccount only of the straight
manufacturing concerns and does not take into account the
scores of smaller repair concerns.
BIG PARCEL POST INCREASE.
:Jforc than 150,000,000 packages were carried in the parrel post during the :first three months or its existence in
th is country. 'l' here was an increase of 55 per cent. in
:Jfarch oYer the business done ib. January, according to a
report made to-day to Postmaster General Burleson. Based
on the records of the :fi~ty largest po.~toffices, the J\farch
tol:al is estimated at 62,000,000 parcels.
Chicago still leads with 6,800,000 parcels. New York
handled 5,973,000 and Boston 1,657,000. Detroit, which
was eighth in January and ninth in February, is now
fourth, having had 1,420,000 for J\farch. ~ext in order
are PhiladeJ.phia, with 1,225,000; Cleveland, J ,209,000 ; St.
J . ouis, 1,148,000; Brooklyn, 983,000; Jersey City, 863,000,
and Kansas City, 687,000.
A NEW AEROPLAXE.
While the aeroplanes now in use are based on the kite
principle of sliding on the air, a Dresden engineer, Herr
Baumgucrtel, is showing another type in the arena of
.Tohannisthal, near Berlin. His machine has no plane, but
is provided with two horizontal propellers arranged one
above the other. If both are rotating in opposite directions the air between them is pressed dmmward and forms
a column, lifting up the wliole apparatus. The motion
onward is produced by another propeller or by inclining
the fore part a little downward. The great advantage of
this ingenious invention is the ease with which the apparntus ascends vertically. But there is the drawback that
with the slightest defect of the motors the fate of the aeronaut is sealed, as the whole machine drops like a stone,
there being no possibility of softening the fall by sliding
gently through the air.

GIRL WINS HIGHEST HONOR.
The graduate fellowship, the highest academic honor in
the gift of Cohunbia UniYersity, was awarded recently to
Lucy Reed Po,rell, of Portland, Ore., who has been working her way through Barnard ior the last two years. Dean
Gildersleeve made the presentation.
Miss Powell came to Barnard from St. Helen's Academy at Portland. She began tutoring, and this work,
together with the scholarships she captured without difficulty, soon made her more independent financially than
the majority of Barnard's young women.
In addition to her exacting duties as tutor and student,
she took a leading part in the social life of the university
and has always been extremely popular. Only a month
ago she gained more laurels as a student by capturing the
Earle clas~ic:al prize, and the a1rard of the graduate fellowship came ns the culmination of her brilliant career.
Tlie fellowship has bi>en offered six times before and
awarded four times. Two of the winner have been men.
The scholarship is worth $600, and under the deed of gift
the successful candidate must be the student who sho,vs
"most promise of success in his chosen work." The
winner must also take a year of poAt-graduate work at
Columbia, or at an institution of equal standing. Miss
Powell is specializing in classical philology, and will return
to Columbia next year.
FIERCE CONTEST WITH A SH_i\RK.
Aubrey Sara, an enthusiastic yachtsman, recently had
an exciting contest with a man-eating shark, says the
Sphere. He was on a :fishing excursion off Kawan Island,
near Auckland Harbor, New Zeala.nd, in a surl boat
manned by four rowers and equipped for a day's fishing.
Mr. Sara suddenly heard a splashing noise, and glancing
round saw a porpoise pursued by a large shark-pursued
and pmsuer heading dfroot for the boat. Mr. Sara had
conip prepared with a rifle and an excellent harpoon 11Jbout
J 2 feet long, attached to the latter being about 60 fathoms
of tough whale line. But a few seconds elapsed before
the porpoise reached the boat, when, as if asking mutely
for protection, it lay huddled so closely to the boat that
the occupants could have tcrnched it. The shark made
straight for the porpoise, the latter diving under the boat
in the nick of time, followed closely by the greedy scavenger, the shark coming up to the surface but a few feet
from the boat. Now: was Mr. Sara's opportunity, and with
unerring aim he let fly the harpoon, the blade sinking
deeply into the monster·s body. With a terrible swishing
rush, the water being thrashed into foam in a fruitle. s
endeavor to shake the barbed metal from its body, the
maddened brute dived toward the bottom, the line paying
out at a terrific rate. Soon, however, it rose to the surface
again, ancl then a grand display of :fi h energy was witnessecl, while bullet after bullet entered the shark's soft
flesh. Though riddlerl. again Ancl again, the fierce creature
kept on fighting, succumbing only after a struggle of three
hours' duration.
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FIGHTING WITH GOMEZ
-OR-

TEXAS COWBOYS IN CUBA
By "PAWNEE JACK"
( A SERIAL STORY )
CHAPTER XII. ( Continued )

"I conJes;; that he deserves it," the leading commis-

"I am going out to see that hanging, senor."
"Senorita, you have won,'' he said, in a half whispe1

"I yielc1-to yon. But to insure the safety of all of you,
"But how dicl fifteen men whip 'one

sioner remaTked .
go and rescue the major with your revolver. Tom would
,
hundred, Senor Crane?"
give him up to you, though he is brave as a lion. He could
"The one hundred were Spaniards-the others Amerinot and would not resist :you. 'rhe major would tell how
cans, senor. That;s about the proportion, I believe."
you savec1 him, and Weyler woulc1 take it that you are loyal
to Spain. Go quickly, for we don't was'te· much time in
such matters."
She gave him a glance that went deep into his very soul,
CHAPTER XIII.
and sped away like a young fawn. He loowed after her
till she disappeared, and then :i'eturned to the front piazza
"YOU AHE FREE, MAJOR!"
again to ask:
•
"Where did she go, senorita?"
The reader will remember the :firmneEs displayed by .Ted
"To her room, probably. Do you wish to see her, senor?"
Crane in refnsing the pleadings of the t;rn sisters for the anc1 Anita displayed great eagerness at the moment.
life of the Spanish officer, who had treacherously attacked
"Yes, senorita, if you please."
him while he and his 'l'exans were acting as escorts to WeyShe ran into the house, goirw from room to room, call- ·
ler·s commissions to Gomez. He had sent him off np the ing to her sister thnt Senor Crane wished· to see her. :But
road, in charge of Tom Huff, to be han ged. But the major nothing was seen of the missing sister, and in a few mowas not to die that clay. H e was to be saved in a way he ments she came back, looking pale anc1 mystified, saying :
little dreamed of.
"I cannot find her, senor. She is not in the house."
"Where could she have gone?" her father asked in surAs soon as the pri soner was out of sight, Ch:i:i tobel, the
pri~e . "Did you go into all tbe rooms, clear?"
younger daughter of the host, turned again to J eel.
"Senor Crane," she s:>.id, "if that man is hanged, no
"Yes, father; she is not in the house," and they stared
power on earth can save us from the vengeance of \ley- at each other as i£ hying to do some mind-reading.
1
ler .! "
"We shall have to wait till she comes out," remark~d
J cc1. "When the messenger comes from His Excellency
"Yon think so, senorita?" he replied, sm iling;.
"I do, senor. Jt is the locality he hold~ TesponsilJle :foT we may hmry away ourselves."
"But the major may be dead then," saicl Anita in husky
such things. He would destroy us all."
"But we can flo a little deshoying, too, senorita, as you tones .
haYe just seen," he replied.
"Si, senorita_:_as dead as a smoked herring."
gooq
\Vhut
us.
save
not
woulJ
that
but
senor,
"Si,
She wTm1g her hands, but said no more at the time.
'rhe three stra11gcrs looked on and said nothing. T hey
would it do us iC you c1estroyec1 Weyler mH1 the whole Spauish army-after he had destToyccl 11s ?"
hac1 come to fear the young thunderbolt, since they had
what he and his men could clo.
seen
cx11nisite
er
Her eyes fla;;hed, her nostrils dilated, and h
went clown the steps anc1 joined those who were with
cc1
J
thnt
excitement
the
under
h::~ight
foll
its
tn
rose
fig11re
ronrnlsed her. 8ucltle1ily she ran into the house, leaving the horses, Temai11 ing there halt 411 hour. By that time
all of them out fhere on the pinza. HeT father was pil_le as they Baw Tfu[l' anc1 the others returning, accompanied by
deatl 1. So was the other sister. Jell was i mprcssec1 with Clui;;to be l.
"Oh, there comes sister!" cried Anita from the pia.zza,
tlic forc e of what he had just heard, but he knew that the
\ ·illaino11s major dedervcc1 death under all the rnles of war. when slie ca nght a glimpse of her. 'rhe prisoner was with
~m1dcnly h(', too, darted into the hou ~ e, going. tlnong11 them-afrre antl unhurt.
"Hello!" exclairnecl Jed, looking at the approaching
to 1.he rear porch. •r11ere he saw Christabel, with a revolvn
'in 11H han<l, in the act of lca\'ing foe hon ~r . She loo-,,,ed pnrtv as if very much ast011ishec1.
"Say, cap'n," said Huff, as he came up with the prisup at him and gave a determined smile, saying:
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oner, "I can't hang 'im unless you keep Senorita Manoln
away."
"Why not?" Jed asked.
"Oh, she came up just as we were going to swing him
off, leveled a revolver at me and vowed she'd fill me full
of holes if I didn't fetch him back to the house alive and
well. I ain't :fighting women, you know, so I brought him
back."
'l'he Texans laughed and Christobel blushed like a school
girl.
"Had you been a Spaniard you would have shot her,"
Jed replied. "They have an easy way of getting out of
trouble of that kind. Major, you belong to Senorita :Manola by right of capture. We make no war on women.
WJ1atever she does with you is law with us."
Christobel was astoni8hec1, as were all the others. She
stared at him for a few moments, and then asked :
"Is he mine-to do as I please with, Senor Crane?"
"Si, senorita; you captured him from us, revolver in
hand. You can have him shot, if you wish."
"But I don't wish it. I'll send him back to El CapitanGeneral, with my compliments," and she looked at the
prisoner and smiled bewitchingly. "You are free, major !n
The major could not believe that he was free. Ile looked
at Jed Crane inquiringly.
"You are free, major, very much to my regret. I am
sorry you were not hanged before the senorita got to you.
In America women are our angels, and if yo·u do not so
regard them the rest of your life, you would deserve to die
the death of a dog! I hope, when you see the captaingeneral, you will explain to him the difference between an
outlaw with a price on hi s head, and _a Spanish officer. I
· .
liope you perceive the difference?"
"Caramba-yes !" exclaimed the major, who was so
overjoyed at his escape as to be unable to see the stinging
insult in Crane's remarks.
"You can have your horse again and ride away unmolested so far as my men are concerned."
He lost no time in doing so. But ere he mounted his
horse he went oYer to Christobel, seized her hand, knelt
at her feet and pressed it to his lips. Then he saluted
J eel, bowed to the three Spanish Commissioners and sprang
into the saddle. The next moment he \ras off like the
wind.
"By all the saints!" exclaimed one of the three Spaniards, "but this is the most extraordinary thing I ever
heard of in all my life!"
"Si, senor," said the host; "it seem& like a dream to me.
One can never quite understand these Americans. 'l'hey
whip Spanish soldiers six to one, and then yield to a young
girl with one revolver in her hand."
"We clid not fear her revolver, senor, but our self-re·'
spect. No gentleman will ever ill-use a woman. F<Yr rny
mother's sake I reverence all women," and he doffed his
hat arid rnacle a low bow to the two girls. Every Texan
uncovered also, and remained so till Jed put on his hat
again.
The two sisters seemed lost in amazement. Did women
really have such influence over men in the United States!
It ma.de the great Republic seem like a paradise to them.

"Senor Crane, I thank you," said the host, advancing
and extending his hand to Jed. "We owe you our very
lives."
"It is the fortune of war, senor," Jed replied. "I am
glad we haYe been of service to you and yours."
"Senor, yon have said some very har h things about the
, 'panish people," said the eldest of the three Spaniards.
"I assure you that the major is not a typical Spanish officer. I confess that your conduct has astonished me. ~re
you a typical American?"
"I hope I am.· I have done as Americans always do
under such circum tancc . I think you are mistaken about
the major. I have Feen the graves of women and children
who were lain by Spunish soldiers-by orders from llaYana-from Morro Ca.tie. It is Weyler's idea-'kill off
all the people and the rebellion will end.' "
"No, senor, you arc mistaken. But here comes your
man from Gomez," arnl they lookccl in the direction of a
man corning briskly toward them on horscbaL:k.

CHAPTER XIV.
TILE GENERAL'S ORDEH.

It was the conrier who had been sent to sec the commander-in-chief about the three commissioners. Jed went
down lo meet him.
"The general says bring them in by all means," said
the courier as he dismounted.
"Very good," and he returned to the house to inform
the three men that the general would receive them at his
camp.
"Which is twenty miles away," the host remarked.
"Stay over till another d:iv, Senor Crane. They are not
rough riders like solclieTS. They wouJd be ill if they made
the trip in the night. 'l'he clay is almo t gone."
"It is for the gentlemen to decide," Jed replied.
"\\'e shall wait then," said the leader of the three.
"So be it, then," and the Texans were told they would
remain there till the next morning. They were all satisfied and proceeded to make a camp at once.
.Teel r turned to the house, accompanied by Jack Taylor,
and spent the evening with the ladies. The three Spaniards retired early and left the young people to themselves.
The two sisters had many questions to ask about the status
0£ womep. in the States. Both J ed and Jack told them of
the reign of the sex-how men there made woman a sort of
divin:ity, and she ruled to the day of her death.
It was a late hour when they retired, and all :four were
in love be£or~ sleep came to them. The boys were young
and brave; the girls young ancl beantiful. What wonder
is it they loved and dreamed of each other?
Early the next morning Jed was up and calling for the
three Spaniards. Early rising is not a weakness of either
Spaniards or Cubans, hence he had to make a lot of noise
to arouse the household. The girls were soon up.
( To be Continued )
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TIMELY TOPICS
Stepping from the pages of popular fiction, an "Honest
Durglar" called at the apartments of U. D . Castle, of Detroi f, :Jiich., acconling to a report made to the police.
\\'h en )[rs. Castle left her home '\'\' eclnesday morning she
placed $18 in a jewel case on her dresser. She opened the
case and diqcoverecl there was only $16 in the roll. Pinned
to the outside bill was this note : '"rhanks, lady. I was
lmng1 y, so J,. took $2.-J. D."
1'rane:is "\I. J ones, o( Clrnckery, a few miles south of
1; ti e:a, old recentl~· to 1')tcven .I3ros., or Liverpool, N: Y.,
a bull and a cow for $16,00 0. 'rhe animals arc broth er
an<l si~tcr. 'The cow holcls the world'R record for seven
day8 in builer protl uction, an cl is practically sure of winnirg ihc vorld's record for thirty clays. '['he rrcorcl production for the. seYcn clay was 13A3 pounds, and her record
for thirty day will be about 1G7 po11ncls. ~Ir. Jone refused an oJTer of $90,000 for the remainder of his herd.

Bumpety-bump-bump ! A noise like 11 :30 p. m . in a
bowling alley startled a householder of Upper Montclair
arenue, Montclair, N . J., March 25th, and, hurrying ou t
to the veranda, he saw the parcel post delivery man chasing
an oval object along the floo r of the porch. It was a t hreepouncl cocoannut, devoid of any wrappings except a parcel
post stamp. The cocoanut was sent from an acquaintance
;i·ho is in Florida. To the amused recipient of the cocoanut, the parcel post man explained that in the last few
I weeks there bad been quite an importation 0:£ the nuts by
po t. Sojourners in the South send th em as souvenirs.
All that is required is to place the inscript ivn on the cocoanut, attach the stamp and drop it in the parcel post box.
BACK

J.N

FAVOR.

Just as soon as President Wilson gets firmly settled in
the White House, arranges for credit at the various stor es,
Th e torpeno-boat clc troyer Duncan was launched at the receives a cow as a gift ( "·hich he will name after the
~·ard,; of the Fore Hivcr Shipbu ilding Company, Quincy, donor), he will dig out his bicycle and begin his famous-to:\la::i;., "\pril 5th. Jiiss Do,rothy lark, a rela.tiYc of Com- bc rides through the city of Washington .
For President Wilson is very fond of his bicycle, and
mand er , ilas Duman, in whose honor the warship was
namccl, christened 1he craft with champagne. The Dun- it is expected of him to put bicycling back into t he favor
can is 8.JO feet long and displaces 1,010 tons. ~he carries a it was in the '90s.
All '\Yashington people try to do what the President
hattery of four 4-inch guns and four 18-inch twin torpedo
tubes. 'l'hc vessel will be propelled by two turbines and cloes, and Wilson's first bicycle ride will be the signal for
11rn rrciprocaing engines with J 6,000 horse-power, giving ~hem to rediscover just how much they really ~nj oy bicyclher a speed of 29 knots. The Duncan's complement will mg.
lie fiye officers and ninety-three men .
Already Washington bicycle stores a're sending in their
orders for new machines, and repair shops are working
Two men student and former woman student of the OYertime. EYery one who has a bicycle is getting it out,
rnivcrsity of :Jiichigan were drowned in a canoe accident polishing up the handle bars, fixing the broken pedal, oilon the Huron River, Ann Arbor, t.1ich., March 31st. i ng the chain, pumping up the tires, and giving the ma'l'li cy \YCrc Mis · Ella Rysclort, of Spring Lake, Mich.; chine a complete overhauling. Those who haven't a
Hen ry Bacon, of Ponliac, jfich., and Arthur Crandall, of mac\line are writing for bicycle catalo()'s; an d when they
Brocton, }J. Y. 'l'hcir cflnoe had been wrecked in the get them, they study them very assiduously.
This is not only true of ·washington, but of the entire
rapids near a dam aboYe this city. Crancfall, an expert
R\rimmer, left temporary afciy to cecure aid for the country as well . The nfoad Cycle Company, of Chicago
otlH'rs anc1 was swept OYCr the <lain and drowned. 1Iiss and London, is expecting a big boom in the bicycle busiH.rsdort sank from cxhau tion, and Bacon lost his life in j ness, not alone on the fact that President Wilson is exsaving the fourth member of the party, l\Iiss J anc Hicks, pected to put the sport on the popular basis t hat it was in
the '90s, but more on account 0:£ the ever-growing demand
of Detroit.
that the Mead advertising has created, and continues to
create.
'The State Engineer of the State of Ore()'on, John H.
This Chicago firm, which is the largest in the world ,
Lewi. , has submitted a proj ct for de1·clopincr 300,000
in almost ernry publication in the world, and its
advertises
three
point
a
Eddy,
Big
at
continuous clectrin horse-power
miles aboYe the Dalles on the Columbia River. At thi'3 ads have appeared in nearly all written languages. Bicylocation the river run s through a narrow gorge whtch cles of its make are used in eYery t own of in1portance in
r·ou !cl be closed by a dam only 300 feet long, and 180 feet the world.
This company has buqt an enviable reputation by its
above its foundations, and the construction of a canal 300
f-ect wide, 20 feet deep and a mile and a half in length . advertising, its straightforward method of doing business,
The head oE water is 73 feet at low water and 42 feet and the quality of its machines. The sport of bicycling
at high water, and the mean Jlow of the river throughout owes much to this company, and, incidentally, to advertis1.he year is 235,000 enhic feet per second. 'l'hr hydro- ing, which the :Jicad people know how to use.
.\.clrlrrRs tlle Mead Cycle Company at Chicago, Departelrdric 11nitR "'·011lrl he each of :l2,000 hor~ r-poll'rr . 'l'he
menL 2:3, for a copy of their 1913 catalog.
i olal cost of lhe scheme woultl be about $23,000,0UO.
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body i.o carry -18 0 gallons of petrol, enough ior twehe
hours' flying, and 160 gallons of lubricating oil, a cabin
with a sleeping bunk, food lockers and a wireless telegraphy 111 iallation. She would trarnl sixty-five miles an hour
under favorable conditiom , ancl with two stops at depot
ships during the voyage. to fill up her petrol tanks, she
woulcl fl.y from Kcwfound land to the west coast of Ireland
in thirty hours." 'l'he flight, he think8, would best be
made from "·est to east. so as io take achantage 0£ the
prevailing westerly wi1~ds. Two duys oI fbc' wea thcr
1roulc1 be enough for it. The airman would traYel at a
height of G,000 f eet; if one of the engines fail ed at that
height the waterplane would cover 100 miles before touching 1ralcr anc1 could then go along on the smface to the
ncarc,;t depot ship. If both engines failed she could call a
liner with her wireless installation .

GRINS

A.~ H

CHUCJ{LES

A life-size marble tatue of Venus upon a pedeolal hewn
"How is it we don't see so much of you as we u~ed to?"
from a single block of maru]e has been cliSCO\'CI"ed under " Well, you see, I 've lo t over thirty pounds."
the floor of a house in the slums of Rome, where the paveme11t collapsed. 'fhe tatue \Vas evidently carefully hid"So you wouldn ·t begin a journey on Friday? I thought
the
of
one
as
identified
been
has
It
intact.
is
it
den, as
you were pot superstitio us?" "I'm not. Saturday's pay
best known pecimens of Greek art and is probably a mas:- r1ay."
ierpiece.
"Jone is a mighty unlucky man." " J u what way?"
An executive order issued by President Wilson forbid- "Well, he married to gel out of a boarding house .'' "Yes."
ding, and heavy penalty, the destruction of birds 0£ "And now his wife runs one Lo -upport him."
pl nm age in the Canal Zone, has been pn t in lo effect by the
Canal Commissio n. Another executiYe order exempts
"She\; ihe clicapest woman I !mow oL" "Why do you
naval commanda nts from complying strictly "-ith the s1:1y lhai ?" '"l'hc oi.her day we got on a car together, aml
safety appliances act when such compliance is not entirely I insisted on paying my own fare, and she Jet me."
r
feasible.
"Milligan'; ; b::ick from the cure. I saw hiT"t this mornThe Canadian Pacific Railway announcecl April 5th that ing, and he lookeu as though he hacl a aas·11 of spirit in
it would begin construclio n shortly of the longest tunnel him.'' "Yes, I saw him this aite111oon, and he looked as
yet. The tunnel will be built through .Kirking Hor,e Pass, though it was a quart."
in the Rocky Mountains, will be sjxtern miles long :mcl
will cost $14,000,00 0. It will iakc seYcn years, it is esti"\\"ealth doesn't ahrnys bring happilles-, " remarked the
mated, to build it. 'fhe great hole ihro11gh ihe mountain yonng,ler wilh the large spectacles. "i\aw," asserted tl1c
will be four miles longer than the famou. Simplon tunnel other kid. "J...ook at me cousin yonder. He's got two
through the Alps. Railroad officials a~scrt that the con- cent,;, and he c-an't decide between loll ypops and chewingstruction of this tunnel will eliminate many miles of dangnm ."
gerous snowsheds.
The little power schooner Polar Bear sailed for l3ehring
Rea :from Seattle April 4th wit h a party of scient ists,
which will make a study of animal and bird Ji Cc in X orthem waters. In the party arc Dnnbar Lockwoocl, a big
game hunter, of Bo ton; Samuel l.Iixter, of Boston, represcnting·th e Smithsoni an Institutio n;\\'. Sprague Brooks,
of Milton, Mass., representin g the :Jiuseum of ComparatiY c
Z.oology at Harvard, and Joseph Dixon, of Berkeley, Cal.,
representin g the Museum of Comparati re Zoology at the
UniYersity of California. The cruise will last sjx months.
Harold Short, a pioncrr in the use o-f lhc British water
plane, when recently <tskcd hi;; opini(m concerni11g ihe lype
of machine likely to make lhc transatlant ic flight, replied:
"About brice the size of the present type of waterplane ,
twin engines each of 200 horsepo\\·e r, tanks inside the

Teacher-N ow, Willie, where did you get the che11·inggum? I 11·ant ih e Lrnth . Willie-Yo n don't want the
irntli, teacher, an' Id rnther not tell a lie.. TcacherHow dare you rn.v l don 't \rnnt the truth? 'l'ell me at once
1
where you got that che11i1w-gum. Willic-Un clcr yo 1r
desk.
Lady-\\'h at is the matter with my husband? Doctor! cannot be sure ,ret. Have you noticed him doing anything llDUELial l::itely? J:,ady-Lc t me sec. Well, last creninrr, iirtead of ligl1ting his cigar the moment he left lh
bible, he walked into the library and put on hii; smoking
jacket, smoking cap, and lippcrs he fore beginning to
snioke. Doctor-H um! :.\1y, my! Lady-Arn ], later on,
when he 1rrote a leiicr, he wiped the pen on a penwiper.
Doctor-H orror ! lt's paresis l
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anu the garden door·. On the staircase itself the stains of
blood were more frequent .
A SHREWD SCHEME
'J' he bedroom, however, was clearly the place where the
By D. W . Stevens.
murder had been committed. The table by the window had
been pushed out of its place, and the only two chairs in the
'.l\Ir. George Murgatroycl was a spare-built, clean-shaven
room were lying on the floor. On the floor lay a pocketman of about forty, with gray hair and no whiskers, and
book, and near it was a siip of paper.
with nothing remarkable about him, except a deep cut
So much the inspector saw at a glance as he entered.
neighthe
over his right eyebrow. When he :fir. t came into
lifted the pocketbook and looked through it carefully.
He
borhood the go 'sips of Hollytown had speculated a great
empty, but lying near it and behind the door was a
was
It
deal as to who and what he was, but without any basis for
piece of neatly-folded paper. It had e\'idently fallen from
their conjectures.
the pocketbook v;h ile the mmderer was emptying the conHe never himself volunteered any information as to his
tents. tt was a half sheet of notcpapeT, folJed in three,
previous life, except that one occasion he had been hearu
and written on it were the numbers and value of forty-two
to say S!.Hnething that led to the inference that he hau been
bank-notes, the total of which amounted to two hundred
a sea captain. People, too, who had been inside the hou e
seventy po1rnd .
and
an
of
since }Iurgatroycl' s tenancy haJ noticeu the drawing
was a clew at once. The murderer, evidently wishHere
on
coral
ancl
shells
some
and
East Indiaman in .f ull sail,
about him nothing which might aid detection,
carry
to
ing
the chimney-piec e in the sitting-room. This wa conpocketbook behind him, but in his hurry o\·erthe
left
had
sid ered enough to confirm his sta tement, and on the
p::tper. Policeman Wilkes was immediately
this
looked
strength of it the village call ed him ''i:he captain."
with the paper to inquire of the bank
Bunthorpe
sent off to
A bout the time our story commence · the captain had
were the numbers of the notes
those
whether
manager
got into some troubl e. His landlord, an ea. y-going, wellcaptain the day before, and if
the
to
paid
been
had
which
to-do tradesman, began to think that, as he expressed it,
them. He also received
stop
to
measures
take
to
so,
he "should like to see the color of the captain's money."
to Scotl:md Yard an acimmediately
orders to telegraph
'l'he house had been occupied for more than a year, and not
he might ascertain at
facts
any
and
murder,
the
of
count
a penny of rent had as yet been paid. Th e fact had for
Buntborpe.
some time been gradually dawning on the neighbors that,
So far as good, but where, after all, was the body?
since the first months he hail occ1~_pi ed the cottage, reacly
the blood on the stairs and iu the sitting-room, and
From
that
and
captain,
money had not been plentiful with the
garden door, it was presumed that it had been
open
the
been
ha.cl
nothing
or
little
months
for the last eight or nine
removed from the house.
paid for.
The tra.il of blood, however, was easily. traced to the
The patience of his cretlitors was nearly exhausted,
of a sluggi,,;h stream, and drags were sent for to d·r ag
Lank
appointwhen one day a circular letter was sent to them
.
bottom
the
Monday,
following
the
on
o'clock
ing a meeting for twelve
'11 he inspector had hardly :finished his breakfast when
"when," the captain wrote, "he 'voulcl sati. fy all claims,
had been
as a legacy left by a distant relative haJ been paid into Policeman Wilkes returned from Bunthorpe. He
identihad
bank
the
of
manager
The
ul.
f
success·
eminently
his credit at the· Bmithorpe Bank."
bank-notes
the
of
those
as
paper
the
on
n11mbers
the
fied
Arms
King's
the
at
gig
a
On Saturday the captain hired
it apto take him to Bunthorpe. Harry Wootton, the landlord's paid the day before to the captain. The money,
conorder
an
of
pursuance
in
him
to
paid
been
had
son, drove him to the bank at Bunthorpe, where he stayed peare 1,
from
morning
Saturday
that
received
letter
a
in
tained
time
that
about ten minutes, and came oul at the end of
th~
buttoning into the breast-pocket of hi coat a .fat-looking their London corresponden ts, Na bob, Rajah & Co.,
bankers.
India
and
China
great
few
a
made
he
while
him
for
waited
Harry
pocketbook.
Wilkes had then made inquiries in the town and at the
purchases in the town, and then drove him straight home
station. At the station he found that a man in a
railway
to I-Ioli ytown.
and a "wideawake" hat, slouched over the eyes,
greatcoat
of
inhabitants
the
morning
At six o'clock on Monday
up in a comforter, and who seemed to
mufilcd
was
who
knocking
violent
a
by
aroused
were
Street
High
quiet
the
the
at the cloor of the police station. 'l'he policeman who was avoiJ observation, had left that morning for London by
in
note
five-pound
a
offered
had
He
.
train
five
past
half
on night duty opened the door, and Annie Cridlaru.l, the
from
this
remembered
clerk
The
ticket.
his
for
payment
with
panting
and
terror
captain's senant, white with
the
exertion, nearly fell into his arms, ga sping out that· her tl e difficulty he had in getting change so early on
be ·
to
found
and
produced,
"\Vas
note
'l'he
ma ter, the captain, ha cl been murdered and robbed in the Sunday morning.
captain.
the
from
stolen
those
of
one
night.
~\. description of the man and orders for his ApprehenThe inspector was immediately called, and the whole
had been telegraphed to London, and an answer had
sion
contwo
of
consisting
village,
the
of
·
force
police
available
stables, set off with him for the E-Cene of the tragedy . been received, stating that the police were on the murder• On reaching the cottage the inspector found the front er's track, but that, to make all safe, a detective would be
undisturbed, the windows closed and the door locked. On in Hollytown by the middle of the clay.
'l'he drags had now been at work for some time without
going rouud to the back, the door leading from the sittingroom to the garden, which sloped down to the river, was rcsu~ t. The river had been dragged up and down, and
every conceivable angle, but no
found to be opened, and on entering the sitting-room drops sidev::~ ys and across, ancl at
1
inspector was getting imoahe
'1
.
found
been
iictd
body
staircase
the
between
of blood were seen along the carpet
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"And no'' about this, captain," said Jobkins, halting
tient, when a gig clro1'C up to the cottage, and a dapper
the clearest :lootprints·hc could fmcl in the soft mud.
l.ie·idc
little man in a frock-coat, butto1~ed to his chin, and with
i 1Iurgatroyd, you say? What i5 he captain
name
"His
which
crowd
The
a heavy, black mustache, jumped out.
of?"
was
it
for
respectfully,
way
made
time
this
by
collected
had
"Rothing that I know of; but they do say that he has
whi~pcred that the stranger "·as no other than the celea captain in the East I1ic1ia trade."
been
bratc<l DetectiYc Jobkins from London.
India:'" repeated Jobkins, slowly, a if the idea
"East
the
that
all
In a few mi nu trs the <lctcctiYe had heard
country gave him exquisite delight.
distant
that
or
tell.
to
had
inspector
reiterated the inspector, gru!Tly.
In.din,"
East
"Yes,
getting
was
They entered the house. The crowd outside
How on ea1 th did such a
patience.
all
losing
was
Ifo
more excited. They thought that now the London detecand a noted one, too?
detective,
a
become
ever
idiot
born
tiYe had come, the murderer would soon be dragged from
he?"
is
man
of
sort
"What
his hiding-place antl haudcd over to justice.
"Tall, sprue-built, about forty, gray hair, anti no whis,Johkins, mcamd1ile, unconscious 0£ criticism, had
kers."
without
but
lookecl over the kitchen and .Annie's bellroorn,
"Deep cut over the right eyebrow?" added J obkin ·,
making any discovery. When he cume to the captain's
as he stooped and fittcll the boot into the impresquietly,
bedroom, he stood in the middle of .it anQ took a general
sion.
uney. He then proceeded to the details. IIe rni eel the
"Yes," saicl the inspector, puzzled at the dctecti ve's
chairs. and then put them down again in their original powatchtimes,
knowledge.
three
or
two
operation
this
sition, repeating
"Ile never went by tliat 11arnc here, did he?" sai·cl Jobing witl1 great interest how they fell.
handing the boot to the inspector, on the lining of
kins,
all
from
it
at
looked
He
bed.
the
to
came
Then he
points; then at full view, then at three-quarters, then one which was written, "C: Darley."
'' :r e\'er."
side view, and then the other side view, until he had exlle was gei.ting more and more puz:decl
hausted it and the patience of the inspector. He then
alia;; Har rock, alias N orriC'c, and now alias
"Darley,
a
such
in
bed
the
upon
stood and mentally threw himself
position as to make the impression which still remained 11urgatroyll. l'Yc wanted him thcFe two years, and I've
got him now," said J obkins, cheerfolly.
on it.
"Yes," said thr in spector, :miling grirnly, "he's safe
There was some hitch, for he shook his head . Ile pulled
out the drawers and examined the wardrobe of the de- enough there," and he jerkeu his heall toward the river.
"Blesr; you," laughed the detective, "he's nearer the
ceased man. A pair of boo-ts lying in a corner or the room
you ;;ay he u sed to trade to by thi. time. He'll
country
cardully.
them
examined
He
next attracted his attention.
Something in the lining of one of them seemed to interest die with a rope around his neck yet. It's a plant, man .
him, for he brought out his pocketbook and referred to Don't you see he has munlcrcd himself and bolted with
Eomething written in it. He then examined the hoot again, the 'swag'? 'J'hat room, so rn<'how, loo keel queer. It was
overdone--too nnwlt blood, ancl everything too regular.
• and seemed satisfied, for he put it in his pocket.
At last Jobkins finii;hed his examination of the bed- When I found llrnt boot I thought how it was, and this setroom and went downstairs, inspecting each step as he tled it," said .Tobkins, pulling the sheets of blotting-paper
,went. The result was apparently more satisfactory than out of his pockat and holcling them to the inspector.
There, all over them, were the words "X abob, Rajah &
in the case of the bed, for his face brightened considerably, and after he had been shown the traces of blood Co.," in a neat, clerk-like hand, with that peculiar flourish
along the floor of the sitting-room it had expanded into at the end which those who have dealings with that eminent house know so well.
a broad grin.
"That letter to the Bunthorpe Bank is a forgery. It is
"You see h ow it was done?" asked the inspector, whose
the first time he has served Xabob, Rajah & Co. this
ebb.
not
lowest
the
reached
time
opinion of Jobkin had by this
J obkins smiled; he was not the man to commit himself. trick. He was in their London counting-house for five
He walked to the table and tumed over the books and years-came over with a forged character, robbed them to
papers till he found some sheets of blotting paper. These the tune of $10,000, and bolted. He's been thieving and
he examined attentively, holding them up to the light and swindling all over the world since then. But what's the
turning t hem in every possible direction. The result next train to town? I wouldn't miss him for anything."
'l'he detective was right. The manager of the Bnrithorpc
seemed to please him, :llor he put the paper into his pocket._
The footprints in the garden, a half-dug grave under Bank found, to hi astonishment, that X abob, Rajah & Co.
foe trees, and the impression in the wet leaves seemed to repudiated the letter which purported to bear thcit ignaiderest him little. H~ examined them, but only like one ture. It wa a forgery.
pre-occupied with his own thoughts. At length they came
On the following Tuesday "the captain" was arrested
to the river bank.
at the London Docks as he was booking his passage for
"We're ,dragging the river," said the inspector, point- Melbourne, and at the next BLmthorpe assizes he was tried
ing to the two boats, which had been working unsuccess- in the name of George Murgatroyd on a charge of forgery,
and sentenced to penal servitude for the term of his nafully for some hours.
"Ah, yes," said t he detective, as if the necessity of doing tural lifo. His creditors at I-Iollytown ancl the manager of
· the Bmithorpe Bank were the only persons who regretted
so h ad n ever struck him.
him.
"The man's a perfect fool," thought the in spector.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
. .

The many uses of the motor cycle are shown daily. It
has been recently decided to equip the game wardens of the
State 0£ Oregon with motor cycles. W. L. Finley, State
Game Warden belie·;es that he and his deputies can cover
far more country and that even the mountain tenitory will
offer no obstacles that cannot be overcome by the twowheeler. The 'tate Board of Fish and Game Commissioners ha authorized the purchase of three cycles for this purpose. Others will be acldcd when they harn made good.

half a mile 0£ the Eaton home, at Assinippi. Five dogs
and several foxes were killed by poison pellets found in
the Ridge Hill section. These pellets were made of tallow, mixed with a quick and deadly poison, thought to be
arsenic. The owners of the poisoned dogs found some of
the pellets in January and gave them to John Scott, a
state officer. The inability of the. officials to find any
record 0£ poison sales applying to the Eaton case. and the
failure to find any poison in the Eaton household have
made the poison search widen day by day. Inquiries are
being made to see if the pellets which killed the foxes. and
dogs in the Ridge Hill district can be traced. While the
poison trail is being fol!owed in, Plymouth County, investigations in the Eaton case have spread to Washington.
'l'he careers there of Rear Admiral and Mrs. Eaton are
being looked into closely.

'rhrough the discovery of a Bible brought to .this country
from England, Charles Howard, 1\frs. W. G. Hollister and
~Ic. :JL A. Proper, of Binghamton. N. Y., become heirs
to a large 'English estate. In 1852, the last of the Howard
family in England, .e icltolas, died, and there, apparently,
being no heirs, the estate reverted to the crown. A Bible
•
brought to this country by James Howard early in the
The Departme11t of AgJ"iculture has been figuring up
eighteenth century was recently discovered in the possesthe
losses by fires on the national forests for the calendar
sion of 'l'. Howard Adams, 0£ Albany, and it shows Mr.
year
1912, a.n,d finds that they were the lowest of recent
Howard, Mrs. Hollister .md Mrs. Proper to be heirs to the
years. 'rhe total damage is estimated at $75,290, or less
estate.
than one dollar to every 2,000 acres of area. The good
record is attributed to, first, '.favorable weather conditions
It is understood that on behalf of a powerful syndicate, in moot lacilities, and, seqond, the inoreased efficieooy of
D. A. Thomas, cJmirman of the Cambrian Tru:;t, London, the fire fighting organization. Lightning caused more fires
"-ill rnon proceed to the. U 11itecl States in order to com- than any other agency, followed by railroads, campers and
plete the negotiations for the purchase of coal mines there, incendiaries in the order given. The greatest losses oowhich he entered into dnring his visit to several American curred in Arizona, Arkansas and California. Abouty 27
coaling center:; in J anuury last. It is :feared here that the per cent. of all the fires were started by lightning, and
opening of the Panama Canal will to some extent decrease about 38 per cent. were due to carelessness. The total
the export mo'vcment from the nited Kingdom, particu- number of fires was 2,472, as compared with 3',369 in 1911.
larly from South Wales to ports on the west coast of North 'rhey burned over in the aggregate 230,000 acres, a.s
and South A.merica, b11t by the acqui si tion of coal fields on against 780,000 in 1911. 0£ the fires over 75 per cent.
the other side of the Atlantic Mr. 'l'homas and those were put out before ten acres were burned over, and nearly
associated with him will be in a position to secure .a big 50 per cent. before one-quarter of an acre was covered.
share of the supply.
Only twelve fires caU£ed da.mage of more tha.n $1,000 each.
P resident Woodrow Wilson has cho en the home of
Winston Churchill, the novelist, to be his summer capital,
according to a telegram received at Cornish, N. H., March
30th, from Mr. Churchill, who is in Santa Barbara, Cal.
The message was diected to E . F. Hobcrts, manager of the
Churchill property, and contained instructions for getting
the place in readiness fo r the Prc:;ident's occupancy. Harlakenden House, as the Churchill property is known, is a
two-story brick structure on a hill three miles beyond
\YincLor, Vt. It command a view of the Connecticut
River Valley and the Green ~founta ins. On lhe property
are two sernn-room cottages where the executive offices can
be established and where the President's attendants may
live. A tennis court adjoins the mansion, and at the foot
of the hill the Connecticut Rirer offers opportunity for
boating.

~

"No man can tell what the ultimate results may be of
the opening of the Panama Canal," says Farnham Bishop.
"But the benefits which we expect to derive from it may
be diYided into two classes-military and commereial.
Even if it should prove an utter failure commercially the
canal would still be worth all it has cost us for military
purposes alone. Without it Uncle San1 is in the position
of a householder who has to run around the block to chase
a tramp out of the back yard. With it we can k~ep our
navy concentrated in one powerful fleet and move it from
the Cari bbean to San Francisco or back again in
a couple of weeks. :Jfore than two months was required
for the battleship Oregon to steam at full speed rnund
South America from San Francisco to Cuba, where she
was sorely needed at the outbreak of th e 'panish-American war. llad the Panama Cana l been in exi tcnce in
1S!l8 she would have had to go on l)- .J.,GOO mil es instead of
A new poison trail was followed by state and town au- 3 -LOO and she woulcl haYe been ready to meet th e e11emy's
thoriti es at Boston April 1st in the case of th e death of fl'eet ~ix weeks earlier, ancl n. lot of things can happen in
Rear ·Admiral Eaton . The clew was discovered wiLhin Lhe first six weeks of a modern wa.r."
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
INCOME TAX EXE:MPTION $4,000.
T he income tax agreed upon April 3cl places the exempt ion as $-!,000, with 1 per cent. tax upon the incomes between $4,000 and $20,000, 2 per cent. on incomes between
$20,000 and $50,000, 3 per cent. on incomes between
$50,000 and $100,000, and 4 per cent. on all incomca above
$100,000.
It is provided that a man getting an income of say
$50,000' a year will be allowed an exemption of $-!,000 and
taxed 1 per cent. on the next twenty thousand l'.nd 2 per
cent. on the remainder.
The scheme to give the President the power to boost the
tax if it does not meet the demands of the country has
been taken out of the bill, but may be restored before it
goes to caucus.
SUICIDE OF A WELL-KNOWN MAN.
Former State Senator Calvin Corle, eighty-four years
old, one of the best known men in Somerset County, committed suicide in his home on a farm near Keshanic, April
5th, by hanging himEclf to an old-fashioned bedpost. He
arose at 7 a. m., and had breakfast with his niece, Deborah
Corle. Then he shot himself in his room, where he was
fo und later suspended by a bed cord . Mr. Corle was for
fourteen years president of the Somerset County Bank,
now the Second National Bank of Somenille. He was a
large holder of real estate and had acted as executor of
many estates. He was reputed to be worth $100,000. It
was rumored that his suicide wa due to financial reYerses,
but this could not be confirmed. Mr. Corle ~as a Democrat. He served in the New Jersey State Senate from
1870 until 1872. He never wore a necktie and had long
been considered eccentric.
OUTPUT OF AMERICAN SHIPYARDS.
T he Department of Commerce estimates that the output
of American shipyards during the cunent fiscal year will
be greater than in any of the previous four years and equal
to the average annual output for any series o.f active years
of construction. The year's construction will reach 400,000 tons. During the first nine months 1,114 merchant
vessels, totalling 260,265 tons, have been registered, compared with 1,051 vessels and 151,341 tons the same period
last year. Steel steamers aggregated 151,507 tons, against
75,507 last year. Shipbuilding on the Great Lakes shows
little change, but the total Atlantic seaboard output has
increased from 64,522 tons to 161,061. Wooden sailing
vessels show a decrease, and form only a small fraction
(11,971 tons) o.f the total for the country. Last montJ1
$35 sailing, steam and unrigged vessels were built, aggregating 34,078 tons gross.
TAKING POSITIONS OF E EMY BY CAMERA.
Some twenty years ago it occurred to an ingenious inventor that it would be possible to take a photograph of an
enemy's position by sending up a camera attached to a
rocket, and floating it down with a parachute. The idea
came to nothing, ~s the camera, wh en the shutter snapped,

was usually pointing anywhere but in the right direction.
'I'his imcntion has recently been rcvivecl in Germany, with
the addition of a clockwork gyroscope to steady the camera,
and it is stated that good militnry photographs were obtained at a heigl1t of 600 meters ( 2,000 feet). These
photographs were too mall to d1ow much detail, but
aiforcled some useful information as to the position of the
enemy's rc:lel ·cs. 'l'he same camera can be sent up repeatedly by attaching it to fresh rockets. It is considered
that the rocket camera may be of great use 1n fortress warfare, and in the attack or defense of an entrenched position.
ADVERTISED FOR A s·ro [,EN BIQYCLE.
There is at least one man in Palo Alto, Cal., who has.
profited by the philosophical way in which he looks upon
the dark side of life. This unmual person is Van Dyke
\forks, whose bicycle was ciirried off by a thief. Works
called upon his erring brother to return the missing wheel
by posting the ·following words o.f wisclom in a conspicuous
place: "If the cyclist who borrowed my bicycle and failed
to return same hacl only waited until May he would have
spared the owner considerable inconvenience. If he will
be so good as to leave it on the la.wn at r o. 505 Embarcadero road one of these dark nights he will have the
rewtud o.f a clear conscience and the owner's blessing.
During the next week the watcl)dog will be kept indoors."
Work awakened in the morning to find three bicycles on
his front lawn. Re is advertising for the owners of the
other hro recovered wheels.
A DOLLAR Ir
John Crickmore, of Omaha, Ark., i one man in the
State who will never be totally broke. He will alwaya
have at least $1 "on his person."
Unfortunately :for John, however, this dollar will never
be available as a cash asset or a medium of exchange, for
it lies, not in his pocket, but in the front part of his head
under the scalp, and covers a jagged hole in his skull more
than two inches long and an inch 'ride.
Crickmore is just recovering from this dangerous wound,
which he received in a fight several days ago and which
nearly ended his life.
Dr. W. A. Butts was called to attend the wounded man
His condition was dangerous. The projectal and frontal
bones of the skull were crushed in against the brain. The
physician made an incision in the· scalp and removed the
bone. He had to have something to cover the opening and
to protect the brain. The patient was in too critical a condition to be removed to a city hospital, and there was no
time to order a silver plate.
The doctor did the next best thi.ng. He made one. He
took a silver dollar and a hammer and beat it out on a
piece of iron to fit the hole. He placed this home-made
plate in place and sewed up the scalp. In an interview
with Dr. Butts, he says his patient is recovering nicely and
that hi&mind is :pot impaired by the accident or the operation.

GIANT SAV,
PUZZLE.
This puzzle contains
twenty-one pieces of:
wood nicely finished;
take them apart and
them together
p u t
s a in e as illustrated.
Everybody would like
to try It, a• it is very
Price, by
fascinating.
mall. postpaid, 25c,
each.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'l<lyn, N. Y.

c

~~~~~:22 REPEATER

DELUSION TRICK.
A magic llttie box In three
parts that is very mystify-

ing to those n ot in the trick.
A coln placed on a piece or
paper disappe ars by dropping
a nlckf.il ring around It trotn
the magtc box. Made or hard
Price, 12c.
wood two Inches In diameter.
!11. V. _GAI,LIGAN, 410 W. 56th St., N. Y.

HAMMERLESS

to work. Accidental discharge is impossible.
The Remington-UMC .22 Repeater is easily cared for. Io taking
down your fingers are your only tools. The breech block, firing pin
and e~tractor, come out in one piece-permitting the barrel to be cleaned
from the breech.
The action handles .22 short, .22 long or .22 long rifle oartridgea-eny
or all at the same time without adjustment.

Gee wht.z! \'\."hat run

can haY& with
o~ta sturt. li!uieten th•
tip ot your t\ni;;er, tap
it on the conte:nt1 .-it
tho box. and a little
Thon
I.it will stick.
rem

1h~ke

ba.nda with yut1r
!\
drop
or
friend,
1peck daVi·n nia back.
In a minute he will
tee! as It he had (he
It
seven yea.rs' Itch.
wlli 1.na.kw nim •cratcn. roar, •qulrm and
make tacoo. But it Sa perfectly harmle1a, a.s
tt 111 1nade from tho seeds Qf wild rosea. 'J"he
horribl~ itch atop1 Jn a few minutes, or CR.n
l>e checked lmmedla.:ely by rubbing the 1pot
with a wet cloth. While It i• wor\<lnr:, you

¥t.a~n~

0

SIDE-EJECTING

Sure Safe Shooting for Man or Boy-And a Simple Rifle to Care For
The Remington- UMC .22 Repeater is rifled, sighted and. tested .for
aecuracy by expert gunsmiths. It s~10ots as you hold. The simple, •i;n·
proved safety device on every Remington- UMC .22 repeater never fails

POWDER.

;i~ 1

Solid-breech1,
Hammerless

Remin•ton-UMC-the perfect shooting combination

REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

299 Broadwa1, New forl CttJ

j~~'!,8'1!.tY~f1~ 81~;fce:d10r cbe~\~ea:

loss. loy m&ll. peatr>&ld.

WOLl!' F NOVEL'.1.'ll CO •• 29 W. 2&tl1 St., N. Y.

fl"" I\

COMIOAL RUBBER STA.MPS.
A complete set or
people
little
grotesque
Jndestructtb:e t
of
made
l'Ubber mounted on black ·1
'*alnut blocks. Tho figures consist of Pol1ce1nan.
oth~r ,
and
Chinaman,

t~~
·'

~':,~~.!'n"'bJ~ pl~t~~~~~

Almost anyone can learn It at home. SmaH
coat. Send to-day 2-cent stamp for pa.rtlculara
O. A. .S MITH, Room D86 -82i
and proof.
Bir:elow St .. Peoria, III.
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1

STRONG ARMS
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ent pooltlons. With each set of figures we
•end a bottle of colored lnk. an lnlc pad and
1

t}~NT!Z

.\~ie J~e BOok. 2-~ook·oo klaiglc.,:l:iook

rna:·a~~e o~~:;;.~~s l~y d11J~::

~~~gi ~~ 'i::~:i 0 Pi~u.:'i~~ 'l'.~eJ ~~~e;r!~~f~i

I will send as long as
they last my 25c book

Dealers, Box 21, Le Roy, N. f.

each figure is mounted
on a separate block, any
boy can set up a regular

~~~~u~~:trounct~~~Tr t~~~ ~1~~u~: 10~\~~~~11~~?~;

$7.75 Paid for RARE date 1853 Quarters
and GJ.1! w!Lbout arrows. ()ASH p1e1nlums paid on bundre<la o! old oolus.
Keep a.ll money dated before 1896 a.nd
send '11 EN cent.is at once for New

far 10 Cents In Stamps or Coln

1-BookLetterWriter. S-Oook Book. ~Rome

fn~r:a~b:~·e~~~l~o~1:0•:e!:.1Id~~~

,

i

Illustrated with 20 fullpage, half-tone cuts, showin&" exercises that will
quickly develop, beautify
and gain great strength
in your shoulders, arms
and hands, without any
apparatus.

JUNG co., Anclover, Ohio.
CAVHOO Oil SNEEZING POWDER.
novelty g9ttr·n up in years. Price of th<O com- I'
The l!'reateat tun,maker Cit
f~ktepa':i',t 0~~Y 1i~~e~ :ei:.mt~"r 2'!f~~.h 0 ~~kdo~~~
<hem a.11. .A. •ma.II aqi.•unt
90c •• by ma.11 po•tpald.
ot thl• Jl•wder, W>.hen ll10'wll
ln {lo roam, wfli cause
L. Senarena, S<l7 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y. I
every•ne to ~neeze w.it1leut
a·nyone knowing where ft
cemea !rom. It la very light, will tloat In tlte
air . t•r eome time, and penetrate nery n•ok
JUMPING· TEI.ESCOPE.
This ls an oblong t.nd c ....nor o! a roem. 'It la :perf6cttly ils.rmtu'bo ln exact !ml- Iese. Ca(hH Is put Up In battles, and one
tatlon of a tele- I 'bottle contdna enough te be used from 1t te
scope. By looking I 15 tltn••· Price, by ma.II, lOe. eQCh; a tor Ha,
thro.ugh it, revealo WOLFF NOVELTY ()0., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
one highly magnl- ,
SURPRISE KINEMATOGRAPH.
~~~ce~lc~~re,, to~ e ~
The greatest hit of the
It coneubJecL
season! .It ' conaists of a
tatns on the elde a
small metal, nickeled tube,
button, whlch tlrn I
eye view,
with a lens
victim lo told to i
which •hows a pretty balInstead of 1
presG for 9J change of . picture.
Hand
Jet girl In tights.
another picture appearing, the entire Inside
lt to a friend, who will be
part •hoots out, aa shown In Illustration. It
delighted with the first plcI• entirely harmless, but gives the victim a
ture; te11 him to turn the
gr.:nuine scare.
screw in center of tnstruPrice, lllc. each; 2 for 25c. by mall, postpaid;
\VOLl"l' lSOVELTY CO., 29 \V. 26th St.. N. Y, 1 ment to change the views, when a etream of
J. Jt:.

IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE,
I wiU be pl eased to answer any question on developing or reducing any
other part of your body,
without additional charge.

I

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER
17 88 Batker Bld1t.• 110 W. 42d St •• H. Y.
.Eetabllahed 2·s rears In New York CU1

FREE

BL"UE ENAMJilLLZD

FLAG PIN.

Any letter hand en8'ra.ved. and a

eatnlog or Badge Pine, Jewelrr,
Tricks, Jokes u.ud Puzzles. Send
TWO oento to p,.y for postage a.nd

I

~i1:%1~kLT NOVELTY co..
lil08J Btrwe••ly Road, Bl'ookl»"D• Jti. Y.

FUN FOR A DIME
~~;~~e i:~o ~!sf~~~' s1!1e'!ic~h~~ ~l~e~!: LOTS OF Ventriloquist
;::fr
Double Throat,
tograph In operation ls sure to be caught
1

i

BUBBLE BLOWEft.

Fits roof of mouth; always invisible; greatest

every time. The Instrument can be refilled
with water in an Instant, ready for the next
Price 23c. by mall, postpaid. •
customer.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y. I

With this cl"v!ce, a
continuous s e I J ea of
bubbles can be blown.
It ts a wooden, cigar·
11haped blower, encn.1TRICirtrAN-:
Sng a small vial, in
A lady's tan made
which there is a piece I
ot colored sl!k cloth.
Tlte vial i• I
of Map.
The fan may be used
fllied with water, and a peculiarly perforated
and then shut, and
cork 13 tn:~wrted. When you blow in to the
when It open« airatn,
mouthpiece, it sets up a hydrs.ullc pres$u re
It !alls In pieces; shut
through the Corle perforations and cau•es '
a.nd open again and It
bubble after bubble to come · out. No need ol
ls perfect, without a
>lipping into water once the little bottle lo sign of a break. A great surprise for thoae
11\llo><l. Pr!.,e, lOc. each l:ly mall, pootpatd.
not Jn the trick. Price, 35c. by mail, postpaid.
111. V. GALLIGA...."l, U9 W. 56th St., N. l'..
C. BEHR, IGO W. 62d St., New llork (;lt7.

I

;s!;:i{li~cA:~ :C~~ ~~i~~YU~!;:;~~~~~·;
0

like a canary, and imitate birds and beasts of
the field and forest. Lo~d• of fun. Wonder·
ful invC":ntion. Thous:md9 !!Old. Pricei on1y
10 cents: 4 for 25 cents. or 12 for SO cena.

I

Double Throat Co.Dpt. KFrench!own.N.J.

.

ISTHMA
·

RllJll!DY&eul toyon on;Fl!EBTRUL.

rt It curc1, send ei.ou; if not, don't..

Give ucprenoffi.ee. Wl'lte today. W.L

Bierllao, 837 Ohio .tu •• SidAe7, OW.

Boys

Earn 4 to '7 cent.a on every 10 eenti
saJea Housekeepers ouy &Jl&ln a.nd ac~ha.
Bend 5 cants for 1.2 samples a.tH1 full instructions.
.4.. w. LEIBMAN. M11r. M,orrli Park,.LO»i leU.114,

11.r.

·

l

Lpu;. THE LINK PUZZLE.
THE MAOI/1 CIGAR CASE.
The sensation of the day.
A beautiful and per- ~
Pronounced by all 1 the most
·
feet cigo.r r.:ase, made
baffilng and scientific novelty
.
of Imitation alligator
out. Thousands haye worked
and eealsl:in leather;
at it for hours wJthout mas,
worth a. quarter as a.
It tering it, still ft can be done in two seconds
ctgar case alone.
can be shown full ot' by givin,g the links the proper twist, but uncigar!:I and instantiy less you kno\•,r how, the harder · you twist them
handed to a person, the tighter they grow. Price, (le.; S tor 15c.•
'
who upon opening 1t. finds only an empty one dozen, 50c., by 1nai1 1 postpaid.
The box has a secret spring· and & \YOJ.FJ!' NOVELTY CO., 29 W . 26th St., N. Y.
L. Bonaren•, 3H Winthrop St .• Brooklyn. N. Y. case'.
double case, a.nd can be operated only by one
WINDOW SMASUERS.
in the secret. Full printed instructions sent
NAIL PUZZLE.
The greatest sensation, just
Made of 2 metal nalls with each case. Every smoker should have
from ParJs. A most wonderKeeps one. Price, 20c.; 2 tor 35c. by mat!, postpaid;
Jhflrnd t ogether.
express. $1.00.
effect of a ~mashing,
ful
folks guessing; easy to "TlO dozon by
I
City.
York
New
falling pane or
breaking,
t a1'c the1n apart when you C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St.,
glass. It will electrt!y everyDirections
ho'v.
know
NORWEGIAN MOUSE.
body. When you come home.
with cxery one.
A very large gray mouse,
slan1 the door shut and at
Price, Ge., postpaid.
measuring 8 inches from tip
the same time throw the
CO., 2!> 'W. 26th St .• N. Y.
ot nose to end of tall. The dlsce to the floor. Every pane of glass ln the
body of mouse ts hollow. house wilt at once seem to have been ehatY AJ:-;JSHU<G CIGAR.
Place your first finger In his ~~r~?~ Pl';:;1,:'.~· by mall, postpaid, 35c., a set
body, and then by moving your
This clgar ts made In
finger up and down, the mouse
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
exact imitation of. a good
appears to bo running up your
one". It ls hold by a rubEnter a room where
sleeve.
ber cord which, with the
THE FIGHTING ROOSTERS.
there are ladies, with the
attn.ched safety pin, ts
mouse runn ·~lg up your sleeve,
fastened on "the inside ot
A full blooded pair ot
scatrapid
a
see
will
you
cocks.
and
offered
g a m e
ft gh ting
the sleeve. When
tering of the talr •ex. Many
'l'hese llllput!an fighters
to a friend, as it ls about to be taken, It will
perpebe
can
Jokes
yellow
practical
feathers,
real
have
dfGappear.
1nttantly
legs and fiery red combs,
Price, toe. each by mall, postpaid. trated with this small rodent.
Pr lee lOc.; S to~ 25c. matled, postpaid.
their movements when
c. n~~HU, l!lO w. 62d St., Ne\V York City.
1lghting are perfectly nat1{. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klYJ&, N. Y.
ural and llfeltl<e . and the
GOOD "LUCK PUZZLE.
secret of their moven1ents
A NEW SQUIRT BADGE.
It consists o! three horseto the operator, who can cause
only
known
is
m!tthe
tor
fun
Great
t ogether.
fastened
shoes
them to battle with each other as often
Only a very clever person
Wear !t In your and as long as desired. Independent of their
llon !
ca;i take of! *he closed
fi·ghtlng proclivities they make very protty
press
then
and
buttonhole
horseshoe from the two
Price for the pair in a.
ornaments.
the bulb and watch the mantel
linked horseshoes. :But It
otrong box, 10c.; a pairs for 25c. by mall,
is
ctt.1 be d0ne ln a momen t when the secret
other fellow run.
postpaid.
knvwn. PrJce, by mail, lOc. each.
Price, Uc. WOLFF NOYELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
IJ. I'. L.1XG, l8U C.-11tre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
C. BEHR, 150 W. G2d St.
THE PEG JUMPER.
ROUGH RIDER DISC PISTOLS.
New York City.
A v e r y ertectlve
Macle at nicely colpocket trick, easl ly
'red wood 5'h. Inch••
TUE
t by
to be pe1orrre.d
The power ~!'
long.
Just out. n.nd one of the
13
furnished by rubber
~:~d~~eis sho~g. c~~~
most fascinating puzzles on
Ten cllacs of
bands.
It. A wocuor.
through
drllled
are
holes
tral
to
ls
stunt
The
market.
the
card board with each
separate the antlers and re- , po.g is ins ide of the upper hole. Showing now
pistol. Pdce, 6c. each,
join them. It looks easy, but ~ b~th sides of the paddle, the perform.er causes,
.
postpaid.
try it and you _will admit that I by simply breathing upon it, the peg to Jcav9
WCL.l!F NOYEL~"I' CO., 29 W. 2Gtb St., N. Y.
It 13 without exception ~he best j the upper hole, and appear in the i;n!ddle one.
puzzle you have ever. seen. You cant leave . Then it jumps to the lower hole, back to the
DUTA'LTON GIANT DIAMONDS.
middle one, and lastly to the upper hole.
it alone. Made of sih ered metal.
repeatedly sho·wn.
• Di:lmnnd rings or studs ot Price, 12c.; 3 !oT ~Oc., sent by mn.11, postpaid. Both aldel!I or the paddle arePrice
by mail, lGc.
Y.
N.
B'klyn,
St.,
Centre
181o
LANG,
F.
H.
hal(-lnch nnd. one inch tn
dlan1eter are heard ot Sn
BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
C.
VASE.
JllARBLE
7e
them
have
"'\\
only.
stories
· 'r_J
hr.ltated by prodigious sparlc,.,,,
A clever and puzzltng ertect,
DEAD SHOT SQUIRT PISTOL.
lJng atones whJch will deceive
.__
easy to do; the apparatus can
If you shoot a lnO..n
the glan ce ol any spectator.
61
t~ff;~!.~
FrJce b:.~ mall, po~tpa ld, small
with this "gun" h3 will
_
%a~xb!11i:::~e
~~~b1~
~
alze, 2•1e. ea.ch; lara;e ~:ize, ~5c. n~ch .
be too mad to ace!!, t
!ram the hand into the closed
II!. F. LA.i.'<G, 1315 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
the ancient excuse-"!
vase, which a moment before
didn't know it was
· was sbown empty. This is a
loaded.'' It load> easlly
beautiful enameled tu'rned wood va.sa.
MAml~E;~.ZZLl!: ·1
with a. full charge of
Price. 20c.
water, and taking aim, press th e rubber bulb
111. V. GALLIGAN, 419 W. 56tb St., N. Y.
at the butt of the Pjstol, when a snu1ll stream
Two keyo Interlockf ,·
of water is squirted into his face. The best
ed in .such a manner
THE MAGNETIC TOP.
thing to do then is to pocket ymir f;Un e-.::-:.:i
It seems lmpo•slble to
!..~
handsome metal, I run. There are "loads of fun" in this wlc1<:ed
A
but
them,
separate
!!;•
highly magnetized toy. little joke1-. which looks like a real revolver,
when learned It Is
v.~
spiral
a
A horseshoe and
tri gge r, cock, chambers. barrel a~d all. Price
easily done.
with only 7c.; 4 for 2::>c.; one dozen 60c. by ms.11
furnished
wire
Price, 6c., postpaid.
each top. When spun p«,lnalf'.
next to the wires, they
WOLFF NOYELTY CO •• 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
U. F. I.ANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. \".
make the most surprisYou
ing movements.
nm JUlUl'L.'i'G l'lWG.
can make wires of dltTHE HIDEOUS SPIDEB.
This llttl o novelty creates
ferent shapes and get
Iu
n. world of laughter.
Fun for e'CerY•
th& mol!lt peculiar efchief attractiveness ls that
body with one at
fects. Price, Uc., postit tt'.kee a !ew seconds bet h e s e handHome
paid.
fore leaping high in the air,
Hls body
brutes.
so that when set, very inno- L. Senarens, 34'7 Winthrop St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
ift 3 inches long,
cent l y along sJde of an unsuspecting person,
beautifully enamelTHE CROWN STYLO.
he is suddenly startled by the wonder!ul
~~ ed green, vdtl1
activity of this frog. Prlce, 15c. each by mall
·w hite ridges, yelMade of alumin'u m,
J> OHpnid.
low speckles, bulging eyes, and a big red
guaranfinleh,
satin
~Y.
N.
11. fo'. I.ANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn,
teed not to leak. This mouth. He 1:; ar1ned with six legs aud t\-VO
.
stylographic ink pen- uprlght feelers, mRde of flexible r.plral springs.
Jt!,UMJNUJll DRINKING CUPS.
cil is made on a new plan. It cannot cor- A dark, lnYisible thread attached to his body
outclass any simi- lets you shake him in the air before your
and
outlast
will
'l'hese handsome 11ttle cups are rode aud
very handy In size, do not leak, and lar pencll on the market. It ls a splendid ~~~::1~;;, ~r!~~ik': 1 ~~n~~~- le~8u:;:~gn~~6eJnt: i~~~!
order. Each one
in
kept
eas1Jy
is
and
writer,
comWhen
finished.
are Satin
pressed, can be carried in the vest packed with a. filler, and a clip to hold lt any lady howl and to scare the bravest hero
·
on earth out ot his boots.
pocket. They hold a good quantity in your vest pocket.
Price by mall, IOc. each.
Price, 25c. each, postpaid. 1
of lJqu~cl. and are very strong, llghi,
H. F. LANG, 181G CeDtre St., B'klyn, N. Ji'..
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
~~id~ura.ble . Price, H-i. each, postGOOD J,ucn: BANKS.
Ornainental as well ao useful.
Made o! highly nlckoled bnuo.
When
\t laid· . just One Dolla.r.
Rema.ins
UUecl ~t opens ttsel!.
locJte<l untll refillecl. Can be used
a!. cl. wetchcho.rm. Money retunUPrice, lOc.
od H not oatlst\ed.
by mall.

I
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RAI'ID CIGARETTE l\IA.KEf.t,
T h 1 • little a r

WOLFF NO'VELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
SUBPBISE PERFUJ\IE
BOTTLE.
Those In the Joke may freely
smell the perfume in the bottle,
but the uninitiated, on removing
the cork "'Ill receiYe the contents
This Is a. simple
In his hands.
and clever Joke.
Price, lOc. en.ch by mall, poet•
paid : 3 for 25c.
H. F. I.A.NG,
1811> f;eutre St., B'klyM, N. Y.

Icl e
the pocket
of every ~moker. With 1t

should be tn

I

a per!ect cigarette can be
made in ten Sf~conds. You
will find thf,m equal in
appearance and far superior in quality to con1mercJal ones, a.t leas
than a Quarter o! the cost. With our cigarette maker in your possession, :you can smoke
a pipe or cigarette at pleasure, as it's just a3
easy to roll a cfga.rette as to fi'll a. pine. Every
part of the cJgarette ma!\:er.· 1e ha.ndso1nely
Price, lf'ic., <1r 3 for 40c. by
nickel-plated.
mall, pootJ)ald.
WOLl( f' NO\'ELTl' CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. :f

~
-':::---..

l\lINIATURE COMPASS CHARM.
A beautiful charm, to be
worn on the watch chain. Jt
consists of a true and perfect
compass, to which is attached, by a pl\'ot, a powerful
magnifying glass. When n ot
in use the magnifying glass fits closely inside
the compass and is not seen. The compass is
I protected by a glass crystal, and is hand! somely silver-nickel plated and burnished, preHere
eent1ng a very attractive n.ppcarance.
YOU have a reltable con1pass, a po,verful magnifying glass, ant:. a handsome chann, all in
It is a Pa.risl an novelty, entirely new.
on ~.
"
.)
1 Pr1c~, 25!1• .l;Y malJ. T>03~P';i<l
II. l!. l..t-l.1' u, UUJ Ceni.l.'c SL) B ldynJ N. Y
'

.._
--LA TEST ISSUES--SIS Young Wild
111 y 0t_;g;eWlld
Sleepy J .
515 Young Wild
cue.
516 Young Wild
Match on
.S17 Young Wild
Stream ot
518 Young Wild
Rustlers.
519 Young Wild
520 Young Wild
Record.
521 Young Wild
522 Young Wild
take.
523 Young Wild
524 Young Wild
525 Yoong Wild
526 Young Wild
Redskins.
527 Yoong Wild
Band .

533 Young Wild West' s Rustler Round-Up; or, Arletta's Call tor Help.
534 Young Wild West and "Ginger Jake": or, The Boss ot Gimlet

w ·est at the Widow's Claim ; or, Arletta's Brave DeGulch
West and the Range Bos s; or, Crooked Work at the 535 Yo~~jsk'{~~~ West and the Choctaw Chief: or, Arletta Defying th•
536 Young Wild West and the Haunted Pass: or. The Secret -ot the
W e st C a ught by Sav ages: or. Arle tta' s Daring Re sD ea t h Trail.
537 Young Wild West Saved by a Signal: or. Arletta and the VanWest and th e M e xican Deads b o t: or, The Shooting
lsblng Light.
the Bo rder.
538 Young Wild West' s Double Shuffle: or, 'rhe Celebration at Buck·
W e st at Hard Luck Camp ; or, Arl e tta and the
horn Ranch.
Gold.
539 You ng Wild West Capturing a Chief ; or, Arletta as a Cavall'7
West Defending a Ritnch ; or, B esieged by Cattle
Scout.
540 Young Wild West and the Lone Cabin ; or, The Raiders of the;
W e st and t h e Mine r ' s Trap; or, Arle tta's Gre at Shot.
Gorge.
•
West at A ce High !<'air; or. Th e Live lie st Time on 541 Young Wild West Trapped lo a Canyon: or, Arletta's Swing tor·
Lite
West' s Risky Ride ; or, Arletta and t h e Gul ch Gang. 542 Young Wild West and the Boy Ranchero; or. Helping a TeodPrWest's Bu ckskin Band ; or, The Sb e rlll'' s Big Misfoo t to Success.
543 Young Wild West Defying an Ambush; or, Arletta Helping tbe·
West' s D o uble Triumph : or, Arle tta S aving the Flag.
Cavalry.
West and " Cowboy Jake." ; or, Spoiling a Ranch Raid. 544 Young Wild West at an Indian Pow-Wow: or, Doomed to Die at
West's Only Chance; or. Arletta' s Quick Throw.
the Stake.
West' s Despe rate Charge; or, The Shot That Beat the 545 Young Wild West and the Doomed Mine: or, Arletta's Lite at
Stake.
West At Gold-Dust Flat; or, Arletta and the Secret ~4 6 Young Wild West Racing tor a Ranch; or, Spitfire on Bis Mettle.
.,
Young Wild West Marked by Mexicans; or, Arletta and the

47

528 Yo~~~- Wild West In Danger; or, Helping the Trapped Cavalry548
529 Young Wild West and the "Dutchman's" Claim· or, Arletta Detending Her Lite.
'
549
530 Young Wild West Taming the Cow-Punchers; or, The Bard
Crowd ot Rull Tall Ranch.
550
531 Young Wild West After the "Vultures": or, Arletta and the Band
ot Ten.
551
532 Young Wild West Calling the Two-Gun Man; or, Saving a Sher- 552
ltl''s Life.

Yo~:orWlld

West and the "Silver Kid", or, The Dandy of the
Gulch .
,
Young Wild West and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta s Daring
Escape.
Young Wild West Surrounded by Death: or, The Seven Dynamite
Sticks.
Young Wild West Staking a Claim; or, Arletta on Guard.
Young Wild West's Greaser Chase; or, The Outlaws ot the Border.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, t>y

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisler,

166 West 23d St., New York. .

IF YOU W .lfNT ANY BACJ( NUMBERS
of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and
11.11 In your Order and send It to us with the price of the weet lies you want and we will send them to you by return mail
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

168 West 23d St., New York.
::B<><>~S

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE E LECTIUCITY.-A description ot the wond erful
naa• o! electricity and e lectro magnetism; tor;ether with !ull Instruction• tor ma.king Electrlc Toy•, Batteries, etc. BY George Trebel,
A...H.. M.D.
Cont aining ov er tltty lllustrat.1onL
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
DRIVE A HORSE.- A comp lete treatise on
the hone. Desc ribing the m ost useful horsea
tor busineaa, the best horses tor the road:
~o h-;,~~';_able recipes tor diseases peculiar to
No. •B. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
CA.NOES.-A handy book tor boys, containing
tull dlrectlona tor constructing canoes and the
moat popular manner ot sailing them. Fully
Ulustrated.
No. •9. HOW TO DEBATE.-GIYlng rule•
!oT conductlns debates, outlines tor debates,
quest.Jona tor d11cuaalon, and the beat sources
tor procuring lntormatlon on the question•
stven.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BmDS AND ANDlAJ,8.- A valuable book, giving Instruction•
IA collectlns, preparing, mounting and preoerving birds, animal• and Insects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
OABDS.--Contalnlng explanations ot the 11eneral principle• ot •lelsht-ot-hand applicable
to card tricks ot card trick• with ordinary
.,.;.;:;: and not requiring slelsbt-ot-hand, ot
tricks Involving •lelght-ot-hand, or the use ot
spec.tally prepared carde. Illustrated.
No. 5Z. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.--Glvlnr;
the ruleo and tull directions tor playlns
Euchre, Cribbage, Ca•lno, Forty-Five, Rounce,
Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
J'ouni. and many other 11opular gameo o!
_,.da.
I
No. !IS. BOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wonderful little book, telling you how to write
to your 1weetheart, your father, mother.
ter, brother, employer: and, In tact, every·
bodJ' &nd anybody you wish to write to.
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ga rdln g the Ca mera and h ow to work It ; al•o
h ow to make Photographic Magic Lantern
Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
Illustrate d.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
POINT MILI'.rARY CADET.-Explaln• how
to gain a dm ittance, cour se ot Study, Examlnations, Duties, Blatt ot Omcera, Post Guard,
Police R e gulations, Fire Department, and all
a boy ah ou ld know to be a. cadet. By Lu
Senaren s.
No. GS. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.~omp l ete Instructions ot how to gain
admission to the Annapolis Naval Academy.
Al so containin g the course ot Ins t ru ction . descrlptl on ot grounds and buildings, historical
sketch, and everything a boy •hould know to
become an omcer In the United State• NayY.
By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HO\V TO MAKE :ELECTRICAL
MACHINES.-Contalnfng lull directions tor
making electrical machines, Induction cotla,
dynamoa, and many novel toys to be worked
by electricity. By R. A . R. Bennett. Fully
Illustrated.
No. 65. JllULDOON'S JOKES.-The mo•t
orlslnal joke book ever published, and It I•
brlmtul ot wit and humor. It contains a
large collection ot songs, jokes, conundrum•,
etc., ot Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, bumorlst and practical joker ot the day.
No. 66 · H~W ~O d D~ PUZZtES.~ontatntng over t ree un re 1ntereat ng puzzle•
and conundrums, with key to same. A complete book. Fully Illustrated.
No. 67. HOW
TO
DO
ELECTRICAL
TRICKS.~ontalnlng a large collection or
Instructive and highly amusing electrical
trick•, together with lllu•tratlona. By A. Anderaon.
No. 68, HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
-Contatntne over one hundred highly amuaIng a.nd Instructive trick• with chemlcal1. By
A. Anderson. Handsomely llluatrated.
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snanner and method ot raisins, keeping, tamtrick• used by maglcl&n•. Al10 containing the
tns brMdlns, and m&naglng all kind• ot pets;
Hcret ot •econd •lsht. Fully lllu•trated.
a1ao Chine !ull Instructions !or making cageo,
No. 70. HOW TO l\IAKE MAGIC TOYS.:!:"uo!'.'Jly explained by twenty-eight lllu•Containing tull directions !or making Macie
!fe. 111. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND
r~:d~nd devices ot many kinda. Fully lllu•OOINB.r-Contalnlng valuable Information reNo. 7l. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL
car4Jng the collecting and arranging o!
llt&mp• and coins. Handsomely lllu•trated.
TRICKS.~ontalnlng
complete Instruction•
Ne. Ill. HOW TO BECOlllE AN EN!or p erforming over sixty Mechanical TrlckL
OUlEEB.-<:ontalnlng tull Instruction• bow to
Fully Illustrated.
become a locomotive engineer; also directions
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
tor bull4Jnr; a model locomotive; together
WITH CARDS.-Embraclns all ot the lateot
wtth a tull description of everything an enand most deceptlTe card trick•, with llluatralinffr abould know.
tlon•.
No. eo. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGNo. 78. HOW TO DO TBICKS WITH
JlAPHER-~ontalnlng useful lntormatlon reNUMBERS.-Showlnc many curlou• trick•
B'or ea.le by all newsdealers, or wlJI be Mnt to &IQ' addreu OD ..-lpt of price, 10 eta. per copy,

n.A1iK TOUSEY, Publiaher,
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with figure s and the magic ot numbers. By
A. Ande rson. Fully Illustrated.
No. 74. HOW
TO WRITE LETTERS
CORRECTLY.~ontalnlng
tull lnatructlono
tor writing letters on almost &ny subject ;
also ru les tor punctuation and composition.
with spec imen letters.
No. 75. BOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.
~ontalnlng
tricks with Dominoes, Dice,
Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing thirtysix lllustratlona. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY
THE HAND.~ontalnlng rule• tor telling tortunes by the aid ot line• ot the hand, or the
secret ot palmistry. Also the secret ot tellIng future event• by aid ot moles, mark•.
scars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.~ontalnlng deceptive Card
Tri cks as performed by leadlns conjurers and
magi cians.
Arranged tor home &muaement.
Fully 1llustra1;J'd.
No. 78. BOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.
~ontalnlng a complete description ot the
mysteries ot Magic and Sleight-of-Hand, togetber with many wonderful experlmenta. B7
A. Anderson. Illu1trated.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
~ontalnlng complete Instructions how to
make up !or various characters on the 1tage;
toge ther with the duties ot the Stage Manager,
P
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Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
tunny atorle• o! this world-renowned German
comedian. Sixty-tour page•; handaome colored cover containing a bait-tone photo of
th" author.
No. 81. HOW TO MESlllERIZE.~ontalnIng the most approved methods o! meamerlam; animal magnetism, or, magnetic bealln11.
By Prot. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., author of
••How to Hypnotize." etc.
W
y
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0 DO PA.LIDS
ta°f:if;,g the H:ost ~pproved
metho~ ot-:;;~~~
Ing the lines on the hand, together with a !ull
explanation ot their meaning. Al•o explaln~~~..~h~;n~~:>"b.!'°~~a t~~ k:{e !~re:3! 11 n~Ych~d
Huso Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 88. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contalnln11 I
valuable and Instructive Information regardInc the aclence ot hypnotism. Alao explalnIns the most approved method• which are
employed by the leading hypnotist• ot the
worl4. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. U. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR.
~ontalnlng lntormatlon regarding choice o!
subjeota, the u•e ot words and the manner of
colltalnlnc valuable Information u
to the
neatne••. leclblllty and general compo•ltlon ot
preparlns and submitting manu•crlpt. AlllO
:nanuaorlpt.
or 8 for 211 eta., In money or postage stamps, bJ
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168 West 23d St .• New York.

